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Summary 

The rising concerns about climate change and the impacts of global warming on the 

world’s economy have led to the quest for more efficient processes and cleaner energy 

sources. Climate change mitigation involves taking actions that reduce the rate of 

climate change. This can be achieved in various ways that include, but are not limited 

to: 1) phasing out potent fluorinated gases (F-gases) and finding alternative 

refrigerants; 2) removing CO2 from Earth’s atmosphere, for example through industrial 

scale carbon capture and storage (CCS); 3) transitioning to a cleaner and lower carbon 

fuel mixtures such as natural gas, considered as the cleanest fossil fuel, and using 

renewable forms of energy; and 4) improving the energy efficiency of existing and 

future physical and chemical processes. 

Hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs), currently used as refrigerants in air-conditioning and 

refrigeration systems, are potent greenhouse gases and their contribution to climate 

change is projected to increase. In 2016, nearly 200 nations agreed to amend the 

Montreal Protocol to phase out by mid-century the high global warming potential 

(GWP) refrigerants used in most systems. In this context, replacements fluids must be 

found and researchers are currently investigating new refrigerants blends as possible 

low GWP alternatives. Some of these new refrigerants have not been extensively 

studied and there is a need for reliable experimental thermodynamic data to improve 

existing predictive models (equations of state) used in designing refrigeration systems. 

Similarly, natural gas is the cleanest fossil-based energy resource and provides a 

viable way of optimizing the world’s energy mix in coming years, helping to meet 

increasing global energy demand whilst reducing CO2 emissions and improving air 

quality. Liquefied natural gas (LNG) is forecast to surpass pipeline imports as the 

dominant means of trading natural gas by 2035. With LNG demand on the rise, the 

efficient design and use of the various processes including high-pressure cryogenic 

distillation is becoming increasingly important.  

The scrub column is a crucial cryogenic distillation tower located in the heart of an 

LNG plant. It reduces the risk of solids freezing out downstream in cryogenic heat 

exchangers and allows recovery of valuable liquefied petroleum-gas compounds. 

Given its operational importance, a good design is imperative. Thus, a good design is 

https://climate.nasa.gov/
https://climate.nasa.gov/
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based on three key pillars that directly affect capital expenditure and operation costs: 

(1) accurate and reliable vapour-liquid equilibrium data, (2) column hydraulics and (3) 

column efficiency.  

While the first two of these quantities can usually be predicted with sufficient accuracy, 

prediction of the third is at best done using a limited model. The most reliable and 

commonly used model (O’Connell correlation) for predicting column efficiency gives 

an estimates within ±15 % for distillation and absorption columns. Therefore, there is 

significant room for improvement with even small advances having the potential to 

improve the design, construction and operation of LNG scrub columns and distillation 

columns in general. For this purpose, a new pilot scale LNG scrub column was 

developed and used to explore and investigate the factors affecting column efficiency. 

This novel facility, developed and used in collaboration with the Commonwealth 

Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation (CSIRO) is unique and was used to 

study natural gas fractionation at high pressure and cryogenic conditions.  

This thesis presents and describes the results obtained from (1) the study of the 

vapour-liquid equilibrium (VLE) of next-generation refrigerants mixtures and (2) the 

study of high pressure cryogenic distillation of natural gas mixtures for improved LNG 

production. 

(1) The measured VLE data, together with other thermophysical properties 

measured at the University of Western Australia (UWA) and reported in the 

literature, were used to tune the mixture parameters in the models used by 

NIST's REFPROP 10 software package to improve the prediction of 

thermodynamic properties for these fluids. The new models developed from this 

work significantly improved the root mean square deviations of the predicted 

properties for these multi-component mixtures. 

(2) The efficiencies of the scrub column collected in this work values were found to 

be in good agreement with the O’Connell model’s predictions with an average 

absolute difference of 7%, indicating that this experimental setup is suitable for 

efficiencies investigation and for developing new efficiency correlations. These 

results provide a reference point for future consideration of high pressure 

cryogenic natural fractionation efficiency studies.  
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“Clear language engenders clear thought,  

and clear thought is the most  

important benefit of education.” 

Richard Mitchell 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

 

1.1. Climate change and energy 

The global population has grown by almost threefold since 1950 from 2.6 billion to 7.7 

billion currently and this number is expected to rise by 2 billion in the next thirty years 

according to the United Nations [1].  As populations, economies and standards of living 

rise, so does the cumulative level of greenhouse gases emissions. Thus, after more 

than a century of human activities since the industrial revolution, vast amounts of 

greenhouse gases have been released in the atmosphere and the climate is 

unarguably warming as a result of these anthropogenic emissions. Figure 1.1 show 

the correlation between the increase in greenhouse emissions and observation of the 

climate change. It clearly shows that since the end of the industrial revolution in 1850, 

the atmosphere and ocean surface have warmed by an average of 0.8˚C. 

Carbon dioxide (CO2) from fossil fuel combustion and industrial processes is the most 

abundant greenhouse gas accounting for about two-third of the emissions in 2010 [2]. 

Other gases also increasingly contribute to the global warming, principally methane 

(CH4), nitrous oxide (N2O) and fluorinated gases (F-gases). The latter group of gases, 

unlike other greenhouse gases, are exclusively related to human activities. They are 

used as refrigerants in various industrial processes and households appliances. 

Because they absorb infrared radiation much more strongly than CO2, many F-gases 

have very high global warming potentials (GWPs) relative to CO2, so their presence in 

the atmosphere even in small concentration can dramatically change the climate [3]. 

They also can have a very long lifetime in the atmosphere, in some cases lasting for 

thousands of years. Consequently, they are considered to be the most potent and 

longest lasting type of greenhouse gases emitted by human activities [3]. 

All these emissions are the reflection of our society’s fundamental need for food and 

energy. As the world economy progresses, these emissions will continue to be 

important and further warm the climate unless substantial effort is undertaken to 

reduce them. Thus, the world is facing a dual challenge: to provide more energy in a 

reliable and affordable way to a rising population, while reducing the environmental 

footprint with lower greenhouses emissions. 
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Figure 1.1: Relationship between the earth's average temperature, sea level change 

and the emissions of greenhouse gases from 1850 to 2012. The different colours on 

a) and b) are independently produced datasets [2]. 

Climate change mitigation involves taking actions that reduce the rate of climate 

change and the Paris Agreement adopted by 195 nations in 2016 declared 

governments’ intentions to reduce greenhouse gases emissions. This mitigation can 

be achieved in various ways and includes, but is no limited to: 1) phasing out 

fluorinated gases and finding alternative refrigerants; 2) removing CO2 from Earth’s 

atmosphere, for example, through industrial scale carbon capture and storage (CCS); 

3) transitioning to a cleaner and lower carbon fuel mix such as natural gas, considered 

as the cleanest fossil fuel, and using renewable forms of energy; and 4) improving 
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energy efficiency of physical and chemical processes. The following sections will 

briefly cover points 1, 3 and 4 as mitigations options. 

 

1.2. The quest for alternative refrigerants 

A refrigerant is the essential working fluid in a refrigeration cycle which is used to 

provide cooling to other process fluids. From keeping buildings or cars cool during 

summer and warm in winter, food preservations in the food industry or cooling in the 

chemical industry, refrigerants have been used for decades. It works by absorbing 

heat at a low temperature in the evaporator and release it at a higher temperature in 

the condenser. Since their early use and driven by scientific findings, market and 

regulatory requirements, successive generations of refrigerants were used by the 

industry. Figure 1.2 summarizes and depicts the evolution of the refrigerants since 

1830. 

The first refrigeration cycles built in the early 19th century used ammonia, sulphur 

dioxide, ethers, carbon dioxide or whatever “worked as refrigerants”. Almost all of them 

were flammable and/or toxic, and accidents were very common [4]. Later on, in the 

mid-20th century, new derivatives fluids of methane and ethane made their appearance 

in the industry, namely chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) and hydrochlorofluorocarbons 

(HCFCs). For safety reason mainly but also for better thermodynamic performances, 

they progressively replaced the first generation of refrigerants. 

Then, the scientific community realized that the chlorine contained in CFCs and 

HCFCs reacted with the ozone in the stratosphere, causing the protective ozone layer 

to deplete. The rising concerns about the ozone depletion due to the release of ozone 

depleting substances (ODSs) have catalysed the need for new refrigerants and 

triggered the transition to the third generation of refrigerants [4]. In 1987, the Montreal 

protocol forced the progressive phase out of ODSs. Alternatively, CFCs and HCFCs 

were replaced by hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs), exclusively synthetic refrigerants with 

zero or very low ozone depletion potential (ODP). HFCs are now the dominant 

refrigerants in new refrigeration equipment, with R-410A a blend of HFCs, being the 

most importantly used refrigerant [5]. 
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In October 2016, the Kigali Amendment to the Montreal Protocol recognized the great 

impact of HFCs on climate change [6]. They are typically emitted in smaller quantities 

than CO2 but because they absorb substantially more infrared radiation and have 

relatively longer atmospheric lifetime compared to CO2, they are considered to be 

potent greenhouse gases [7].  Table 1.1 shows the GWP for the three most common 

HFCs and their GWP over 100 years. 

Table 1.1: Global warming potential for the three most commons HFCs in comparison 

with CO2 and HFO-1234yf [7]. 

Pure Refrigerant 

Global Warming Potential 

Over 100-years 

CO2 1 

CH4 28 

HFC-134a 1300 

HFC-32 677 

HFC-125 3170 

HFO-R1234yf <1 

HFO-R1234ze(E) <1 

 

The Kigali Amendment to the Montreal Protocol aims for the phase-down of HFCs by 

stopping their manufacture and consumption. As a result, refrigerants producers 

quickly responded to the announcements and a new class of refrigerants with lower 

GWP, categorised as hydrofluoroolefins (HFOs), quickly emerged. HFOs are 

unsaturated HFCs and their carbon-carbon double bonds react with the atmospheric 

hydroxyl radical (OH), making them unstable in the atmosphere. As a result, HFOs 

typically have much shorter atmospheric life than HFCs which decrease their GWP. 

However, some of these new short-lived refrigerants will degrade into trifluoroacetic 

acid (TFA) which builds up in the environment and can cause problems. Thus, this 

highly soluble and phytotoxic compound can persist in rivers and lakes posing risks of 

water acidification [7–9]. 
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Figure 1.2: Refrigerants progression [4]. 

 

Among the relatively new HFOs, 2,3,3,3-Tetrafluoropropene (R1234yf) and (E)-

1,3,3,3-Tetrafluoropropene (R1234ze(E)) are interesting because they offer very low 

GWP [8,9]. However, they are mildly flammable which can be a safety concern and 

constitute a barrier for their adoption in certain end uses [12][13]. Existing safety codes 

for refrigeration systems require non-flammable refrigerants for many applications [5]. 

Blending these HFO with HFCs or natural refrigerants such as CO2 can reduce their 

flammability. Currently, the automotive industry is seeking to use blends of R-1234yf 

and CO2 as alternatives for R-134a used in automotive air conditioning [4].  

Although R1234yf and R1234ze(E) have been extensively studied in their pure form, 

experimental thermophysical properties data of their mixtures with traditional HFCs or 

CO2 are still scarce. Thus, investigating the properties of these industrial relevant 

mixtures would be particularly useful for improving the thermodynamic models used 

to accurately and reliably describe their behaviour.   

Currently, all of the most widely used and accepted thermodynamic models in the 

industry have some degree of empiricism which mean that they are based on 

experimental data. Thus, their performance depends intrinsically on the quantity and 

quality of available experimental property data such as liquid density, vapour liquid 
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equilibrium (VLE), isobaric heat capacity and viscosity. In this work, the focus was 

given for the experimental study of blends of (1) HFOs with HFCs and (2) HFOs with 

CO2, with the aim to obtain reliable thermophysical properties for the refrigeration 

industry. 

 

1.3. Importance of Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG) and the scrub 

column 

The raising awareness and concern about climate changes have led to the quest for 

more efficient processes and cleaner energy sources.   

Natural gas has many important benefits and is unarguably the fastest growing fossil-

based energy resource. It is a viable way of optimizing the world’s energy mix in 

coming years, helping to meet increasing global energy demand from growing 

emerging countries whilst reducing CO2 emissions and improving air quality [24]. One 

form of natural gas is liquefied natural gas which is 600 times denser than natural gas 

at standard temperature and pressure. LNG is an economical viable way to store and 

transport natural gas across vast distances, and by 2035 it is forecasted that LNG will 

surpasses pipeline imports as the dominant means of trading natural gas [24]. 

According to the international energy agency (IEA), investment in new LNG 

liquefaction plants have skyrocketed in 2019 [25]. 

LNG is produced in a liquefaction plant where the natural gas from the reservoir 

undergoes several treatment processes to remove the impurities and undesired 

compounds such as water, acid gases and mercury. The pre-treated natural gas then 

enters the liquefaction units, where the light hydrocarbons (methane and ethane) are 

separated from the heavier (heavier than ethane) in the LNG scrub column.  

The LNG scrub column is a distillation tower operating typically at 5 MPa with its feed 

gas pre-cooled and partially condensed at approximately 273 K. A reboiler and a 

condenser allow to maintain the top and bottom temperatures at about 243.15K and 

303.15K respectively (Figure 1.3). A good contact between the vapour and the liquid 

phases together with a temperature gradient along the tower ensure that the desired 

separation is achieved. The top stream with the light fraction then enters the main 
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cryogenic heat exchanger (MCHE) where it is chilled down to 111.15K (-162˚C) to 

produce LNG. 

 

 

Figure 1.3: Typical block diagram showing the scrub column at the centre of an LNG 

plant [26]. 

With LNG demand on the rise, efficient design and use of the various processes 

including the scrub column become more important. A good column design is based 

on three key pillars that directly affect capital and operation costs: (1) good and reliable 

vapour-liquid equilibrium data, (2) column hydraulics and (3) tray efficiency.  

While the first two are predicted with sufficient accuracy, the third is at best a limited 

model [27]. Thus, the O’Connell empirical correlation is currently the most reliable and 

commonly used model to estimate the efficiency; it has been stated to predict 

efficiency within ±15 % for distillation and absorption columns [28]. Therefore, there is 

room for improvements and even small ones have the potential to remarkably improve 

the design, construction and operation of the LNG scrub column and distillation 

columns in general. 

For this purpose, a new pilot scale LNG scrub column was developed to explore and 

investigate areas related to column efficiency. This novel apparatus is unique and was 

used to study natural gas fractionation at high pressure and cryogenic conditions. The 

work was carried out in conjunction with the Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial 

Research Organisation (CSIRO). 

Scrub 

column 
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1.4. Project motivation 

The primary objective of this research was the experimental study and modelling of 

VLE for industrially relevant mixtures. The focus here was given for alternative 

refrigerants with the aim to collect reliable and reference-quality VLE data to fill the 

existing gaps in the open literature. The experimental and modelling aspects of 

vapour-liquid equilibrium do not depend on the system studied and are essentially 

identical for refrigerants or other chemical systems. The data collected in this work will 

help improve existing thermodynamic mixtures models to more reliably simulate 

refrigeration processes involving these mixtures, thus increasing the confidence of 

their design.  

The second objective of this research was the optimisation of high-pressure and low 

temperature natural gas fractionation within the LNG scrub column, which is a large 

scale industrial process governed by vapour-liquid equilibrium. Having reliable and 

good quality VLE data is crucial for designing and operating efficiently scrub columns. 

Therefore, understanding VLE was an important first stage of the research work that 

enabled to better apprehend the optimisation of the scrub column in the second part. 

This research project proposes to study the VLE of (HFO + HFC) and CO2 + {HFC, 

HFO} mixtures with low global warming potential. The prime motivation here was to 

collect new reference quality VLE data particularly useful to the improvement of current 

thermodynamic models used in commercial process simulators. 

The second part of the project consisted of testing and validating a new pilot scale 

scrub column recently built by UWA and CSIRO. The suitability of the apparatus was 

investigated and the experimental results were compared to a steady-state and 

dynamic model developed in this work. The data collected allowed to extract efficiency 

data that could be used to improve current efficiency models. 
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1.5. Thesis outline 

This PhD thesis is organized in six chapters and is presented as a combination of 

published journal papers (TASP) and traditional research chapters in compliance with 

the University of Western Australia Thesis Rules regarding the content and format of 

a thesis. This means that this thesis contains papers that were published or 

manuscripts planned for publication together with traditional research chapters. 

Chapter 2 provides the key concepts and fundamentals on vapour-liquid phase 

behaviour and commonly used thermodynamic models, as well as the basis for 

understanding distillation column efficiency and how it directly affect the total costs 

associated with LNG scrub columns. Chapter 3 presents the experimental study of 

alternative refrigerant mixtures for improving thermodynamic models currently in use. 

Chapter 4 and 5 present the work on the optimisation of the scrub column. Finally, 

Chapter 6 concludes on the work of this thesis and provides some recommendations 

for future work to improve the VLE apparatus as well as the pilot LNG scrub column. 

This thesis is designed to provide the following objectives: 

1. CHAPTER 1: Introduction. 

 Provide backgrounds and motivation of this thesis. 

2. CHAPTER 2: Fundamental concepts. 

 Provide the basis thermodynamic concepts for understanding fluid phase 

equilibria and predictive equations of states. 

 Provide the basic notions for understanding column efficiency. 

3. CHAPTER 3: Vapour Liquid Equilibrium of alternative refrigerant mixtures. 

 Measure reliable and accurate vapour liquid equilibrium data to improve 

existing mixture models implemented in REFPROP with the aim to better 

design and operate refrigeration systems. 

4. CHAPTER 4: High-pressure cryogenic distillation data for improved LNG 

production. 

 Demonstrate a novel apparatus for studying natural gas fractionation at low 

temperature and high pressure conditions.  
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5. CHAPTER 5: Demonstration of a pilot-scale, high pressure, cryogenic column 

with Oldershaw trays for LNG applications. 

 Validation of the newly built Oldershaw column for studying LNG 

fractionation and measuring column efficiency. 

6. CHAPTER 6: Conclusion and recommendations.  

 Summarises the research findings and provides recommendations for future 

work. 
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Chapter 2: Fundamental concepts 

 

The first section of this chapter provides the basic thermodynamic concepts for 

understanding fluid phase equilibria. Then a brief discussion is given on the main 

experimental methods to measure phase equilibria. The next section lays the basis on 

predictive equations of states and discusses how experimental phase equilibrium data 

are integrated to models to improve predictions of thermophysical properties. Finally, 

the last section covers the concept of overall efficiency in a distillation column. 

 

2.1. Phase equilibrium 

2.1.1. Introduction 

Fluid phase equilibria knowledge is fundamental to chemical engineering because 

many production/processing operations involve control of the phases present. It 

usually determines what type of separation process will be required and will be 

economical for a plant. Wherever two phases or more are brought into contact there 

is a transfer of a substance from one phase to another. This exchange of components 

occurs until the composition of each phase ceases to change with time; at this point, 

the phases are in thermodynamic equilibrium [1]. This final state of equilibrium 

depends on various thermodynamic parameters such as temperature, pressure and 

the global composition in the case of mixtures. When one of these thermodynamic 

variables is altered, the fluid will reach a new state of equilibrium with different phase 

fractions and compositions than before the alteration. Phase behaviour describes the 

way a system undergoes phase changes when the thermodynamic variables are 

varied. Thus, it becomes clear that knowledge of the phase equilibrium properties is 

crucial because it enables chemical engineers to design chemical processes.  

Phase equilibria can involve different phases; for instance vapor-liquid equilibria 

(VLE), liquid-liquid equilibria (LLE), vapor-liquid-liquid equilibria (VLLE), solid-liquid 

equilibria (SLE), solid-vapour equilibria (SVE), solid-liquid-vapour equilibria (SLVE). 

For a given system, the equilibrium condition between phases is governed by the 

Gibbs phase rule which quantitatively relates all the variables. The number of 
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independent intensives properties, F, required to fully define a system with N 

constituents distributed over P phases is calculated as follows: 

𝐹 = 𝑁 − 𝑃 + 2 

Equation 2.1 

F is known as the number of degrees of freedom. Thus, a binary mixture in vapour-

liquid equilibrium is fully defined and fixed when two variables are defined, both the 

temperature and pressure. Intensive properties are independent of the mass and size 

of the phase. These are the temperature, pressure, density and composition. 

 

2.1.2. Phase diagrams 

Phase behaviour is conventionally represented graphically with phase diagrams. The 

phase behaviour of a pure component can be shown on a plot of pressure temperature 

(P, T) or pressure –volume (P, v). For a mixture, phase diagrams are plotted with two 

out of the three variable-composition, temperature and pressure, at a constant value 

of the remaining one.  

Figure 2.1 presents the (p,T,x,y) diagrams and the phases envelopes for the {methane 

+ propane} binary system. Two phases exist in equilibrium only inside the phase 

envelope, limited by the dew and bubble curves. The critical point at which both curves 

join is where the two phases become identical and it is no longer possible to distinguish 

liquid from gas.  

Two-phase envelopes are also shown for two different compositions of methane and 

propane. Figure 2.1b clearly shows the effect of composition on the shape and location 

of the critical point. Thus adding more methane to the methane-lean system shifts the 

two-phase region to the left.  
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Figure 2.1: Vapour-liquid phase equilibrium of {methane (1) + propane (2)}: (a) P-x-y 

isotherms at T=230 K and T=270 K; (b) P-T phase envelopes for x1=0.3 and x1=0.7. 

Dashed line (---): bubble points curve; Solid line (―): dew points curve. Values 

calculated using the GERG-2008 model as implemented in TREND 4.0 [2]. 

 

This simple illustration indicates how important it is to have an accurate phase 

envelope to reliably predict phase behaviour. The understanding of phase behaviour 

is critical, for example, in the prediction of oil and gas reservoir behaviour, the pumping 

of liquids or the transport of gas in high-pressure pipelines and the generation of 

refrigeration. Failure to handle properly the phase behaviour of fluid could be very 

expensive for a company, especially in the oil and gas industry [3]. For example, during 

shut-in and restart operations of large-scale natural gas pipelines, the pressure 

decrease due to the ambient cooling may cause some components to condense and 

form a liquid phase which could be damaging to compressors in compressor stations. 

If damaged, they could cause an interruption in natural gas supply and the 

consequences could be very expensive to the operating company.  Therefore proper 

analysis and prediction is phase behaviour of vital importance.  Oftentimes, direct 

measurement of phase equilibrium is an important source of data and this will be 

covered in section 2.3. 

In the field of fluid thermophysical properties, experimental equilibrium data are often 

compared to predictions from equations of state (EOS) to test their performance. The 

conventional and convenient way of presenting vapour-liquid equilibrium data is 

through the (P-x-y) plot, which provides a global overview of a binary system’s vapour-

liquid equilibrium and its description by a thermodynamic model. An example of this is 

shown in Figure 2.2a for the (CO2 + SO2) binary, which presents two literature VLE 
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data sets measured at 263.15 K together with the corresponding predictions of the 

GERG-2008 equation of state implemented in TREND 4.0 [2]. 

 

Figure 2.2: Vapour-equilibrium of {carbon dioxide (1) + sulfur dioxide (2)}: (a) P-x-y 

isotherm at T=263.15 K; (b) Deviation of the measured carbon dioxide mole fractions, 

xCO2 and yCO2, from the model as a function of xCO2. Δ, Coquelet et al. (2014) [4]; 

+,Gimeno et al. (2017) [5].  Blue colour: bubble points; red colour : dew points; solid 

lines: calculated dew and bubble curves using the GERG-2008 model as implemented 

in TREND 4.0 [2]. 

While this representation indicates a good agreement between the measurements and 

the calculated values from the model, it is difficult to assess the consistency of different 

experimental data sets or if the agreement between the model and data is better at 

one temperature or the other. A particularly useful representation is the deviation plot 

shown in Figure 2.2b, which enables to assess how good the model predictions are 

compared to the experimental data. In this case, both data sets are generally 

consistent within a reasonable estimate of their uncertainties. May et al. gave a clear 

explanation of the usefulness of the deviation plot when comparing various data sets 

at various temperatures [6]. In this thesis, experimental data sets are compared with 

each other and with model predictions; the results are shown in both (P-x-y) and 

deviation plots. 
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2.2. Prediction of fluid thermophysical properties 

2.2.1. Introduction 

The design, construction and operation of chemical processing plants are capital-

extensive and the simulation of these facilities can optimize and reduce the total cost. 

Critical to any simulation tool is the prediction of phase behaviour and the calculation 

of thermodynamic properties of each phase present, which are usually determined by 

equations of state. 

An equation of state is a mathematical equation relating the pressure, density, 

temperature and for a mixture composition. The need for an accurate description of 

thermodynamic properties resulted in the development of diverse equations of state 

which is an ongoing active field of research. All proposed models differ from one other 

by their degree of empiricism, mathematical form and predictive capability. 

There has been extensive research made in recent years to develop new models and 

while a wide variety of equations are available in the literature, cubic EOS are the most 

popular and widely used in industry for phase equilibrium calculations, particularly in 

the oil and gas industry [7].  

 

2.2.2. Cubic equations of state 

In 1873 van der Waals (VdW) modified the well-known perfect gas equation of state 

(Equation 2.2) by adding two parameters, a and b, namely the specific attraction and 

the co-volume, to correct for the pressure and volume terms respectively (Equation 

2.3). The former describes the fact that the total pressure of a system is reduced by 

attractive intermolecular forces, while the latter shows that less molar volume is 

available because molecules themselves occupy space. For the first time, an equation 

of state was capable of predicting the existence of both liquid and gas phases [8]. This 

relatively simple equation is not very accurate for predicting thermophysical properties 

of real mixtures, especially with increasing pressure where the fluid behaviour deviate 

from that of the ideal gas [8]. However, it is based on sound theoretical approximations 

and constitutes the basis for understanding modern cubic EOS which are simple 

empirical modifications of the van der Waals EOS. 
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𝑃 = (∑ 𝑛𝑖

𝑖

) 𝑅𝑇/𝑉 

Equation 2.2 

 

𝑃 =
𝑅𝑇

𝑉𝑚 − 𝑏
−  

𝑎

𝑉𝑚
2 

Equation 2.3 

Where: 

P: pressure a: specific attraction 

T: temperature b: co-volume 

ni: number of moles of species i Vm: molar volume 

R: universal gas constant V: volume 

α: acentric factor  

 

Since its introduction, numerous authors have focused their efforts to improve the 

accuracy of the thermodynamic properties prediction of the VdW EOS. The Soave-

Redlich-Kwong (SRK) (Equation 2.4) and the Peng-Robinson (PR) (Equation 2.5) are 

the most widely used cubic EOS today [7][8]. Their general forms are both given below 

and details for the different parameters of the equations are given by Assael, Trusler 

and Tsolakis in their textbook [8]. 

𝑃 =
𝑅𝑇

𝑉𝑚 − 𝑏
− 

𝑎𝛼(𝑇𝑅 , 𝜔)

𝑉𝑚(𝑉𝑚 + 𝑏)
 

Equation 2.4 

Soave (1972) improved the Redlich-Kwong (1949) equation by modifying the attraction 

term to make it temperature dependent, and by adding the acentric factor α to take 

into account the non-sphericity of molecules. 
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𝑃 =
𝑅𝑇

𝑉𝑚 − 𝑏
−  

𝑎𝛼(𝑇𝑅 , 𝜔)

𝑉𝑚(𝑉𝑚 + 𝑏) + 𝑏(𝑉𝑚 − 𝑏)
 

Equation 2.5 

The PR EOS is similar in structure to that of SRK. Peng and Robinson (1975) modified 

the volume dependency of attraction term as shown in Equation 2.5. Their choice of a 

different denominator gives better representations of VLE and more reliable 

predictions of liquid density compared to the SRK EOS [7][8].  

Application of these cubic EOS to a multicomponent mixture can be performed by 

introducing a compositional dependence into a and b. This is achieved by using mixing 

rules in which the interaction potential between like and unlike molecules is 

considered. The mixing rules selected for use with an EOS are as important as the 

EOS itself.  The classic quadratic mixing rules of the van der Walls type (VDW-1 or 

van der Waals one-fluid theory) are the most important and constitute the basis for 

modern cubic EOS [7].  

𝑎 = ∑ ∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑥𝑗(1 − 𝑘𝑖𝑗)√(𝑎𝑖)(𝑎𝑗)

𝑛

𝑗=1

𝑛

𝑖=1

 

Equation 2.6 

𝑏 = ∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑏𝑖

𝑛

𝑖=1

 

Equation 2.7 

Here kij is the binary interaction parameter (BIP), which is an adjustable fitting 

parameter calculated by regression to experimental VLE data. The idea in the 

regression is to apply the EOS to the calculation of VLE data and use kij to minimize 

the differences or force agreement between predicted and experimental values. 
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2.2.3. Strengths and limitations of cubic EOS 

The effective use of an EOS requires the understanding of its capabilities but also its 

limitations. This is of crucial importance to selecting the appropriate model and mixing 

rules in a simulator to effectively design processes and equipment. 

The widespread use of the SRK and PR EOS is due to their simplicity of application, 

enabling fast VLE calculations with acceptable accuracy because of the substantial 

economics at stake. They are applicable over a wide range of temperature and 

pressure and can be applied to both liquid and vapour phases. Both EOS are of 

roughly equal reliability for VLE calculations although the PR EOS can generally better 

predict liquid densities [8]. Their performance is best for light hydrocarbons and small 

non-polar molecules [8]. 

However, every EOS that has been proposed has more or less some limitations with 

respect to the components and range of conditions to which they may be applied. 

Some EOS perform better at predicting PVT properties while others are superior for 

composition calculation. The major and most evident deficiency of cubic EOS is their 

inability to predict satisfactorily thermal and caloric properties in the homogenous 

phase [9]. They are also not suitable for calculating saturated liquid densities, which 

are systematically always over predicted [7, 8]. For example, in the field of natural gas 

processing which usually requires high accuracy predictions, Kunz and Wagner have 

shown that the uncertainties of thermodynamic data predicted with simple cubic EOS 

are not acceptable [9].  

This weakness is generally known, and one approach that can be used to improve the 

liquid density predicted from cubic EOS is the so-called volume translation method. It 

consists of applying a simple empirical correction to the molar volume calculated which 

has no effect on the predicted (P,T,x,y) properties [8].  

Another weakness of cubic EOS, which is also shared by all analytical thermodynamic 

models, is the inability to describe the fluid behaviour near the critical region. As the 

critical point is approached it is no longer possible to distinguish liquid from gas, and 

many thermodynamic properties changes drastically, approaching zero or infinity [8]. 

It is of great importance to be aware of this failure. It is possible to improve the 

predictions of a cubic EOS in the vicinity of the critical region by tuning the kij to 

experimental data. However, because of their limited cubic form, if they are tuned to 
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data near the critical region, the accuracy of predictions made at lower pressures will 

inherently decrease.  

More complex non-cubic EOS can better represent experimental data in the near-

critical region and offer more accuracy in the predictions of liquid densities and caloric 

properties such as the GERG-2008 or the EOS-CG which is described in the next 

section. 

 

2.2.4. Multi-parameter equations of state  

Although considerable improvements have been made in describing thermophysical 

properties of pure fluids and their mixtures, there is still a need for highly accurate EOS 

in sciences and engineering applications. Toward this end, accurate empirical multi-

parameter equations of state became available since the 1970s which were used as 

a reliable predictive tool for thermophysical properties [10]. 

To achieve a precise description of the experimental data over a wide range of 

conditions, the mathematical formulation of these models is often very complicated. 

Various textbooks and reviews cover in detail the history and the mathematical 

formulation of such models, including the work of Span [11].  

As a result of such developments, these multi-parameter EOS remarkably improve the 

predictions of thermodynamic properties compared to generic cubic EOS. Thus, they 

are able to represent the phase behaviour and estimate the thermophysical properties 

of binary and multicomponent mixtures within the uncertainty of the measured data. 

Most of the modern multi-parameter equations of state developed within the past 20 

years are fundamental equations explicit in the Helmholtz free energy as a function of 

density and temperature [12]. 

To date, the most developed and used version of multi-parameter Helmholtz EOS is 

the “Groupe Européen de Recherches Gazières Equation of State” (GERG-2008) for 

natural gas mixtures or the “Equation of State for Combustion Gases and Combustion 

Gas Like Mixtures” (EOS-CG) [8, 12]. 

These models are based on a multi-fluid approximation [14] and their general structure 

is split into ideal-gas (α0) and residual contributions (αr) that are parameterised 
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separately. The former is basically a combination of the ideal gas part of the Helmholtz 

energies of the pure fluids of the components involved in the mixture. The latter is 

separated into a contribution, which is dependent on the residual Helmholtz energy of 

pure fluids, and a mixture specific departure function. 

𝛼(𝛿, 𝜏, х) = 𝛼0(𝜌, 𝑇, х) + 𝛼𝑟(𝛿, 𝜏, х) 

Equation 2.8 

The dimensionless Helmholtz energy, α=a/(RT), is related to mixture variables density 

ρ, reduced density δ=ρ/ρr, temperature T, inverse reduced temperature τ=Tr/T, and 

the molar composition x. The reduced density and inverse reduced temperature 

depend on ρr and Tr, two composition-dependent functions for the density and the 

temperature of the mixture, which depend in turn on the molar composition of the 

mixture. 

The dimensionless form of the Helmholtz free energy for the ideal gas mixture α0 is 

given by  

𝛼0(𝜌, 𝑇, х) = ∑ 𝑥𝑖

𝑁

𝑖=1

[𝛼0𝑖
0 (𝜌, 𝑇)  + 𝑙𝑛𝑥𝑖] 

 Equation 2.9 

where N is the number of components in the mixture, α0
0i is the dimensionless 

Helmholtz energy of component i in the ideal state. The entropy resulting from the 

mixing is expressed by the term xilnxi [14].  

The residual part of the dimensionless Helmholtz energy (αr) contains two parts: (1) a 

linear contribution of the reduced residual Helmholtz energy of each pure substance 

in the mixture at their corresponding state and (2) a non-ideal contribution from the so-

called departure function Δαr. 

𝛼𝑟(𝛿, 𝜏, х) = ∑ 𝑥𝑖

𝑁

𝑖=1

𝛼0𝑖
𝑟 (𝛿, 𝜏) + 𝛥𝛼𝑟(𝛿, 𝜏, х) 

Equation 2.10 

Most of the mixture behaviour is captured through the summation over xiαoi
r(δ, τ) and 

the use of the composition-dependent reducing functions for density and temperature, 
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which determine δ and τ. The purpose of the departure function is to improve the 

accuracy of the multifluid approximation when these composition-dependent reducing 

functions are unable to reproduce highly accurate data within experimental 

uncertainty. For many mixtures, where there are little or no experimental values with 

sufficient accuracy, the departure function is set to zero. 

The composition dependent reducing functions were introduced by Kunz et al.[15] 

which are based on the quadratic mixing rules proposed by Klimeck [14].  

1

𝜌𝑟(𝑥)
= ∑ 𝑥𝑖

2
1

𝜌𝑐,𝑖

𝑁

𝑖=1

+ ∑ ∑
2𝑥𝑖𝑥𝑗

𝜌𝑐,𝑖𝑗

𝑁

𝑗=𝑖+1

𝑁−1

𝑖=1

 

Equation 2.11 

𝑇𝑟(𝑥) = ∑ 𝑥𝑖
2

𝑁

𝑖=1

𝑇𝑐,𝑖 + ∑ ∑ 2𝑥𝑖𝑥𝑗𝑇𝑐,𝑖𝑗

𝑁

𝑗=𝑖+1

𝑁−1

𝑖=1

 

Equation 2.12 

 

1

𝜌𝑐,𝑖𝑗
= β𝑣,𝑖𝑗𝛾𝑣,𝑖𝑗.

𝑥𝑖 + 𝑥𝑗

𝛽𝑣,𝑖𝑗
2 𝑥𝑖 + 𝑥𝑗

.
1

8
(

1

𝛽𝑐,𝑖
1/3

+
1

𝛽𝑐,𝑗
1/3

)

3

 

Equation 2.13 

and  

𝑇𝑐,𝑖𝑗 = β𝑇,𝑖𝑗𝛾𝑇,𝑖𝑗 .
𝑥𝑖 + 𝑥𝑗

𝛽𝑇,𝑖𝑗
2 𝑥𝑖 + 𝑥𝑗

(𝑇𝑐,𝑖𝑇𝑐,𝑗)
1/2

 

Equation 2.14 

The parameters ρc,i and Tc,i are, respectively, the critical density and critical 

temperature of pure fluid i. Provided that sufficient experimental data are available for 

the binary mixture of components i and j, these reducing functions are adjusted during 

the fitting process using the four binary interaction parameters (BIPs) (βv,ij, γv,ij, βT,ij, 

γT,ij). 
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In the case where little or no experimental data are available for the fluid component 

pairs, the BIPs are set to unity which results in the quadratic mixing rules of Lorentz 

and Berthelot. 

1
𝜌𝑐,𝑖𝑗

⁄ =
(𝜌𝑐,𝑖

−1/3
+ 𝜌𝑐,𝑗

−1/3
)

3

8
⁄  

Equation 2.15 

𝑇𝑐,𝑖𝑗 = (𝑇𝑐,𝑖𝑇𝑐,𝑗)1/2 

Equation 2.16 

The detailed fitting method and the different ways that mixtures are handled by 

adjusting BIPs are explained in details by Kunz [14]. They can be separated in four 

classes depending on the amount and quality of available experimental data as shown 

in the following table [16]. 
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Table 2.1: Methods of adjusting binary parameters in Helmholtz models to improve the description of mixtures. The information is 

taken from Thol et al. [16] where more details can be found. 

 

 

Class 1 Class 2 Class 3 Class 4 

No experimental data 
available 

Few experimental data or only a single 
type of thermodynamic property 
available i.e. only VLE or only density. 

Experimental data of 
adequate quality and 
quantity available for 
similar binary mixtures. 

Comprehensive database available 
which includes many state points for 
various thermodynamic property 
with known experimental 
uncertainties. 

- BIPs set to unity.  
- Kunz and Wagner 
evaluated the Lorentz–
Berthelot and linear 
combining rules and found 
them to be suitable for 
natural gases applications 
(GERG 2008). 

- The departure function is set to zero. 
- The binary interaction parameters βT,ij, 
γT,ij, βv,ij, and γv,ij can be adjusted. The 
number of fitted parameters depends on 
the quality, quantity, and range of data 
available. 
- During the fitting procedure, it can be 
beneficial to vary the parameters 
successively instead of simultaneously.  
- Depending on the quality, quantity, and 
range 
of the data, it might also be helpful to 
adjust only certain parameters and set 
the remaining ones to unity. 

- This category allows for 
the use of a departure term 
through a weighting factor 
Fij or the full development 
of a new generalized 
departure function αr 
ij(τ, δ).  

If a comprehensive and accurate 
database is available, it is 
possible to develop a binary-specific 
departure function. 
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Figure 2.3 describes the phase behaviour of a four-component hydrocarbon mixtures 

and a 12-components natural gas like mixture. This comparison clearly shows that the 

GERG-2008 is able to better and more accurately predict dewpoints of natural gas 

mixtures that can be very complex. This figure also depicts the prediction of the classic 

PR EOS which deviates significantly from the experimental data as the pressure 

increases.  

 

 

Figure 2.3: Vapour-Liquid phase envelopes of a four-component hydrocarbon mixture 

(a) and a 12 components natural gas-like mixture (b) predicted with GERG-2008 and 

the cubic PR EOS in comparison with experimental data [9]. Solid line (―): GERG-

2008; dashed line (---): PR; : Morch et al. (2006) [17]; X: Avila et al. (2002) [18]. The 

two phase envelopes are extracted from Kunz and Wagner (2012) [9]. 

 

Multi-parameters Helmholtz EOS, such as the GERG-2008 or the EOS-CG, do not 

only reliably and accurately represent the phase behaviour of mixtures, but they also 

accurately predict the thermal and caloric properties of mixtures in the gas, liquid and 

supercritical regions as well as the corresponding densities [8,12]. 

Mixtures models of GERG-2008 and the EOS-CG are developed based on 

experimental data. All data sets have to be predicted within their experimental 

uncertainty and the physical behaviour has to be described correctly. There are 

various approaches to adjust the EOS for a mixture depending on the amount of 

available experimental data. 
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2.2.5. Summary 

The GERG-2008 and EOS-CG are a significant step forward in describing the 

thermodynamic properties of natural gas mixtures and CO2 mixtures for the CCS 

industry. The same Helmholtz energy formulation of the EOS is widely used for 

describing refrigerant mixtures (Chapter 3). The mixture model for the Helmholtz 

energy EOS used for the refrigerant mixtures in this work utilises the same mixing 

rules as in GERG-2008 and EOS-CG. 

Because of their complexity, they require an iterative solution that prevents them from 

being incorporated in current commercial process simulators. The computational 

simplicity of cubic EOS combined with their satisfactory representation of VLE for 

multicomponent mixtures, is the primary reason for their longevity in industry [19]. 

Despite their known limitations, they will likely still be used in process simulation for 

some time before being replaced by more accurate but also more complicated EOS 

[19]. 

All of the aforementioned models have a certain degree of empiricism, meaning that 

they all contain adjustable parameters which have to be fitted to experimental data of 

typically binary mixtures. Liquid density and VLE data (T,p,x,y), which report the 

composition of vapour and liquid phases in equilibrium at measured temperatures and 

pressures, are the most critical data needed to fit these adjustable parameters. Yet, 

for some industrial relevant mixtures, large scatter often exist within data sets, if there 

are any. Many authors reported that this data situation hinders the improvement of 

existing mixtures models and more experimental data are needed.  

 

2.3. Experimental methods for fluid phase equilibria 

2.3.1. Introduction 

A wide variety of experimental methods exists for the investigation of phase 

equilibrium. Knowledge of the different techniques is fundamental not only for selecting 

the most appropriate approach but also for the evaluation of the experimental data.  

The methods can be divided into two broad categories: analytical methods and 

synthetic methods. The explanations given in this chapter are extracted from a series 
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of review articles published between 1978 and 2012 addressing the various 

experimental techniques available in the literature [20–23]. Experimental data from the 

17 most important journals in the field of fluid phase equilibria are also given in these 

reviews.  

 

2.3.2. Analytical methods 

Analytical methods involves the determination of the compositions of the phases in 

equilibrium either by taking samples from the equilibrium cell or without sampling by 

using a physicochemical technique of analysis. In this approach, the initial overall 

composition of the system does not necessary need to be known as long as the 

mixture separates into two or more phases that are being investigated.  

In the case where samples are directly extracted from the cell, the composition is often 

analysed with a gas chromatograph. One of the main challenges of this technique is 

the pressure drop inside the cell due to the sampling which can cause a disturbance 

of the phase equilibrium. There are two ways to avoid disturbing the phase equilibrium: 

(1) the pressure in the cell can be kept constant by reducing the system’s volume, or 

(2) the effect of sampling on pressure drop can be minimized. In the first approach, 

the volume reduction could be achieved by using a variable volume cell such as the 

one described by Westman et al. [24]. In the second approach, disturbance can be 

avoided for example by using a relatively large cell volume, relative to the sample 

volume, where a slight pressure drop does not affect the equilibrium significantly [22]. 

Finally, in both approaches, using special sampling valves such as the rapid-online-

sample injector (ROLSI) coupled with capillaries allow to extract small samples that 

will not disturb the phase equilibrium. This a well-established method that has been 

described by various authors including May et al. [6], Westman et al. [24] and Al Ghafri 

et al. [25]. 

Analytical methods without sampling are realized using physicochemical techniques 

for the compositional analysis. No sampling is required which avoids the problems 

related to pressure drop described earlier. These techniques include spectroscopic 

methods or gravimetric methods.  
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Recently, McLinden et al. discussed the innovative possibility of using Nuclear 

Magnetic resonance spectroscopy for the in situ-measurement of VLE of fluid mixtures 

[26]. 

Analytical methods are further classified based on the way equilibrium is reached e.g. 

isothermal methods, isobaric-isothermal methods or isobaric methods. Details for 

each type are provided in references [17-20].  

Additionally, there are various ways in which equilibrium can be facilitated. By using a 

stirrer or by recirculating one or more phases, the time for equilibrium establishment 

can be reduced. When stirring is used, as opposed to the recirculating approach, the 

fluid mixture stays inside the cell during equilibrium. Therefore, some authors refer 

their method as being a static (stirrer) or dynamic method (recirculation). For example, 

in this study, an isothermal static-analytical method was used to measure the vapour 

liquid equilibrium of refrigerant mixtures and CO2 mixtures. These distinctions are 

described further in the next sections. 

 

2.3.3. Synthetic methods 

The main characteristic of a synthetic method is the preparation of a mixture of 

precisely known composition, with a gravimetric preparation method for example. The 

mixture is then injected inside the equilibrium cell and the phase behaviour is observed 

when the pressure or temperature is changed. With this method, no sampling is 

required. 

If the cell has a viewing feature, the appearance or disappearance of a new phase can 

be detected. This can be employed not only for VLE but also for other type of phase 

equilibrium such as LLE, VLLE or SLE. Al Ghafri et al. used a variable volume static-

synthetic apparatus to investigate the phase behaviour of the (carbon dioxide + n-

heptane + methylbenzene) system [27]. Their cell had a sapphire window which 

allowed them to detect any phase transition. 

In a blind equilibrium cell, the phase transitions can be detected in various ways. Some 

authors used laser scattering or spectroscopic techniques. Tsankova et al. measured 

the dielectric permittivity to detect the appearance of dew and bubble points [28]. 

Alternatively, monitoring a change in the physical property during a phase transition 
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could also be an option. For example, during an isochoric pathway the variation of 

pressure with temperature (dP/dT) will sharply change when a phase boundary is 

crossed. An example of this method is illustrated by the work of Duarte-Garza et al. 

[29]. When there is no phase transition, the temperature, pressure, volumes are 

measured and phase compositions are calculated using material balance.  

 

2.3.4. Summary 

According to Peper et al., 63% of all systems investigated from 2009 to 2012 were 

done with the synthetic method which makes it the most used method for the 

investigation of high-pressure phase equilibria [23]. 

Both methods have their advantages and challenges. Synthetic methods can be used 

for corrosive mixtures or when phase separation is difficult due to similar densities of 

the phases in equilibrium, for example near the critical point. They are considered to 

be quicker and easier than the analytical method because no sampling is involved. 

However, for systems containing more than two components, synthetic methods are 

not often used because they provide less information than with analytical methods.  

A common error source to all analytical methods is linked to accurate determination of 

the composition while the main challenge for all synthetic method is the precise 

preparation of the initial mixture before loading it into the equilibrium cell.  

 

 

Figure 2.4: Classification of experimental methods for phase equilibria [22]. 
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2.4. Distillation columns overall efficiency 

A good column design is based on three key pillars: (1) vapour-liquid equilibrium (good 

compositional modelling and the associated heat effects), (2) column hydraulics and 

(3) overall tray efficiency [30]. This section will focus on the column overall tray 

efficiency. 

In the design of new commercial distillation columns, engineers have to determine the 

actual number of stages (NAC) using the column overall efficiency (EOC) and the 

number of theoretical stages (NTH) obtained from simulation results (Equation 2.8). 

Finally, based on these parameters, the height of the column can be obtained. As for 

existing units, it is always worthwhile to know if the tower is operating with a higher or 

lower than expected efficiency, mainly when energy consumption and deviation from 

planned production are expensive.  

𝐸𝑂𝐶 =
𝑁𝑇𝐻

𝑁𝐴𝐶
 

Equation 2.8 

For an industrial practitioner, having a good prediction of this efficiency is crucial. 

When designing new columns, the most reliable method to predict efficiency is to use 

field performance test data from similar systems; however, such data are seldom 

available from the open literature [28, 31]. Alternative methods for obtaining efficiency 

are calculation and scale-up. 

The most common and practical way to calculate the efficiency is to use the model of 

O’Connell published in 1946 [32]. This correlation has been the standard of the 

industry for many decades and is able to predict 90% of the efficiency data within 

±15% [33]. This simple empirical correlation provides an estimate of the overall 

efficiency based only on the viscosity, μ in cP, and the relative volatility of key 

components, α, at the average temperatures between the top and bottom 

temperatures. 

𝐸𝑂𝐶 = 0.492(𝜇𝐿𝛼)−0.245 

Equation 2.9 
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Its development was based on test data from 32 commercial columns and five 

laboratory columns. It is suitable for predicting the overall efficiency of distillation 

columns. 

Alternatively, the commercial column overall efficiency can be obtained directly from 

the scale-up of laboratory distillation data. In this respect, a particularly useful 

laboratory device is the Oldershaw column. Fair et al. have demonstrated that the 

Oldershaw column efficiency is essentially a point efficiency measurement of the 

commercial column [34]. Figure 2.5 shows the comparison between the point 

efficiencies of a commercial column with the overall efficiency of the Oldershaw 

column for the (cyclopentane/n-heptane) system. It can be clearly seen that both 

efficiencies are similar.  The authors also proposed a method for the scale-up from 

Oldershaw columns where the measured commercial column point efficiency can be 

converted to overall column efficiency using adequate mixing and hydraulic models. 

According to the authors, this technique works well provided that (1) the systems being 

distilled are the same, (2) both the commercial column and the Oldershaw column are 

operating in the same flow regime (same approach to flood for both columns), and (3) 

operation is at total reflux. Several authors reported successful scale-up studies from 

the Oldershaw column; Biddulph and Dribika provided a brief review of these studies 

[32, 36]. 

 

Figure 2.5: Overall column efficiency of a 25 mm diameter Oldershaw column 

compared with point efficiency of a 1.22 mm diameter sieve plate column for 

cyclopentane/n-heptane system [37]. 
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Chapter 3: Vapour-Liquid Equilibrium of 

alternative refrigerant mixtures 

 

The text presented in this chapter is extracted from the following published articles by 

the author and co-workers: 

 Saif ZS. Al Ghafri, Darren Rowland,  Masoumeh Akhfash, Arash Arami-

Niya, Martin Khamphasith, Xiong Xiao , Tomoya Tsuji, Yukio Tanaka, 

Yoshio Seiki , Eric F. May, Thomas J. Hughes, Thermodynamic 

properties of hydrofluoroolefin (R1234yf and R1234ze(E)) refrigerant 

mixtures: Density, vapour-liquid equilibrium, and heat capacity data and 

modelling. International Journal of Refrigeration, 2019; 98:249–60. 

doi:10.1016/j.ijrefrig.2018.10.027. 

 

 Arash Arami-Niya, Xiong Xiao, Saif Al Ghafri, Martin Khamphasith, 

Fuyu Jiao, Ehsan Sadeghi Pouya, Mirhadi Seyyedsadaghiani, Xiaoxian 

Yang, Tomoya Tsuji, Yukio Tanaka, Yoshio Seiki, Eric F.May. 

Measurement and modelling of the thermodynamic properties of carbon 

dioxide mixtures with HFO-1234yf, HFC-125, HFC-134a, and HFC-32: 

vapour-liquid equilibrium, density, and heat capacity. Accepted 12 May 

2020. doi:10.1016/j.ijrefrig.2020.05.009. 

 

3.1. Introduction  

In the quest for alternative and more environmentally friendly working fluids, a new 

class of refrigerants called hydrofluoroolefins has emerged due to their very low GWP 

values.  Among them, trans-1,3,3,3-tetrafluoropropene and 2,3,3,3-tetrafluoropropene 

(R1234ze(E) and R1234yf respectively) are particularly interesting. They exhibit good 

environmental and thermophysical properties and could be potential good candidates 

for most heating, ventilation, air conditioning, and refrigeration (HVCR) systems.  

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijrefrig.2018.10.027
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0140700720302097
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0140700720302097
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0140700720302097
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijrefrig.2020.05.009
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The thermodynamic properties of the pure HFO compounds R1234yf and R1234ze(E) 

are quite well characterised. However, mixtures containing these HFOs have not been 

investigated comprehensively as indicated by the data sets listed in Table 3.2, which 

were found during a literature survey. From this survey, only the systems (R32 + 

R1234ze(E) and (R32 + R1234yf) have been characterised with extensive 

measurements for more than one thermodynamic property of interest. 

Additionally, R1234yf and R1234ze(E) are mildly flammable which can be a safety 

concern and constitute a barrier for their adoption in certain applications. Thus, 

blending them with traditional HFCs or natural refrigerants such as CO2 will reduce 

their flammability and offer more possibilities. Toward this end, the refrigeration 

industry is actively investigating blends of HFOs with HFCs or HFOs with natural 

refrigerants, with the ultimate goal to reduce or to eliminate flammability with the trade-

off of increased GWP. 

In this context, it is essential to have a good understanding of the behaviour of these 

blends under the conditions they will be exposed to in different refrigeration 

applications. This will also allow engineers to optimally design and exploit the 

processes. Hence, although pure components are already well defined in general, 

there is a need for thermophysical properties of refrigerant blends. 

In 2016, Mitsubishi Heavy Industries (MHI) a global player in the refrigeration industry, 

approached the Fluid Science and Resources research group at the University of 

Western Australia to measure and model thermodynamic and transport properties for 

mixtures of refrigerants. This project was completed in two phases, herein named 

phase 1 and phase 2. First, mixtures containing HFOs and HFCs were investigated, 

then later, the focus was given to CO2 mixtures with HFCs or HFOs. Thermophysical 

properties that were measured in this work included VLE, density, heat capacity, 

thermal conductivity and viscosity. Only the details for the VLE data are given here. 

The details for the other properties and their corresponding techniques of 

measurements are given in the aforementioned reference by Arami-Niya et al.  
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Table 3.1: Summary of the VLE systems studied in this work. 

  System 

Phase 1a 

(2016-2017) 

1 R125(1) + R1234ze(E)(2) 

2 R134a(1)  + R1234ze(E)(2) 

3 R143a(1)  + R1234ze(E)(2) 

4 R1234yf(1)  + R1234ze(E)(2) 

Phase 2b 

(2018-2019) 

 

5 R32(1) + CO2(2) 

6 R125(1) + CO2(2) 

7 R134a(1) + CO2(2) 

8 R1234yf(1) + CO2(2) 

9 R1234yf(1) + R32(2) + CO2(3) 

10 R1234yf(1) + R32(2) + R134a(3) +R125(4) + CO2(5) 
a Phase 1 started in 2016 and was completed in 2017. The measured data, as well as 

data from the literature, were used to tune the mixture parameters in the models used 

by NIST’s REFPROP v.9.1 software package. 

b In 2018, during phase 2, NIST’s REFPROP v.10. was released and the work was 

done with this version. 

 

The motivation for this work was to collect reference quality VLE data to fill the existing 

gap in the open literature for these industrially important mixtures and to help in the 

development of new thermodynamic models needed by the industry. 

 

3.2. Review of literature VLE data 

The literature data review considers the various binary systems listed in Table 3.1. 

The results of the data assessment are summarized in Tables 3.2 and Table 3.3 below; 

N is the number of VLE data points found during this survey. 
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Table 3.2: Sources of VLE data for binary mixtures containing HFOs R1234yf or 

R1234ze(E). 

System Reference N T, P and za 

R32+R1234ze(E) Akasaka, 2011 [1] 31 (282-292) K 

(0.4-1.4) MPa 

(0.05-0.95)  

R134a+ R1234ze(E) Raabe, 2014 [2] 3 (273-313) K 

(0.3-0.9) MPa 

(0.24-0.31)  

R32+R1234yf Kamiaka et al., 2013 [3] 63 (273-333) K 

(0.5-3.3) MPa 

(0.34-0.84)  

R32+R1234yf Hu et al., 2017 [4] 45 283-323 K 

(0.5-2.8) MPa 

(0.08-0.80)  

R125+R1234yf Kamiaka et al., 2013 [3] 56 (273-333) K 

(0.4-2.3) MPa 

(0.19-0.49)  

R143a+R1234yf Hu et al., 2013 [5] 35 (283-323) K 

(0.5-2.1) MPa 

(0.08-0.84)  

R134a+R1234yf Kamiaka et al., 2013 [3] 28 (273-333) K 

(0.3-1.7) MPa 

(0.23-0.78)  

az is the overall mole fraction composition of the first named component in the binary 
mixture. 
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Table 3.3: Sources of VLE data for binary mixtures containing CO2 + {HFO, HFC}. 

System Reference N T, P and x1
a 

R32+CO2 Diefenbacher and Türk, 2002 [6]  9 (280-310) K 

(1.65-6.42) MPa 

(0.28-0.79)  

R32+CO2 Rivollet et al., 2003 [7] 45 (283-343) K 

(1.06-7.46) MPa 

(0-1) 

R134a+CO2 Duran-Valencia et al., 2002 [8] 27 (252-292) K 

(0.13-2.04) MPa 

(0.64-1)  

R134a+CO2 Lim et al., 2007 [9] 37 (323-343) K 

(2.06-7.02) MPa 

(0.28-0.94)  

R134a+CO2 Silva-Oliver and Galicia-Luna,  

2002 [10] 

23 (329-354) K 

(1.59-7.33) MPa 

(0.255-0.9179)  

R125+CO2 Di Nicola et al., 2002 [11] 5 (253-363) K 

(0.73-4.06) MPa 

(0.18-0.69) b 

R125+CO2 Jeong et al., 2007 [12] 19 (313-333) K 

(2.00-4.47) MPa 

(0.2519-1)  

R1234yf+CO2 Juntarachat et al., 2014 [13] 65 (283-353) K 

(0.38-7.21) MPa 

(0.06-0.96)  

a x1 is the liquid mole fraction composition of the first named component in the binary 
mixture. 
b Overall mole fraction composition of the first name component in the binary mixture 
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3.3. Experimental section 

3.3.1. Materials 

The refrigerants used to prepare the mixtures are given in the Table 3.4. The 

refrigerants were used as received but we confirmed their purity with our own 

laboratory analysis by gas chromatography and mass spectrometer (GC+MS). 

 

Table 3.4: Refrigerants investigated in this work. 

ASHRAE Refrigerant 
Number 

IUPAC name CAS # Supplier 
Supplier 

Purityc 

32 Difluoromethanea 75-10-5 
Core 
Gas 

0.995 

125 Pentafluoroethanea 354-33-6 
Core 
Gas 

0.995 

134a 1,1,1,2-Tetrafluoroethanea 811-97-2 
Core 
Gas 

0.995 

143a 1,1,1-Trifluoroethanea 420-46-2 
Core 
Gas 

0.995 

152a 1,1-Difluoroethanea 75-37-6 
Core 
Gas 

0.995 

1234yf 2,3,3,3-Tetrafluoropropeneb 754-12-1 
Core 
Gas 

0.995 

1234ze(E) 
(E)-1,3,3,3-

Tetrafluoropropeneb 
29118-24-9 

Core 
Gas 

0.995 

CO2 Carbon dioxide 124-38-9 BOC 0.99995 

a HFC compound  

b HFO compound  

c mole fraction basis. 
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3.3.2. Apparatus  

Two experimental setups were used during this project. The first phase of the project, 

which consisted of {HFO + HFC} mixtures, was carried out using the setup described 

in section 3.3.2.1. For the second phase of the project, which incorporated CO2 into 

the mixtures, some changes were made to the first setup. This is described in section 

3.3.2.2. 

 

3.3.2.1. Setup for {HFO + HFC} mixtures 

Measurements of VLE were completed via the analytic method (sampling and gas 

chromatography) with the apparatus shown in Figure 3.1. This apparatus is very 

similar to the one described by May and co-workers for measurements of systems 

relevant to natural gas mixtures [14–19]. The major difference in this apparatus from 

the one described previously was the placement of the equilibrium cell inside an 

incubator oven (Memmert IPP 110) rather than inside a vacuum can within a Dewar. 

This incubator oven with Peltier cooling can be equilibrated at temperatures between 

(273.15 and 343.15) K in contrast to the previous apparatus which was specifically 

designed for operation at cryogenic temperatures. 

Prior to any loading, the apparatus and all connected tubing were flushed with nitrogen 

and subsequently evacuated using a vacuum pump (P-3 or P-4). The syringe pumps 

used to inject the pure refrigerants were also flushed and then evacuated. The 

evacuation process lasted for a least 12 hours until the pressure reached at most 5 

Pa. 

The mixtures were prepared by the direct injection of the pure refrigerant liquids into 

the equilibrium cell so that the liquid volume fraction of the two-phase mixture at 

ambient temperature would be approximately 50% of the entire cell. Each pure 

refrigerant was loaded into a separate syringe pump from their respective refrigerant 

cylinder. At least 250 cm3 of the pure refrigerant was loaded in a liquid phase at 

ambient temperature and compressed to a pressure of 4 MPa, which was significantly 

higher than the saturation pressures of the refrigerants. 
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Figure 3.1: Schematic of the VLE apparatus for the study of {HFO + HFC} mixtures. 

Rolsi stands for Rapid Online Sampler Injector. 

 

After stabilization of the pressure reading on the syringe pumps, the refrigerants were 

subsequently injected into the equilibrium cell at a rate of about 0.5 mL.min-1 under 

constant pressure of 4 MPa. The injected volume for each component was calculated 

beforehand such as to obtain the desired overall composition.  

Once the two refrigerants were injected, the cell was isolated and heated to 413 K, 

well above the mixture critical point or cricondentherm temperature, while mixing was 

applied using a magnetic stirrer to achieve homogeneity. Samples of the single-phase 

were taken from the top and the bottom of the cell to ensure consistency between the 

sampling valves. After equilibration at the target equilibrium temperature, vapour and 

liquid compositions were analysed with a gas chromatograph (GC) (Agilent 7890A) 

equipped with a capillary column (Agilent GS GasPro) and a flame ionisation detector 

(FID).  
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To avoid saturation of the GC column or its detector, and to minimise disturbance of 

the phase equilibrium inside the cell, specialised sampling valves were used for both 

the liquid and vapour phases. The liquid phase was sampled via a capillary tube 

(internal diameter less than 0.15 mm) coupled with “Rapid On-Line Sampler Injector” 

(ROLSI) electromagnetic solenoid valve from Mines-Paristech. The vapour phase was 

sampled by a rapid switching valve (Valco) from VICI.  

The cell’s temperature was controlled by the incubator to within ± 0.1 K. Several hours 

were allowed to establish equilibrium, which was identified when the pressure reached 

a constant value for at least four hours within a pressure limit of 1 Pa. The 

compositions of both phases at each experimental point were sampled several times 

to determine the uncertainty contribution associated with sampling and the GC 

analysis. In this work, two platinum resistance thermometers (PRT) sensors mounted 

on the top and bottom of the cell were used to measure the cell temperature with a 

standard uncertainty of 0.1 K, as determined by the stability of the thermal control 

system. The system pressure was recorded using a pressure transducer with a 

standard uncertainty of 0.02 MPa. The overall combined standard uncertainties of 

mole fraction vary over a wide range depending upon the component, temperature, 

pressure, and phase in question. They are presented in Table 3.6 in the section 3.5. 

The method used for the uncertainty calculations is described in 3.3.4. 

 

3.3.2.2. Setup for CO2 + {HFO, HFC} mixtures 

The apparatus used for measuring the VLE of CO2 + {HFO, HFC} was very similar to 

the one described in previous section. A major difference was that a second identical 

equilibrium cell was added to the experimental setup such that two different mixtures 

could be studied simultaneously with the same gas chromatograph (Figure 3.2). Thus 

when the phase composition analysis was completed for one mixture at one isotherm, 

the GC was switched to the other mixture while the first mixture was set to its next 

equilibrium temperature. Two ROLSI valves were used as compared to the previous 

setup where only one ROLSI valve was used together with a rapid switching valve 

(Valco). 
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Another difference with this setup was the use of a thermal conductivity detector (TCD) 

on the GC (Agilent 7890A) which was suitable for the detection of CO2. Two different 

columns were used for the composition analysis to achieve the separation of the 

components:  (1) a packed column (Shinwa Express Sunpak-H 80/100 Glass) was 

used for the five components mixture, and (2) a capillary column (Agilent J&W 

HP/PLOT-U) was used for the ternary and binary mixtures. The packed column was 

chosen to enable the separation of R1234yf from R134a in the five-component 

mixtures, which have very similar physical properties (boiling and critical points, 

saturation pressure). The elution time for one sample with this packed column was 

between one and two hours, therefore the capillary was used for the binary and ternary 

mixtures which allowed for relatively faster composition analysis. 

The temperature control was achieved by placing the equilibrium cells (EC1 and EC 

2) inside two ovens, namely OV1 and OV2 (Memmert, models UN10), with operating 

temperature ranging from (293.15 to 343.15) K. For the lower temperature range from 

(273.15 to 293.15) K, a custom made copper heat exchanger placed beneath each 

cell and connected to a thermostatic cooling bath was used (E-1 and E-2) (Thermo 

Scientific model A28 and Polyscience). To obtain uniformity and help the circulation of 

air in the ovens, a fan was placed inside each one of them (F1 and F2). 

The mixtures were prepared gravimetrically inside a small cylinder by subsequently 

injecting the pure liquid refrigerants; starting with lightest followed by the heaviest 

refrigerant. They were then injected into the equilibrium cell. As with previous setup, 

the temperature was raised above the cricondentherm to ensure only a single phase 

was present. After the overall composition of the mixtures was confirmed using the 

GC, the ovens were set at the desired experimental isotherm and mixing was 

performed to ensure equilibrium was reached. At least 12 h were allowed to establish 

equilibrium and before samples were taken from the cells, the sampling valves were 

flushed multiple times to clean them from impurities or remains of previous samples. 

All further samples were analysed and the ratio of the areas from the integrated TCD 

responses to each sample’s component was then monitored until it became stable.  
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Figure 3.2: Schematic of the VLE apparatus for the study of CO2 + {HFO, HFC} 

mixtures. 

 

A criterion of achieving a relative standard deviation of less than 1 % in each of the 

measured area ratios (Acomponent1/Acomponent2) over ten consecutive runs was set for the 

measurement to be considered successful. A relative standard deviation of 0.5% or 

less was often achieved and the data was then used for the calculation of phase molar 

fractions using the calibration coefficients. The experimental composition in mole 

fractions reported in this work is the average composition of these measurements.  
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3.3.3. Calibration of the GC’s detectors 

To rigorously assess and quantify the uncertainty in the composition measurements 

by the GC it was crucial to perform a robust calibration of the detectors. Two different 

methods were applied for the calibration of the detectors as described further in the 

next sections. 

 

3.3.3.1. Calibration for {HFO + HFC} mixtures 

A flame ionization detector (FID) was used to perform the composition analysis and 

the calibration of the FID was carefully completed for all the refrigerants. Sampling 

was achieved with rapid switching valve (Valco Instruments from VICI) using two fixed 

volumes: a groove of approximately 0.5 µL and a sample loop of approximately 2 µL. 

The responses of the FID detector were calibrated for each component with an 

absolute method in which the amount of substance introduced into the GC is 

proportional to the density of the fluid at the sampling conditions. The response of the 

FID detector to varying amounts of pure components was determined by adjusting the 

conditions of pressure and temperature in the sampling loops. An example of the 

results obtained from the calibration is shown in Figure 3.3. 

 

Figure 3.3: Example of calibration results for the flame ionization detector (FID) using 

an absolute calibration method for R134a with H2 as carrier gas. ◇, experimental data; 

——, regression. (a) Calibration curve; (b) Deviation of the calibration data with 

respect to the regression function. 
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A slightly non-linear regression function was obtained from the calibration. Thus, the 

number of moles of a refrigerant could be obtained from the integrated peak areas as 

follows: 

ni / mol = ai,1.(Ai) + ai,2.(Ai)2 

Equation 3.1 

ni is the amount of component i at the injection conditions, Ai is the integrated peak 

area of component i and ai,1 and ai,2 are the regression parameters.  

 

3.3.3.2. Calibration for CO2 + {HFO, HFC} mixtures 

For this study, the GC was equipped with a thermal conductivity detector (TCD) to 

enable the detection of CO2. The calibration of the TCD was conducted with a relative 

method using binary mixtures of known composition. Reference calibration mixtures 

with varying composition were prepared gravimetrically by injecting (Teledyne 

ISCO 500D syringe pump) an estimated volume of each pure liquid refrigerant 

calculated with NIST’s REFPROP v10 at the injection conditions [20]. The exact mass 

of each refrigerant was then measured using a mass balance with a precision of 0.001 

g. The compositions obtained from the injected volumes were compared to the ones 

obtained from the measured masses; there was a reasonably good agreement 

between both compositions. An example of this comparison is given for the binary 

(CO2 + R1234yf) in the following table. 

Table 3.5: Compositions of the mixtures prepared gravimetrically versus prepared 

volumetrically. 

 Mixture 1 Mixture 2 Mixture 3 Mixture 4 

Gravimetric preparation 
zR1234yf 0.1961 0.8013 0.5989 0.4068 

zCO2 0.8039 0.1987 0.4011 0.5932 

Volumetric preparation 
zR1234yf 0.1993 0.7992 0.5920 0.4009 

zCO2 0.8007 0.2008 0.4080 0.5991 
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After completion of the detector calibration, a ternary mixture was prepared 

gravimetrically to test and confirm the reliability and accuracy of the composition 

obtained from the calibration curves before the actual VLE measurements. The 

calibration plots are shown in Figures 3.4 and 3.5. 

 

 

Figure 3.4: Calibration results for the thermal-conductivity detector (TCD) using a 

relative calibration method for CO2, R134a, R1234yf and R125 with H2 as carrier gas. 

, experimental data; ——, regression. 
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Figure 3.5: Deviation of the ratio of molar fractions against the area ratio. , 

experimental data; ——, regression. 

 

The relationship between the ratio zCO2/zi and the corresponding TCD peak area was 

slightly non-linear and the calibration data were therefore fitted with a second degree 

polynomial as follow: 

(zCO2/zi)= ai,1.(ACO2/Ai) + ai,2.(ACO2/Ai)2 

Equation 3.2 

Where zCO2 and zi are the molar fractions of CO2 and the refrigerant i respectively, at 

the GC injection conditions, ACO2/Ai is the TCD peaks area ratio and ai,1 and ai,2 are 

the regression parameters. The TCD calibration results for CO2, R134a, R1234yf and 

R125 together with the deviations plots of the data from Equation 3.2 are given in 

Figures 3.4 and 3.5. 
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3.3.4. Uncertainty analysis  

3.3.4.1. {HFO + HFC} mixtures 

A detailed description of the calibration and uncertainty analysis can be found in our 

previous work (May et al., 2015; Hughes et al., 2017). Overall, the combined standard 

uncertainty in the mole fraction is calculated from the following equation: 
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Equation 3.3 

Here fi is the chromatographic response factor and Ai is the chromatographic peak 

area. The variables that mainly contribute to the combined uncertainties in the mole 

fraction measurements are uncertainties associated with the calibration and area 

relationships from the GC measurements, as well the effect of the temperature and 

pressure uncertainty on the composition measurements.   

The uncertainty of the mole fraction arising from the peak area and GC calibration 

were determined by the standard deviation of the peak area during sampling of the 

mixture being tested, the uncertainties during calibration of both the peak area and the 

calculated amount of substance for that pure component, the latter being affected by 

the uncertainties of pressure, temperature, calibration method used, and the equation 

of state from which the density is calculated.  

The contributions due to uncertainties in the mixture’s pressure and temperature were 

calculated from their respective standard uncertainties as well as the partial derivatives 

of the mole fractions with respect to temperature and pressure evaluated using the 

Helmholtz EOS for that mixture. In this work, two PRT’s sensors (NR-141-100S, 

Nitsushin) mounted on the top and bottom of the cell were used to measure 

temperature. The PRT sensors were calibrated by comparison with a standard 

platinum resistance thermometer (ASL-WIKA) in a constant temperature bath at 

temperatures up to 433 K. The standard uncertainty of the PRT was 0.05 K, but 

fluctuations of the incubator temperature used to regulate the equilibrium cell could be 

as much as ±0.1 K. Consequently the overall standard uncertainty of the cell 

temperature was estimated to be 0.1 K. The system pressure was recorded using a 
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quartz-crystal pressure transducer (Digiquartz, Paroscientific) with a full scale of 13.8 

MPa and standard relative uncertainty of 0.01 % of full scale. However, the pressure 

stability in the cell was also limited by the temperature control achieved, and thus the 

standard uncertainty of the pressure measurements was taken to be 0.02 MPa.   

Taking all of this into account, the combined standard uncertainties of mole fraction 

vary over a wide range depending upon the component, temperature, pressure, and 

phase in question. Specific values for the composition uncertainty at each condition 

are presented in Table 3.7 in section 3.5.  

 

3.3.4.2. CO2 + {HFO, HFC} mixtures 

The method used for the uncertainty estimation is similar to that reported previously. 

The only minor change was use of a relative calibration instead of an absolute 

calibration for the GC’s detector response. The combined uncertainty in the mole 

fraction is the sum of the contributions of the uncertainty in the temperature, the 

pressure, the GC’s detector response factor and the area ratios used to determine 

each component molar fractions. Hence the following can be written for a binary 

system: 

𝑢2(𝑥𝑖) = (
𝜕𝑥𝑖

𝜕𝑇
)

2

𝑢(𝑇)2 + (
𝜕𝑥𝑖

𝜕𝑃
)

2

𝑢(𝑃)2 +  (
𝜕𝑥𝑖

𝜕𝑘
)

2

𝑢(𝑘)2 + (
𝜕𝑥𝑖

𝜕𝑅
)

2

𝑢(𝑅)2 

Equation 3.4  

Here k is the chromatographic response factor resulting from the relative calibration of 

the detector response and R is the chromatographic peaks areas ratio of component 

1 to component 2. The uncertainty of the mole fraction arising from the peak area 

ratios and the detector calibration factor were determined from the standard deviation 

of the peak area ratios during sampling, the uncertainties during calibration of both the 

peak area ratios, and the uncertainties of the measured pure substance masses from 

the gravimetric preparation. Specific values for the composition uncertainty at each 

condition are presented in Table 3.6 in section 3.3.  
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3.4. Modelling section 

3.4.1. {HFO + HFC} mixtures 

The Helmholtz energy model as implemented in NIST REFPROP v10 was tuned to 

the binary data from this work as well as from the literature. The model was then used 

to predict the properties of the ternary and five components mixtures. The 

thermodynamic properties of the pure refrigerants studied in this work are described 

by the reference EOS listed in Table 3.6. 

The mixture model for the Helmholtz energy EOS used in this work utilizes the same 

mixing rules as in GERG-2008 described in Chapter 2 [22]. To describe 

thermodynamic properties of binary mixtures, reducing functions containing binary 

interaction parameters are used to tune to available experimental data:  

1

𝜌𝑐,𝑖𝑗
=  𝛽𝑣,𝑖𝑗𝛾𝑣,𝑖𝑗

𝑥𝑖 + 𝑥𝑗

𝛽𝑣,𝑖𝑗
2 𝑥𝑖 + 𝑥𝑗

⋅
1

8
(

1

𝜌𝑐,𝑖
1 3⁄

+
1

𝜌𝑐,𝑗
1 3⁄

)

3

 

    Equation 3.5 

𝑇𝑐,𝑖𝑗 =  𝛽𝑇,𝑖𝑗𝛾𝑇,𝑖𝑗

𝑥𝑖 + 𝑥𝑗

𝛽𝑇,𝑖𝑗
2 𝑥𝑖 + 𝑥𝑗

(𝑇𝑐,𝑖𝑇𝑐,𝑗)
1 2⁄

 

Equation 3.6 

where 𝜌𝑐,𝑖 and 𝑇𝑐,𝑖 are the critical density and critical temperature of pure fluid 𝑖, 𝑥𝑖 is 

the mole fraction of component 𝑖 in the mixture, and  𝛽𝑣,𝑖𝑗, 𝛾𝑣,𝑖𝑗, 𝛽𝑇,𝑖𝑗 and 𝛾𝑇,𝑖𝑗 are binary 

interaction parameters (BIPs) between fluids 𝑖 and 𝑗. When few or no data are 

available, the BIPs can be set to unity. To describe experimental data more accurately, 

values less than or greater than unity can be used. When fitting the BIPs to limited 

numbers of highly-accurate VLE or density data, it is typical to prioritise the parameters 

γv,ij and γT,ij and to introduce βv,ij and βT,ij only when justified by the data [23]. In the 

case where significant numbers of high-quality data are available, the mixture model 

can be extended via so-called ‘departure functions’ [23].  

The tuning was achieved by minimization of the objective function S described as 

follows: 
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𝑆2 = 𝑊1 (
1

𝑁
∑(𝑦1,𝑛 − 𝑦1,𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑐,𝑛)

2
𝑁

𝑛=1

)

1
2⁄

+ 𝑊2. 100 (
1

𝑁
∑ (

𝜌𝑛 − 𝜌𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑐,𝑛

𝜌𝑛
)

2
𝑁

𝑛=1

)

1
2⁄

+ 𝑊3. 100 (
1

𝑁
∑ (

𝐶𝑝,𝑛 − 𝐶𝑝,𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑐,𝑛

𝐶𝑝,𝑛
)

2𝑁

𝑛=1

)

1
2⁄

 

  Equation 3.7 

where y1 is the mole fraction of component 1 in the vapour at equilibrium, ρ is the 

density and Cp is the isobaric heat capacity in this study. To calculate y1 for the 

isochoric VLE measurements, temperature-density flash calculations were utilised 

along the experimental isochore. For VLE data obtained from the literature, values of 

y1 were calculated using a bubble-point pressure (x and Psat) calculation. W1, W2 and 

W3 are the weighing factors applied to the different properties. The values of the 

weighting factors are empirical and are determined by the scale of the RMS deviation, 

the uncertainty of the experimental data, and the importance (or sensitivity) of each 

property. The tuning of each binary used slightly different weighting factors according 

to the available data situation but typically W2 was 2-5 times larger than W1 and 5-10 

times larger than W3. This reflects the fact that density data have the both the smallest 

uncertainty and the greatest influence on EOS tuning [35]. Heat capacity data have 

relatively large uncertainties and limited influence on EOS predictions, although they 

can provide good checks of mixing rule formulations as demonstrated by Syed et al. 

[36] and Rowland et al. [37]. 
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Table 3.6: Sources of the pure fluid equations of states in REFPROP v9.1 and 

expected uncertainties for the properties investigated in this work. 

ASHRAE Refrigerant 
Number 

Reference equation of state Expected uncertainty 

32 
Tillner-Roth and Yokozeki, 
[13] 

ρ = 0.05 %, psat = 0.02 %  

cp,liq = 0.5-1 % 

125 Lemmon and Jacobsen, [24] 
ρ = 0.04-0.5 % psat = 0.2 %  

cp,liq = 0.5 %  

134a Tillner-Roth and Baehr, [25] 
ρ = 0.05 %, psat = 0.02 %  

cp,liq = 0.5-1 % 

143a Lemmon and Jacobsen, [26] 
ρ = 0.1 % , psat = 0.02 %  

cp,liq = 0.5 % 

152a Outcalt and McLinden, [27] 
ρ = 0.1 %, psat = 0.1 %  

cp,liq = 2 % 

1234yf Richter et al., [28] 
ρvap = 0.5 %, ρliq = 0.1 % 

psat = 0.1 % , cp,liq = 5 % 

1234ze(E) Thol and Lemmon, [29] 
ρvap = 0.5 %, ρliq = 0.1 % 

psat = 0.1 %, cp,liq = 5 %  

 

 

3.4.2. CO2 + {HFO, HFC} mixtures 

The tuning procedure was the same as described in the previous section for {HFC + 

HFO} mixtures. Thus, no adjustment of the departure functions was necessary and 

only the BIPs within the reducing functions were tuned to the experimental data. The 

BIPs were tuned by minimising the root mean square (RMS) deviations between the 

selected experimental data and the model predictions.  

The only difference in this work is in the formulation of the RMS deviations for the VLE 

data which include the liquid molar fractions in addition to the vapour molar fractions. 

The RMS deviations were calculated via the following equations for the three types of 

thermodynamic properties considered: 
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𝑅𝑀𝑆(𝑉𝐿𝐸) = (
1

𝑁
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2
+ (𝑦1,𝑛 − 𝑦1,𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑐,𝑛)
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Equation 3.8 
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Equation 3.9 
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)

2𝑁

𝑛=1

)

1
2

 

Equation 3.10 

where x1 and y1 are the mole fraction of component 1 in the liquid and in the vapour at 

equilibrium, respectively. A flash calculation was performed using the specified overall 

composition of the mixture zi at the experimental temperature and pressure to obtain 

xi and yi. Due to the limited experimental data for a given binary mixture, it was only 

necessary to tune two BIPs from their standard unity value to achieve acceptable 

regression of the data. 

 

3.5. Results for {HFO + HFC} mixtures 

The measured values of saturation pressure (Psat) and the equilibrium liquid and 

vapour compositions (x, y) for each binary refrigerant mixture at the experimental 

temperature (T) are reported in Table 3.7. 
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Table 3.7: Measured VLE data for five binary refrigerant mixtures a. 

Mixture T/Kb p/MPac x1 u(x) y1 u(y) 

R125(1) + R1234ze(E) (2) 

z1=0.4963 ± 0.0051 

ρbulk=655 ± 12 kg.m-3 

341.72 2.55 0.4787 0.0048 0.5820 0.0058 

293.5 0.81 0.4870 0.0049 0.6890 0.0069 

274.5 046 0.4917 0.0049 0.7216 0.0072 

R134a(1) + R1234ze(E) (2) 

z1=0.4930 ± 0.0050 

ρbulk=629 ± 12 kg.m-3 

340.6 1.79 0.4930 0.0049 0.5375 0.0054 

293.5 0.52 0.4894 0.0049 0.5573 0.0056 

273.5 0.28 0.4878 0.0049 0.5652 0.0057 

R143a(1) + R1234ze(E) (2) 

z1=0.4896 ± 0.0045 

ρbulk=683 ± 12 kg.m-3 

340.4 2.33 0.4743 0.0047 0.5819 0.0058 

293.6 0.77 0.4810 0.0048 0.6616 0.0066 

274.3 0.43 0.4799 0.0048 0.6871 0.0069 

R1234yf(1) + R1234ze(E) (2) 

z1=0.06563 ± 0.0048 

ρbulk=629 ± 12 kg.m-3 

341.7 1.82 0.6560 0.0066 0.6837 0.0068 

293.5 0.54 0.6557 0.0066 0.7127 0.0071 

273.6 0.28 0.6555 0.0066 0.7251 0.0073 

R32(1) + R1234ze(E) (2) 

z1=0.7959 ± 0.0050 

ρbulk=767 ± 14 kg.m-3 

340.9 4.22 0.7956 0.0080 0.8155 0.0082 

293.5 1.39 0.7943 0.0079 0.8578 0.0086 

273.7 0.79 0.7936 0.0079 0.8628 0.0086 

a z1= overall mole fraction of component 1 in the prepared mixture, ρbulk= overall filling 

density of the mixture for the isochoric VLE measurements. 

b u(T)=0.1 K. 

c u(p)=0.002 MPa. 
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Figure 3.6: Examples of improvement in the calculation of VLE data. The lines were 

calculated using a temperature-density flash calculation and represent the 

experimental isochore based on the fixed overall density of the mixture sample that 

was measured. Symbols, measured data; dashed lines, calculated dew and bubble 

curves with the default Helmholtz energy mixture model; solid lines, calculated dew 

and bubble curves using tuned Helmholtz energy mixture model. For (R32 + R1234yf) 

tuning was not performed as the significant number of existing literature data meant 

that previous tuning of the model was adequate. Thus only a comparison to this default 

model of Akasaka [30] is illustrated. 

 

Tuned binary interaction parameters for the Helmholtz mixtures models determined in 

this work are given in Table 3.8 and the statistical results of the tuning are summarised 

in Table 3.9. In cases where the value listed for Ntuned is zero, the data set was omitted 

from the tuning procedure. For some of the mixtures, the higher uncertainty of the 

vapour density data meant that they were omitted from the tuning procedure. To avoid 

over-fitting the BIPs to data in a relatively narrow range of reduced temperature and 

reduced density, only one or two parameters were tuned in most cases. The starting 

point for fitting was to set all the BIPs equal to their standard values of unity. For the 
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mixtures (R134a + R1234ze(E)), (R125 + R1234ze(E)) and (R1234yf + R1234ze(E)), 

little or no modification of the BIPs was required to achieve acceptable agreement with 

the experimental data. 

 

Table 3.8: Values of the thermodynamic binary interaction parameters tuned in this 

work and used by default in REFPROP v9.1. 

 Tuned in this work Default in REFPROP v9.1 

System βT,ij γT,ij βv,ij γv,ij βT,ij γT,ij βv,ij γv,ij 

R134a + 
R1234ze(E) 

1.0 0.999 1.0 1.0 1.0a 0.992a 1.0a 1.0a 

R125 + R1234ze(E) 1.0 1.001 1.0 1.0 1.003a 1.0071a 1.0a 1.0a 

R143a + 
R1234ze(E) 

1.0 1.0 1.0 1.012 1.0b 0.99113b 1.0b 1.0027b 

R1234yf + 
R1234ze(E) 

1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0a 0.987a 1.0a 1.0a 

R125 + R1234yf 1.01 0.986 1.0 0.991 1.0 0.999 1.0 1.0 

R143a + R1234yf 1.0 0.991 1.0 1.01 1.0b 0.99144b 1.0b 1.0036b 

R125 + R152a 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.01 1.0b 0.98757b 1.0b 1.002b 

a Parameter fitted to unpublished data. 
b Mixture parameters were estimated from mixing rules (not based on tuning to data). 
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Table 3.9: Source of data for mixtures of HFOs and HFCs with the number of reported 

data, number of data used for tuning in this work, and RMS deviations between the 

default and tuned Helmholtz energy mixture models calculated using equations 3.8-

3.10. 

Reference Type N RMS(default) Ntuned RMS(tuned) 

R134a+R1234ze(E)      

Zhang et al., 2017 ρ 101 1.9 101 1.9 

Raabe, 2014 VLE 3 0.011 0 0.020 

This work ρ 59 0.28 59 0.21 

This work Cp 1 1.2 0 0.97 

This work VLE 3 0.016 3 0.016 

R125+R1234ze(E)      

This work ρ 44 0.26 43 0.08 

This work Cp 1 0.33 0 0.48 

This work VLE 3 0.0090 3 0.0067 

R143a+R1234ze(E)      

This work ρ 38 0.16 35 0.14 

This work Cp 1 0.33 0 0.017 

This work VLE 3 0.045 3 0.044 

R1234yf+R1234ze(E)      

Higashi, 2016 ρ 38 >5 0 >5 

This work ρ 37 0.48 33 0.14 

This work Cp 1 0.63 0 0.95 

This work VLE 3 0.010 3 0.00084 

R125+R1234yf      

Kamiaka et al.,2013 VLE 56 0.021 56 0.011 

This work ρ 40 0.18 36 0.065 

This work Cp 1 0.87 0 1.3 

R143a+R1234yf      

Hu et al., 2013 VLE 35 0.0053 35 0.0051 

This work ρ 36 0.33 33 0.021 

This work Cp 1 0.018 0 0.025 

R125+R152a      

Nishiumi et al.,1997 VLE 87 0.028 87 0.023 

Lim et al.,2000 VLE 6 0.026 6 0.012 

This work ρ 53 0.24 52 0.34 

 

Improvements to the calculation of VLE are illustrated in Figure 3.6. The most 

significant improvement was for the (R1234yf + R1234ze(E)) binary mixture where the 

RMS deviation in the calculated vapour phase compositions decreased by a factor of 

12 (Table 3.8). Only small improvements could be achieved for other systems such as 

(R125 + R1234ze(E)) and (R143a + R1234ze(E)). For (R32 + R1234yf), there is good 

agreement between our data and the relatively large number of available literature 
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VLE data (Akasaka et al. [32]; Kamiaka et al., [3]) which were used for the 

development of the default model for (R32 + R1234yf). For this reason, no attempt 

was made to improve the EOS for (R32 + R1234yf). 

 

3.6. Results for CO2 + {HFO, HFC} mixtures 

3.6.1. Binary mixtures 

The saturation pressure (Psat) and the phases equilibrium compositions (x, y) for each 

binary at the experimental temperature are compared to values calculated with the 

default Helmholtz equation of state (EOS) as implemented in NIST REFPROP v10. 

(Figure 3.7). The absolute deviation plots in mole fractions between our data and the 

model predictions are shown in Figures 3.8 to 3.11. All the measured VLE data and 

the calculated uncertainties are reported in Table 3.10 to Table 3.13.  
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Figure 3.7: Measured and predicted (curves) bubble and dew pressures at T=293.15 

K for the four binary systems as a function of the measured liquid and vapour mole 

fractions of carbon dioxide. Symbol list: ⬜ measured bubble point; ⬜ measured dew 

point; dashed lines, calculated bubble (---) and dew (---) curves with the default 

Helmholtz energy mixture model; a)🔺 Bubble point from Juntacharat et al.[13], 🔺 Dew 

point from Juntacharat et al.[13]; b)🔺 Bubble point from Durian Valencia et al.[8], 🔺 

Dew point from Durian Valencia et al.[8]; d)🔺 Bubble point from Rivollet et al. [7], 🔺 

Dew point from Rivollet et al. [7]. 
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Figure 3.8: Deviations plots (xi−xi,calc) for the liquid (a) and (yi-yi,calc) for the vapour (b) from the 

default Helmholtz energy mixture model for carbon dioxide in the (CO2+R1234yf) system plotted 

against the liquid and vapour mole fraction of carbon dioxide. , measured bubble point at 

293.01 K; , measured dew point at 293.01 K; 🔺 283K; 🔺 293K; 🔺 298K; 🔺 308K; 🔺 323K; 🔺 

338K; 🔺 353K from Juntarachat et al. [13]. 

 

 

Figure 3.9: Deviations plots (xi−xi,calc) for the liquid (a) and (yi-yi,calc) for the vapour (b) from the 

default Helmholtz energy mixture model for carbon dioxide in the (CO2+R134a) system plotted 

against the liquid and vapour mole fraction of carbon dioxide. , measured bubble point at 

293.55 K; , measured dew point at 295.55 K; 🔺 252K; 🔺 272K; 🔺 292K from Duran-Valencia 

et al. [8];  323K;  328K;  333K;  338K;  343K from Lim et al. [9]; ◆ 329K; ◆ 339K; ◆ 

354K from Silva-Oliver and Galicia-Luna [10]. 
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Figure 3.10: Deviations plots (xi−xi,calc) for the liquid (a) and (yi-yi,calc) for the vapour (b) from the 

default Helmholtz energy mixture model for carbon dioxide in the (CO2+R125) system plotted 

against the liquid and vapour mole fraction of carbon dioxide. , measured bubble point at 

302.88 K; , measured dew point at 302.88 K; 🔺 313K; 🔺 323K; 🔺 333K from Jeong et al.[12]; 

 283K;  293K;  298K;  304K  from Di Nichola et al.[11]. 

 

 

Figure 3.11: Deviations plots (xi−xi,calc) for the liquid (a) and (yi-yi,calc) for the vapour (b) from the 

default Helmholtz energy mixture model for carbon dioxide in the (CO2+R32) system plotted 

against the liquid and vapour mole fraction of carbon dioxide. , measured bubble point at 

292.81 K; , measured dew point at 293.81K; 🔺 283K; 🔺 293K; 🔺 303K; 🔺 303K; 🔺 313K; 🔺 

323K; 🔺 323K; 🔺 323K from Rivollet et al. [7];  280K;  295K;  310K from Diefenbacher 

and Tuerk [6]. 

 

Figures 3.8 to 3.11 illustrate the deviations of the measured CO2 liquid and vapour mole fractions 

from the default Helmholtz equation of state as implemented in NIST REFPROP v10. The 

deviations of the measurements were consistent within experimental uncertainty with the data 
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obtained from the literature and the same divergence trends were observed as the content in 

CO2 was increased for all four binaries. It should be stated that none of these literature data sets 

were used in the development of the default mixtures models for the studied binaries. As 

indicated in Table 3.16, the values of the default binary interaction parameters were either fitted 

to unpublished data or to data based on molecular simulation studies (not based on tuning to 

experimental data). For example, Figure 3.8b shows the deviations of the measured vapor 

phase CO2 mole fractions yCO2 from the default Helmholtz model. The measurements at 293.01 

K were consistent with the data of Juntarachat et al. at the same temperature. Large errors were 

observed at 323, 338 and 353 K for increasing bubble pressure, this may be due to the default 

model being fitted to data based on molecular simulation at only two temperatures (273.15 and 

310.92 K) and not actual experimental data [38].  

 

Table 3.10: Measured (p,T,x,y) data for the CO2 (1) + R1234yf (2) binary mixture. 

Global composition T/K p/MPa x1 u(x1) y1 u(y1) 

z1 = 0.0828 ±0.0008 293.08 0.82 0.0619 0.0017 0.2718 0.0054 

z1 = 0.1799 ±0.0011 293.00 1.08 0.1274 0.0018 0.4514 0.0037 

z1 = 0.2836 ±0.0014 292.99 1.39 0.2043 0.0018 0.5835 0.0027 

z1 = 0.4907 ±0.0016 293.02 2.23 0.3992 0.0025 0.7632 0.0016 

z1 = 0.6996 ±0.0013 293.12 3.48 0.6492 0.0024 0.8782 0.0012 

 

Table 3.11: Measured (p,T,x,y) data for the CO2 (1) + R134a (2) binary mixture. 

Global composition T/K p/MPa x1 u(x1) y1 u(y1) 

z1 = 0.0864 ±0.0006 295.39 0.92 0.0779 0.0015 0.3376 0.0047 

z1 = 0.1856 ±0.0011 293.35 1.24 0.1668 0.0018 0.5528 0.0037 

z1 = 0.2821 ±0.0017 294.52 1.66 0.2497 0.0023 0.6681 0.0025 

z1 = 0.4696 ±0.0018 292.53 2.41 0.4334 0.0027 0.8102 0.0016 

z1 = 0.6939 ±0.0020 292.73 3.38 0.6213 0.0026 0.8884 0.0010 
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Table 3.12: Measured (p,T,x,y) data for the CO2 (1)+ R125 (2) binary mixture. 

Global composition T/K p/MPa x1 u(x1) y1 u(y1) 

z1 = 0.1073 ±0.0007 302.89 1.84 0.0787 0.0018 0.1641 0.0036 

z1 = 0.2028 ±0.0011 302.85 2.14 0.1456 0.0021 0.2943 0.0038 

z1 = 0.3090 ±0.0014 302.88 2.51 0.2332 0.0024 0.4109 0.0032 

z1 = 0.5485 ±0.0018 302.88 3.62 0.4656 0.0027 0.6495 0.0024 

z1 = 0.7234 ±0.0014 302.91 4.79 0.6720 0.0025 0.7865 0.0018 

 

Table 3.13: Measured (p,T,x,y) data for the CO2 (1) + R32 (2) binary mixture 

Global composition T/K p/MPa x1 u(x1) y1 u(y1) 

z1 = 0.1089 ±0.0010 292.53 1.84 0.0931 0.0018 0.2269 0.0041 

z1 = 0.2000 ±0.0020 293.06 2.17 0.1729 0.0023 0.3721 0.0034 

z1 = 0.3116 ±0.0025 293.21 2.58 0.2687 0.0032 0.5059 0.0044 

z1 = 0.6360 ±0.0024 292.67 3.89 0.5945 0.0046 0.7681 0.0040 

z1 = 0.8099 ±0.0017 292.66 4.80 0.8023 0.0016 0.8934 0.0010 

 

 

3.6.2. Multi-component mixtures 

Vapor-liquid equilibrium data for one ternary and one five-components mixtures were 

also measured to check the quality of the tuning with the binaries. The phase 

compositions for the ternary and the five-component mixtures are given in Table 3.14 

and Table 3.15, respectively.
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Table 3.14: Measured (p,T,x,y) data for the CO2 (1) + R32 (2) + R1234yf(3) ternary mixtures. 

 

Global composition T/K p/MPa xCO2 u(xCO2) yCO2 u(yCO2) xR32 u(xR32) yR32 u(yR32) xR1234yf u(xR1234yf) yR1234yf u(yR1234yf) 

zCO2 = 0.1292 ±0.0011 
zR32 = 0.6006 ±0.0030 

zR1234yf  = 0.2702 ±0.0025 
284.03 1.39 0.1342 0.0011 0.3212 0.0031 0.5971 0.0027 0.5409 0.0027 0.2688 0.0022 0.1379 0.0014 

zCO2 = 0.2688 ±0.0025 
zR32 = 0.5042 ±0.0032 

zR1234yf = 0.2270 ±0.0022 
284.42 1.78 0.2539 0.0029 0.5028 0.0046 0.5160 0.0029 0.3963 0.0030 0.2301 0.0025 0.1009 0.0011 

zCO2 = 0.3985 ±0.0033 
zR32 = 0.4172 ±0.0027 

zR1234yf = 0.1843 ±0.0017 
284.19 2.23 0.3888 0.0038 0.6483 0.0039 0.4250 0.0029 0.2799 0.0025 0.1861 0.0018 0.0718 0.0010 

zCO2 = 0.6195 ±0.0033 
zR32 = 0.2634 ±0.0023 

zR1234yf = 0.1171 ±0.0011 
283.70 3.03 0.6191 0.0043 0.8083 0.0023 0.2691 0.0030 0.1539 0.0017 0.1118 0.0015 0.3265 0.0006 

Global composition T/K p/MPa xCO2 u(xCO2) yCO2 u(yCO2) xR32 u(xR32) yR32 u(yR32) xR1234yf u(xR1234yf) yR1234yf u(yR1234yf) 

zCO2 = 0.1292 ±0.0011 
zR32 = 0.6006 ±0.0030 

zR1234yf  = 0.2702 ±0.0025 
312.88 2.71 0.1197 0.0015 0.2383 0.0032 0.5970 0.0026 0.5857 0.0029 0.2834 0.0024 0.1760 0.0022 

zCO2 = 0.2688 ±0.0025 
zR32 = 0.5042 ±0.0032 

zR1234yf = 0.2270 ±0.0022 
312.68 3.24 0.2243 0.0022 0.3936 0.0040 0.5233 0.0027 0.4624 0.0028 0.2522 0.0020 0.1440 0.0013 

zCO2 = 0.3985 ±0.0033 
zR32 = 0.4172 ±0.0027 

zR1234yf = 0.1843 ±0.0017 
312.78 3.99 0.3538 0.0032 0.5353 0.0040 0.4387 0.0026 0.3526 0.0025 0.2076 0.0016 0.1121 0.0010 

zCO2 = 0.6195 ±0.0033 
zR32 = 0.2634 ±0.0023 

zR1234yf = 0.1171 ±0.0011 
312.74 5.54 0.5954 0.0037 0.7221 0.0028 0.2844 0.0023 0.2110 0.0018 0.1203 0.0011 0.0669 0.0006 
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Table 3.15: Measured (p,T,x,y) data for the R125 (1) + CO2 (2) + R32 (3) + R134a (4) + R1234yf (5) mixture. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

aAt 333.5 K, a liquid phase was present but the volume available was insufficient to reliably sample and analyse its composition. 

 

 

 

   R125 CO2 R32 

Global composition T/K p/MPa xi u(xi) yi u(yi) xi u(xi) yi u(yi) xi u(xi) yi u(yi) 

zR134a=0.2015 ± 0.0045 
zR1234yf=0.2002±0.0045 
zR125=0.2016 ± 0.0045 
zR32=0.1994 ± 0.0045 
zCO2=0.1974 ± 0.0045 

273.48 0.98 0.2068 0.0008 0.1490 0.0015 0.1812 0.0022 0.4916 0.0036 0.2066 0.0008 0.1971 0.0015 

312.79 2.42 0.2065 0.0005 0.1807 0.0010 0.1607 0.0055 0.3425 0.0022 0.1989 0.0054 0.2155 0.0009 

333.50 3.60 N/A* 0.1915 0.0008 N/A* 0.2644 0.0018 N/A* 0.2130 0.0008 

   R134a R1234yf 

Global composition T/K p/MPa xi u(xi) yi u(yi) xi u(xi) yi u(yi) 

zR134a=0.2015 ± 0.0045 
zR1234yf=0.2002 ± 0.0045 
zR125=0.2016 ± 0.0045 
zR32=0.1994 ± 0.0045 
zCO2=0.1974 ± 0.0045 

273.48 0.98 0.2081 0.0012 0.0797 0.0014 0.1974 0.0011 0.0826 0.0014 

312.79 2.42 0.2227 0.0055 0.1303 0.0011 0.2112 0.0055 0.1311 0.0011 

333.50 3.60 N/Aa 0.1648 0.0010 N/Aa 0.1663 0.0010 
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Almost all the reported literature data for all thermodynamic properties were included 

in the fitting process. Significant improvements were achieved for the binary mixtures 

of (R32 + CO2) and (R125 + CO2), where the RMS deviation decreased for all three 

properties (heat capacity, VLE and density). The predictions of VLE with the new 

model were at least twice as good as the predictions with the default model.  For 

(R134a + CO2) and (R1234yf + CO2), the default models were only fitted to VLE data 

that were available at the time and therefore the focus was given on density in this 

work. Thus, the performance of the tuned and the default models are similar for the 

prediction of VLE. For all binaries, the predicted heat capacity values from the 

Helmholtz mixture model are relatively insensitive to variations in the BIPs. 

The tuned binary interaction parameters for the Helmholtz mixtures models 

determined in this work are given in Table 3.16 and the statistical results of the tuning 

are summarised in Table 3.17.  

Table 3.16: Values of the thermodynamic binary interaction parameters tuned in this 

work and used by default in REFPROP v10. The adjustable parameter Fij associated 

with any departure function was not altered. 

 Default in REFPROP v10 Tuned in this work 

System 𝛽𝑇,𝑖𝑗 𝛾𝑇,𝑖𝑗 𝛽𝑣,𝑖𝑗 𝛾𝑣,𝑖𝑗 Fij 𝛽𝑇,𝑖𝑗 𝛾𝑇,𝑖𝑗 𝛽𝑣,𝑖𝑗 𝛾𝑣,𝑖𝑗 Fij 

R32 + CO2 
1a 0.99782 a 1 a 1.0059 

a 
0 a 

1 0.992 1 0.9786 
0 

R134a + CO2 1 a 1.008 a 1 a 1 a 0 a 1 1 1.016 1.027 0 

R125 + CO2 1.0115a 0.96741a 1a 1a 0a 1 0.9871 1 1.0311 0 

R1234yf + CO2 1.017b 1b 1b 1.015b -0.657b 1 1 1.125 1.051 -0.657 

a Parameter fitted to unpublished data. 

b Parameter fitted to data based on simulation. 
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Table 3.17: Sources of data for mixtures with the type of reported data, the number of 

measured data (N), the RMS deviations between the default and tuned Helmholtz 

energy mixture models calculated and the number of data used for tuning in this work 

(Ntuned).   

Reference Type N RMSa 
(default) 

Ntuned RMSa 
(tuned) 

R32 + CO2 

Diefenbacher and Türk [6] VLE 9 0.018 8 0.012  
Rivollet et al. [7] VLE 45 0.018 43 0.008  

This work ρ 9 1.08 9 0.15 

This work cp 9 4.29 9 3.99 

This work VLE 5 0.018 4 0.009  

R134a + CO2 

Duran-Valencia et al. [8] VLE 27 0.007 27 0.007  
Lim et al. [9] VLE 37 0.026 36 0.024 

Silva-Oliver and Galicia-Luna 
[10] 

VLE 23 0.017 23 0.016 

This work ρ 7 1.69 7 0.34 

This work cp 8 2.33 8 2.16 

This work VLE 5 0.010 5 0.008  

R125 + CO2 

Di Nicola et al. [11] VLE 5 0.052 3 0.027  
Jeong et al. [12] VLE 19 0.019 15 0.010  

This work ρ 13 1.19 13 0.55 

This work cp 9 1.91 9 0.90 

This work VLE 5 0.031 5 0.010  

R1234yf + CO2 

Juntarachat et al. [13] VLE 65 0.027 54 0.031 
This work ρ 12 1.38 12 0.18 

This work cp 9 1.62 9 1.58 

This work VLE 5 0.018 5 0.021 
a RMS as defined by equations 3.8 to 3.10. The RMS value provides a fractional 

measure of the deviation. 

The tuned model was used to predict the properties of the ternary and five-component 

mixtures. The comparison with the statistical results are shown in Table 3.18. 

Assessing the improvement in the performance of the model should be carried out for 

all the properties investigated. Thus, while there is no improvement in the VLE 

predictions for the five-component mixtures, the density prediction has improved by 

about 49%. For the ternary mixture, the VLE prediction has improved by 60% as 

compared to the default model, and similarly the prediction of the density has improved 

by about 50%.  There is not much change in the heat capacity predictions, which 

reflects the situation for the binary mixtures that this property is relatively insensitive 
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to the change in BIPs over the measured conditions, and it lacks sufficient data to alter 

the departure functions. 

Table 3.18: Summary for the multi-component mixture comparisons 

Property Data points RMSc (REFPROP Default) RMSc (This work) 

Ternary mixture 

ρa 6 1.67 0.85 
VLE 8 0.05 0.02 
Cp

b 6 1.16 1.16 

Five-component mixture 
ρa 6 0.79 0.42 
VLE 3 0.005 0.004 
Cp

b 6 1.90 1.86 
a High-pressure vibrating tube densimeter (VTD) (Anton Paar, DMA HPM). This work 

was done by others. 

b Differential scanning calorimeter (Setaram DSC BT 2.15). This work was done by 

others. 

c RMS as defined by equations 3.8 to 3.10. The RMS value provides a fractional 

measure of the deviation. 

 

3.7. Conclusion 

In this chapter, new vapour-liquid equilibrium data for more environmentally-friendly 

refrigerant mixtures were collected together with other property data (density, heat 

capacities, thermal conductivities and viscosities). The measurements collected were 

prioritised to fill gaps in the available literature data. In this thesis, the focus is on the 

measurements and modelling of VLE. Details on the other properties can be found in 

the work of May and co-workers [21], [33], [34]. 

In the first phase (phase 1) of this project, the studied systems were mixtures of 

hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs) and a new class of refrigerants called hydrofluoroolefins 

(HFOs). The HFCs of interest were R32, R125, R134a and R143a and the HFOs of 

interest were R1234yf and R1234ze(E). Some of these measurements constitute the 

first available data for a mixture of these two components. In the second phase (phase 

2), the measurements were extended to incorporate CO2. New data for carbon 

dioxides mixtures with HFCs and HFO-1234yf.  
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In summary, in phase 1 we measured the VLE of five equimolar binary mixtures: 

R1234ze(E) + [R125, R134a, R143a, R1234yf] and R1234yf + R32 measured by the 

analytic method (sampling with gas chromatograph analysis) at temperatures of (273, 

293 and 343)K and pressures ranging from (0.6 to 3.1)MPa. In phase 2, we measured 

the VLE of CO2 + [R32, R125, R134a, R1234yf], CO2 + R32 + R1234yf and CO2 + 

R1234yf + R32 + R134a +R125. 

The measured data as well as data from the literature for all the properties were then 

used to tune the mixture parameters in the Helmholtz energy models used in NIST 

REFPROP v10 to improve the prediction of thermodynamic and transport properties. 

Upon completion of phase 1, the tuning improved the prediction most significantly for 

the transport properties by reducing deviations up to a factor of 4 (R1234yf + 

R1234ze(E) viscosity) but also significantly improved the prediction of thermodynamic 

properties, particularly densities where tuning for example, reduced the departure of 

the model from the data from over 1 % to 0.06 % (R143a + R1234yf). The Helmholtz 

energy models were then extended to incorporate data obtained from CO2 mixtures 

during phase 2. As a result, there were significant improvements in the prediction of 

thermodynamic properties, particularly the density where, for example, the root-mean-

square (RMS) of the relative deviation between the model and the experimental data 

for the (R1234yf + CO2) mixture was decreased from (1.38 to 0.18) %.  

The tuned models were then evaluated in terms of their ability to predict the 

thermodynamic properties of several ternaries and a five-component mixture of HFCs, 

and HFO, and CO2. The multi-component mixture measurements showed that the 

tuned models give significantly better predictions of the refrigerant mixtures’ 

thermodynamic properties. Density predictions were improved by a factor of 2 (RMS 

as indicated in Table 3.18 was divided by 2).  

With these improved models it should be possible to more reliably simulate 

refrigeration processes involving these mixtures thus increasing the confidence of the 

design.  
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Chapter 4: High-pressure cryogenic distillation 

data for improved LNG production 

 

As discussed in Chapter 1, a key objective of this research project was the optimisation 

of high-pressure, low temperature natural gas distillation for better LNG production. 

The test and validation of a new high-pressure cryogenic distillation apparatus was 

performed with natural gas mixtures for this purpose. This chapter is presented as it 

was published by the author and co-workers, only the numbering of the figures, tables 

and equations were changed and adapted to this thesis: 

 Valerie Sage, Philip Hazewinkel, Martin Khamphasith, Brent Young, Nick 

Burke, Eric F. May. High-pressure cryogenic distillation data for improved LNG 

production. Separation and Purification Technology, 2019; 229:115804. 

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.seppur.2019.115804. 

 

4.1. Abstract 

Current methods and models to reliably simulate and predict cryogenic column 

performance, essential for designing and operating commercial Liquefied Natural Gas 

(LNG) distillation and scrub columns, are currently lacking accurate and reliable 

empirical data at industrially-relevant conditions (high pressure/low temperature). This 

leads to conservative design for safety purposes. This paper endeavours to address 

this gap. Through the use of a unique cryogenic distillation column, critical 

experimental data at industry-relevant conditions (up to 4 MPa and down to 233 K) 

have been collected. This constitutes an essential step towards future optimization of 

LNG scrub columns, eliminating the requirement for over-design, thus improving 

production and reducing costs. The experimental data were compared with the 

predictions of the steady state model and showed reasonable agreement, although 

discrepancies were observed, confirming the need to improve models of LNG scrub 

columns. 

 

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.seppur.2019.115804
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4.2. Introduction 

Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG) is playing an increasingly important role in the world 

energy mix. In a LNG production plant, prior to liquefaction, natural gas produced from 

geological sites must be processed to separate impurities like CO2 and H2O, and 

recover valuable components such as propane and butane (collectively known as 

LPGs). The recovery of these LPGs occurs in the LNG scrub column, which is a 

cryogenic distillation tower designed to (1) separate heavy hydrocarbons from the 

lighter components in the natural gas and (2) prevent solid-forming species 

(compounds heavier than ethane) from entering the main cryogenic heat exchanger 

(MCHE) where liquefaction occurs. The construction and operation of a liquefaction 

facility requires a significant expenditure of capital, and small improvements in the 

design of these facilities has the potential to reduce significantly the total cost of capital 

investment. 

In designing and operating commercial LNG scrub columns, engineers often apply 

design margins to account for the uncertainties resulting from simulations of the 

process. A major source of uncertainty in such simulations is the prediction of 

thermodynamic properties by equations of state (EOS) at the high-pressure, low 

temperature conditions encountered in the scrub column. The most widely used EOS 

are the cubic functions of Peng and Robinson (PR) [2] and the Soave, Redlich and 

Kwong (SRK) equations [3], which are computationally efficient when it comes to the 

description of multi-component mixtures and have been shown to be as accurate as 

alternative, more complex EOS in the description of vapour-liquid equilibrium (VLE) in 

such systems. However, May and co-workers [3,4] have shown that while cubic EOS 

represent VLE data accurately at low pressure, above 4 MPa their deviations grow 

systematically with increasing pressure as the mixture critical point is approached. 

Importantly, predictions for the relatively simple binary mixture (methane + n-butane) 

show a deviation of up to 10% compared to experimental VLE data [4]. This inability 

of available EOS in process simulators to reliably predict the VLE within LNG scrub 

columns is particularly problematic because operation at higher pressure would lead 

to increased LPG recovery. However it is imperative that the pressure does not 

increase to the point where the fluids in the column become supercritical and the 

separation process fails. Therefore, being able to estimate more accurately the critical 

point for such operations is essential for optimised operation. Another source of 
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uncertainty in the design and operation of the scrub column is the estimation of tray or 

stage efficiencies, which characterise the fact that the separation within the column is 

dynamic in nature and potentially varies with flow rate.  

Design correlations exist to estimate the actual number of stages (or the column 

height) corresponding to a given number of theoretical or ideal stages, by using the 

concept of column overall tray efficiency. For many decades, the O’Connell empirical 

correlation [6] has been one of the industry standards for tray efficiency calculations 

because of its simplicity compared to more fundamental but also much more complex 

mass transfer equations [7–9]. Despite its known inaccuracies, this approach has been 

used successfully for the design of new columns by applying some margin, and to 

estimate the efficiencies of existing columns [9]. However, these design and operating 

margins constitute increases to the cost of constructing and operation of LNG scrub 

columns that potentially could be reduced if a more rigorous method based on 

fundamental mass-transfer considerations was available for estimating the impact of 

dynamic effects on LNG scrub columns. 

These two aspects, namely the mass transfer effects and the vapour liquid equilibrium, 

are very closely linked. Kister and co-workers have shown that errors in VLE data can 

have a major effect on mass transfer rates and tray efficiency calculations 

[10,11].Improvements in the description of VLE for multi-component hydrocarbon 

mixtures at high pressures and low temperatures have been made and are the subject 

of ongoing research [12,13,14,15]. In this work, we report the utilisation of a new and 

unique pilot-scale cryogenic scrub column facility for testing high pressure cryogenic 

distillation in LNG applications and acquiring significant and reliable empirical data. 

Here we present the first results obtained with this facility, together with the predictions 

of a simple model, when the column was used to fractionate a natural gas like mixture 

at conditions ranging from 233 to 283 K and at pressures up to 4 MPa. Randomly 

packed glass beads were used as the column internals for this preliminary work. The 

validation by the model of the experimental apparatus and the empirical data collected 

will validate the approach and its suitability for future model improvements, where 

Oldershaw trays will also be inserted to facilitate the scale-up of results obtained to 

industrial applications [16]. 
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4.3. Experimental 

4.3.1. Pilot-scale cryogenic distillation column 

A unique pilot-scale cryogenic distillation column (CDC) has been developed, 

operating at cryogenic temperatures and high pressure, which can be used for 

scrubbing, distillation, or absorption processes. This stainless steel column was 2 m 

in length, with an internal diameter of 54.75 mm and an internal vessel volume of 4.40 

L. Glass beads with a density of ca. 0.58 were used, giving a column free volume of 

ca. 1.85 L. The volume occupied by the temperature transducers penetrating into the 

bed was negligible and not considered in this column volume calculation. The detailed 

CDC characteristics and operating parameters are presented in Table 4.1 and its 

schematic in Figure 4.1. 

The cryogenic distillation column was housed in an insulated cold box, and cooled with 

a cryogenic vapour jet cooling device, while heating devices were also used to allow 

full control of the column temperature and temperature gradients along the column, 

down to 213 K on the overhead product stream and up to 300 K on the bottom stream. 

The column temperature was monitored by 10 temperature transducers located at 

regular intervals along the column. The column pressure was controlled with back 

pressure controllers (BPC) on both overhead and bottom streams, while the outlet 

flows were controlled from the bottom stream. A flow controller on the bottom stream 

was used to control the outlet stream flows. A vessel with a volume of 0.15 L and 

heated up to 340 K located at the bottom of the scrub column was used as both a 

buffer and vaporizer before the bottom product stream was sent for composition 

analysis. The products were sent to the vent which is not shown in the simplified 

schematic of the apparatus. A connected pipe allowed to collect samples of the 

products and to send them to the composition analysers. 

Desired feed gas composition was achieved by blending multiple gas streams 

(commercial pipeline natural gas, enriched with a C1/C2 mix). Additional heavy 

enrichment of the feed stream was achieved by feeding heavier hydrocarbon 

components (C3/C4 mix) as liquids at high pressure to the gas phase feed stream. 

The liquid hydrocarbon stream was vaporised upon entering and mixing with the gas 

phase stream. Blending of the gas and liquid hydrocarbon streams resulted in a multi 

component homogenous gas phase feed stream analogous in composition to natural 
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gas (see Table 4.2). The feed point was located centrally along the column 1000mm 

from the top. The temperature of the feed gas stream as it enters the column was 296 

K with no-precooling. Sulphur components and water were removed prior to the 

analogue natural gas mixture being fed to the column.  

 

Table 4.1: Column characteristics and operating parameters. 

Column 
characteristics  

Length 2 m 

 Internal diameter 54.75 mm 

 Internals Randomly packed glass beads 

 Total volume 4.4 L 

 Packing volume 2.55 L (0.58 vol fraction of total volume, [17]) 

 Void volume 1.85 L 

Operating 
parameters 

Temperature range 203 to ambient 

 Pressure Up to 5 MPa 

 Flow rate Up to 20 SLPM 

 

Full compositional analyses of both product streams and feed stream were performed 

on-line either by mass spectroscopy (Pfeiffer Omnistar GSD 320 MS) or gas 

chromatography (refinery gas analyser, RGA) equipped with a Flame Ionisation 

Detector (FID) and two Thermal Conductivity Detectors (TCD), using HP-AL/S, 

Molsieve 5A 60/80 mesh, and HayeSep Q 80/100 mesh columns respectively. N2 was 

used as internal standard. The calibration of all gas flow rates was conducted with a 

volumetric flow meter (Bios 220). 
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4.3.2. Cryogenic distillation of natural gas 

A start-up procedure was followed to bring the column to its steady state operating 

conditions. Once the desired operating temperature profile along the column was 

reached, the specified blended feed gas composition (an example of a typical 

composition is presented in Table 4.2) was directed to the column and a stabilisation 

period of several hours was observed. Parameters such as flow rate and product 

stream ratios were set for each unique experiment. During a single experimental run, 

consisting of up to 12 h of run time, a number of parameters could be changed. Data 

were collected during both steady state and dynamic column operations. The 

temperature profile along the column, the column pressure, the volumetric flow rates 

of the feed, overhead, and bottom streams, as well as their molar compositions were 

controlled and monitored throughout the experiment. A typical experimental 

temperature gradient along the column is presented in Figure 4.2. All experimental 

runs were reproducible and the experimental uncertainties of mole and mass balances 

for carbon for each experiment closed to within 5%. The volumetric flow rates and 

molar compositions of the feed, overhead, and bottom streams of the experiments 

presented here are detailed in the supplementary data (Table 4.3). 

 

4.4. Model description 

The traditional approach to model a distillation column is to use an integrated column 

module directly available from the unit operation palette in a simulation software 

package such as VMGSim [18]. The cryogenic scrub column in this work somewhat 

differed to a classic column in that there was no condenser or reboiler. The software 

package also offers the use of a column section, which potentially could be a more 

suitable model for the description of the physical scrub column. However, this column 

section model was not used because the temperature profile within pre-built column 

section could not be modified easily to match the temperature profiles actually 

measured in the experiment. 
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Figure 4.1: Scrub column simplified diagram. MFC: mass flow controller; BPC: back 

pressure controller; F: flow controller; TT: temperature transducer; MS: mass 

spectrometer; GC: gas chromatograph. The products were sent to the vent which is 

not shown in this simplified schematic. A connected pipe allowed to collect samples 

and send them to the gas composition analysers. 

Table 4.2: Typical composition of the feed gas used in this work. 

Component Molar fraction 

CH4 0.809 

C2H6 0.090 

C3H8 0.039 

C4H10 0.016 

CO2 0.037 

N2 0.009 

 

Accordingly, the modelling approach used here considered the column simply as a 

series of equilibrium flashes with separators connected together via recycle streams, 

with each separator temperature set to force agreement with the overall temperature 

profile measured for the actual column. This model was implemented within the 
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process simulation software package VMGSim, Version 9.5 [18], and the fluid 

properties package selected was the Advanced Peng Robinson (APR) for Natural Gas 

(“APR for Natural Gas 2” APRNG2) [19], which has all the characteristics of the Peng 

Robinson model plus volume translation for accurate liquid phase density estimations 

using the modified Peneloux idea [20]. To determine the number of stages that should 

be used in the model to represent the packed column, a ‘rule of thumb’ for the height 

equivalent to a theoretical plate (HETP) presented by Kister [8] was used. For columns 

diameters less than 30.5 cm (1 ft.), the rule of thumb suggests the HETP should be 

30.5 cm and so the number of theoretical stages required (N) can be derived from the 

total column height (H) as in Equation 4.1. 

 

N = H/HETP = 2 m/0.305 m = 6.55 

Equation 4.1 

This first approximation indicates that the required minimum number of theoretical 

stages to represent the experimental scrub column used in this work was seven. 

However, the temperature profile along the column was measured physically with 10 

temperature transducers. Using only seven separators thus required that the 

experimental temperature profile be fitted to a polynomial function, which was in turn 

used to interpolate the temperature appropriate to each of the model’s seven 

separators. 

 

Figure 4.2: Typical temperature profile of the scrub column. The red line represents 

the feed location. 
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Figure 4.3: Change in methane (top) and butane (bottom) molar flows with the number 

of stages in the model. 

To identify the impact of this approximation, the number of separators used in the 

simulation was adjusted over a 3 to 18 range with the upper and lower temperature 

limits fixed (overheads and bottoms temperatures). In this analysis, the temperature 

for each stage was taken from the fitted temperature profile at proportionate location 

along the column. This sensitivity study also allowed for the effects of both numerical 

discretisation and the applicability of Equation 4.1 to the estimation of the HETP to be 

investigated. 

The results of the sensitivity study are shown in Figure 4.3 and reveal that the 

predicted product molar flows become independent of the number of separators used 

above a threshold of 10. Since this was also consistent with the number of temperature 

transducers used to measure the column temperature profile in the experimental 

setup, a model containing 10 separators was selected for all further simulations. The 

general model, with a variable number of separators, is illustrated schematically in 

Figure 4.4. 
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In this relatively simple steady state model, the feed conditions were specified, as well 

as the temperatures of both the bottom and overhead streams, which were 

respectively 240 K temperature of the buffer vessel and 231 K. The inlet stream to one 

separator was the combination of the bottom stream from the top separator with the 

overhead stream from the separator above using a mixer. The compositions and 

flowrates of the bottom and overhead streams were calculated by the model. 

 

Figure 4.4: Schematic of the scrub column model with various theoretical stages. SP: 

splitter; M: mixer. 

In dynamics mode, some basic design information such as the equipment sizes must 

be specified. An important assumption made in the dynamic model was the volume 

occupied by the random packing. 

Broadly speaking, hard perfect spheres randomly put into a recipient occupies a 

volume fraction of 0.58 of the total volume [17]. The experimental column had an 

internal volume of approximately 4.4 L. Therefore, the volume occupied by the packing 

(Vp) and the void volume (Vv) were approximately 2.55 L and 1.85 L respectively, and 
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the volume occupied by one separator (Vs) can be calculated as in Equation 4.2. This 

volume was approximately 0.18 L for 10 theoretical stages.  

 

 

VS = Vv/N 

Equation 4.2 

The inlet and outlet nozzles diameters of the mixers used to mix the various streams 

were specified at 1 cm. It was experimentally possible to select the feed location on 

the CDC and this was represented in the model by a splitter (SP) with on-off valves 

that enabled the feed stream to be sent to the desired plate. The buffer vessel with a 

volume of 0.15 L and the back pressure controllers on both outlet streams were also 

modelled in the simulation. 

The fractionation experiments were carried out for various feed flowrates and fixed 

bottom flowrates. The model was then used to predict the composition and molar 

flowrates of the overhead stream and the composition of the bottom stream, knowing 

the bottom flowrate. 

 

4.5. Results and discussion 

4.5.1. Steady state 

Parametric studies were performed to test the performance and validity of the model. 

The   experimental data were compared to the predictions of the APRNG2 EOS in the 

VMGSim software. The simulation followed the same sequential steps as the 

experiments, and in both cases, steady-state was reached before collecting data and 

making subsequent changes to some process variables (flow rate and product stream 

ratios). 

Figure 4.5 compares the results of the steady state composition of the overhead and 

bottom product streams predicted by the model with the experimental data, for a 

specific set of experiments (6 SLPM feed flow, and a bottom to feed ratio of ca. 0.4) 

and Figure 4.6 shows the recovery of each compound in the overhead and bottom 
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streams. There was a generally reasonable agreement between the model and the 

experiments, and most of the LPGs were separated from the natural gas stream and 

recovered in the bottom products. Figure 4.7 shows the deviation in composition 

between the experimental data and the model (as a percent of the mole fraction 

predicted by the model). For methane and ethane, the deviations were comparable 

with the uncertainty due just to the material balance error achieved in the experiment. 

For propane, the deviation were significantly larger than the experimental uncertainty 

for both the overhead and bottoms streams. The highest deviation was observed for 

butane in the overhead stream; however, this mostly reflect the large experimental 

uncertainty with the measurement of trace levels of butane concentration.  

 

 

Figure 4.5: Steady state product streams composition comparison between 

experiment and model (experimental conditions: 6 SLPM flow, bottom: feed ratio 0.44; 

experimental error calculated based on individual compound mass balance). CO2 and 

N2 not shown. 
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Figure 4.6: Steady state product streams recovery comparison between experiment 

and model (experimental conditions: 6 SLPM flow, bottom: feed ratio 0.44). CO2 and 

N2 not shown. 

 

 

Figure 4.7: Relative difference in mole fraction between experimental and modelled 

data ((xexp−xmodel)/xmodel, in %) for the key components (experimental conditions: 6 

SLPM flow, bottom: feed ratio 0.44). CO2 and N2 not shown. 
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The sensitivity to the HETP value was investigated by changing the number of 

theoretical stages in the model and considering the resulting deviations between the 

predicted and measured products mole fraction compositions. The results are shown 

in Figure 4.8. For all components in both product streams, the absolute deviation in 

mole fraction decreased with increasing HETP (less theoretical stages), with the 

exception of methane in the bottom product. The deviations stabilized for a HETP of 

28.6 cm, corresponding to seven theoretical stages. This value is very close to the 

value obtained from the Ludwig’s rule of thumb as suggested by Kister [7], which 

predicts a height of packing equivalent to a theoretical stage of 30.5 cm. This result 

implies this relatively simple rule of thumb is adequate for packed columns, at least for 

the range of residence times considered in these experiments. Future work involving 

columns with tray internals (Oldershaw trays) will examine the adequacy of equivalent 

empirical methods to estimate stage efficiencies.  

 

 

Figure 4.8: Effect of HETP on molar fraction absolute deviation between the 

experiments 

 

The effect of the flowrates on the HETP required to describe the experimental data 

was also investigated by increasing the flowrates in the model. The results showed 

that the product compositions were independent of the flowrates used. The scrub 

column product stream flows can be manipulated so as to bias the separation to 
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promote either stripping of the overhead (increasing its methane fraction) or 

enrichment of the bottoms stream (increasing the LPG content of the bottoms product). 

This is achieved by varying the heavy product-to-feed ratio (bottom to feed ratio, B:F); 

a general discussion of using this parameter to manipulate product compositions is 

given by May et al. [21]. For a given feed flow F, B:F can be modified by varying the 

bottom flow B. Figure 4.9 shows a comparison of the measured and predicted 

compositions as a function of the B:F ratio. The observed results were generally 

consistent with the trends predicted by the model; small rate-based effects appear to 

have some impact on the propane recovery achieved. Indeed, for a given value of B:F 

ratio the propane recovered at the overhead was higher for 9 SLPM than for 6 SLPM. 

The overhead composition in propane appear to be dependent on the flowrate as 

opposed to the model prediction. Hence, one reason could be that the equilibrium 

stage concept generally used to model distillation, which assume that the vapour and 

the liquid phases are in thermal equilibrium on each stage, does not adequately 

represent the dynamics occurring inside the column. A more appropriate model would 

be the rate-based (or non-equilibrium) which account for the effect of the flowrates. 

To investigate rate-based effects on the separation efficiency, a case study was 

performed. Experiments with similar bottom to feed ratio but different feed, overhead 

and bottom flows were compared to investigate whether there was a measurable rate-

based effect on the overhead composition. Figure 4.10 shows the overhead 

composition as a function of feed flow rate for different feed to bottom flowrate ratio. 

Whether the bottom to feed ratio was maintained constant with varying flowrates, or 

the ratio was modified for the same flowrate, the overhead composition remained 

mostly similar. Although small, the result obtained for propane indicates that rate-

based effects are present. 

 

4.5.2. Dynamic transitions 

The flow rates of the product streams, and hence the product streams ratio, were 

varied during the experiments, introducing periods of transient behaviour. Figures 4.11 

and 4.12 show the flowrates and composition evolution after changing the bottom flow 

rate from a high value to a lower value, thus decreasing the bottom to overhead 

product ratio. The model prediction was in agreement with the experiment data. For 
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the flowrates, the stabilization time between the model and the experiment was 

comparable, with ca. 30 min stabilisation time for the experiment and 15 min for the 

model. Similarly, the bottom stream composition evolution was also comparable, but 

with a longer stabilisation time for the experiment compared to the model (1.5 h vs 60 

min respectively). The initial difference in compositions shown in Figure 4.12 were 

attributable to the difference between the prediction of the steady state model and 

those measured experimentally. 

 

 

Figure 4.9: Change of stream compositions with bottom to feed ratio (experimental 

error calculated based on experiment mass balance). The modelled result is 

independent of flow rate as it is a steady state model. 
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Figure 4.10: Overheads composition vs feed flow rate for different bottom to feed ratio 

(dots: experimental data; line: model data). The experimental B:F ratios indicated as 

0.2 and 0.35 were in the range 0.18–0.21 and 0.35–0.37 respectively. 

 

 

Figure 4.11: Transient response of total flowrate to change from high to low bottom. 

Top: experiment; bottom: model. 
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Although the time scales were similar, the dynamics of the response were qualitatively 

different between model and experiment. The former is a classic response of a stirred 

tank where compositional equilibrium is instantaneous and the response is determined 

by the outflow. The data presented here suggest that the experimental dynamic was 

possibly more complex than the model suggested. For example, the physical distance 

of the analytical instruments from the column might have also contributed to the 

difference in stabilisation time between experimental and simulated results, together 

with hold-up volumes and flow resistances, which were not modelled. Another obvious 

difference is the controller’s response between the experiments and the model, the 

experimental controller being under-damped compared to the model one. 

 

Figure 4.12: Transient response of bottom stream composition to change from high 

to low bottom flow rate. Top: experiment; bottom: model. 
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4.6. Conclusion 

Effective separation of a multi-components natural gas mixture, reflective of LNG feed 

composition, was achieved experimentally under high pressure cryogenic conditions. 

Steady state and dynamic process simulations of the column have been constructed 

to allow comparison of rate-based and equilibrium models with the measured data, 

and a reasonable correlation was demonstrated between empirical data and model 

data, demonstrating the suitability of our experimental set-up and data collection 

approach. 

The unique pilot-scale cryogenic distillation column used in this work has 

demonstrated its effectiveness for the acquisition of important and reliable empirical 

data at high pressure, under varying conditions. Such data are the cornerstone for the 

development of more accurate and reliable cryogenic distillation models, which reflect 

more accurately the operating conditions of scrub columns in LNG industry. They can 

be used to test process simulations and investigate the effect of various 

thermodynamic models and generate point efficiency data that can be compared to 

the O’Connell correlation. Future improvement in the development of the experimental 

setup will involve the use of Oldershaw trays as well as the installation of a condenser. 

This will facilitate the up-scaling of the data obtained and better reflect industrial scrub 

column applications. Instrumentation of individual part of the column, to measure fluid 

flows and composition in different section, will also be considered to improve model 

accuracy and tray efficiency evaluation. The development of an improved correlation 

for tray efficiencies as a function of fluid properties at high pressure and low 

temperatures will also be investigated. 

The LNG scrub column is a crucial cryogenic distillation column located in the heart of 

an LNG plant. Its role is vitally important: (1) removing “heavy” or high-freezing-point 

hydrocarbons from the feed to LNG plants and (2) recover LPG. The prime motivation 

of this work is to improve efficiency in scrub columns design and operation, reduce 

capital and operating costs, and mitigate unpredictable down-time or lost production 

in LNG plant due to potential freeze out of the column or MCHE.  
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Table 4.3: Experimental data. 

Experiment 1     2     3     4     

Appears in Figure 5; 6; 7; 8, 
9 

  9   9   9   
Conditions                 
Feed Flow (SLPM) 6.144   6.089   6.180   6.190   
Pressure (MPa) 40   40   40   40   
Temperature (bottom) (°C) -43.72   -43.72   -43.63   -43.18   
Bottom : Feed ratio 0.44   0.44   0.30   0.29   
Mass Balance (%) 98.66   97.73   96.59   98.04   
Stream Feed Overheads Bottoms Feed Overheads Bottoms Feed Overheads Bottoms Feed Overheads Bottoms 

Mole Fraction (xi)                 
Experimental Results                 
Methane 0.809 0.857 0.752 0.810 0.855 0.785 0.810 0.856 0.762 0.809 0.856 0.720 
Ethane 0.090 0.078 0.102 0.087 0.080 0.100 0.087 0.081 0.107 0.090 0.079 0.111 
Propane 0.040 0.019 0.070 0.041 0.018 0.060 0.041 0.019 0.071 0.040 0.019 0.087 
n-Butane 0.015 0.000 0.033 0.015 0.000 0.029 0.015 0.000 0.032 0.015 0.000 0.038 
CO2 0.038 0.037 0.036 0.039 0.038 0.037 0.039 0.036 0.038 0.038 0.037 0.037 
Nitrogen 0.008 0.008 0.007 0.008 0.009 0.008 0.008 0.008 0.008 0.008 0.009 0.007 
Model Results                 
Methane 0.801 0.845 0.745 0.801 0.847 0.742 0.801 0.845 0.699 0.801 0.842 0.697 
Ethane 0.090 0.083 0.100 0.089 0.081 0.098 0.089 0.082 0.103 0.090 0.084 0.106 
Propane 0.042 0.022 0.066 0.044 0.022 0.071 0.044 0.023 0.092 0.042 0.022 0.089 
n-Butane 0.018 0.001 0.040 0.019 0.001 0.041 0.019 0.001 0.060 0.018 0.001 0.061 
CO2 0.041 0.041 0.040 0.040 0.040 0.040 0.040 0.040 0.039 0.041 0.041 0.040 
Nitrogen 0.009 0.010 0.008 0.009 0.010 0.008 0.009 0.009 0.007 0.009 0.010 0.007 
Average flow at Steady state (SLPM)                 
Experimental Results                 
Methane 4.919 2.841 2.040 4.874 2.787 2.073 5.029 3.517 1.375 4.954 3.665 1.275 
Ethane 0.555 0.259 0.277 0.539 0.260 0.264 0.545 0.330 0.193 0.558 0.334 0.194 
Propane 0.255 0.069 0.195 0.266 0.060 0.157 0.240 0.081 0.130 0.258 0.089 0.153 
n-Butane 0.112 0.002 0.090 0.114 0.001 0.075 0.090 0.002 0.058 0.114 -0.001 0.068 
CO2 0.249 0.133 0.106 0.243 0.129 0.102 0.227 0.162 0.071 0.251 0.173 0.072 
Nitrogen 0.055 0.029 0.021 0.053 0.030 0.022 0.049 0.037 0.015 0.055 0.038 0.013 
Total 6.144 3.334 2.730 6.089 3.266 2.692 6.180 4.129 1.842 6.190 4.299 1.775 
Model Results                 
Methane 4.919 2.884 2.035 4.874 2.876 1.998 4.874 3.587 1.287 4.919 3.681 1.238 
Ethane 0.555 0.282 0.274 0.539 0.274 0.265 0.539 0.348 0.190 0.555 0.367 0.188 
Propane 0.255 0.074 0.181 0.266 0.076 0.190 0.266 0.097 0.169 0.255 0.097 0.157 
n-Butane 0.112 0.004 0.108 0.114 0.003 0.110 0.114 0.003 0.110 0.112 0.004 0.109 
CO2 0.249 0.139 0.110 0.243 0.136 0.107 0.243 0.171 0.072 0.249 0.179 0.070 
Nitrogen 0.055 0.033 0.022 0.053 0.032 0.021 0.053 0.040 0.013 0.055 0.042 0.013 
Total 6.144 3.414 2.730 6.089 3.397 2.692 6.089 4.247 1.842 6.144 4.369 1.775 
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Experiment 5     6     7     8     

Appears in Figure 9   9   9   9    

Conditions                  
Feed Flow (SLPM) 6.270   6.291   6.421   6.432    
Pressure (MPa) 40   40   40   40    
Temperature (bottom) (°C) -42.69   -42.67   -42.16   -42.09    
Bottom : Feed ratio 0.28   0.15   0.27   0.17    
Mass Balance (%) 98.85   96.23   96.49   99.17    

Stream Feed Overheads Bottoms Feed Overheads Bottoms Feed Overheads Bottoms Feed Overheads Bottoms 

Mole Fraction (xi)                  

Experimental Results                  
Methane 0.807 0.855 0.705 0.807 0.852 0.689 0.802 0.852 0.636 0.803 0.852 0.557 
Ethane 0.093 0.084 0.116 0.093 0.084 0.119 0.098 0.088 0.131 0.098 0.088 0.146 
Propane 0.038 0.018 0.083 0.038 0.019 0.102 0.029 0.015 0.074 0.029 0.015 0.092 
n-Butane 0.021 0.001 0.058 0.021 0.000 0.050 0.029 0.001 0.122 0.029 0.001 0.171 
CO2 0.029 0.029 0.027 0.029 0.029 0.029 0.028 0.029 0.027 0.028 0.029 0.027 
Nitrogen 0.013 0.014 0.010 0.013 0.015 0.010 0.013 0.015 0.010 0.012 0.014 0.008 

Model Results                 
Methane 0.821 0.852 0.741 0.821 0.850 0.662 0.792 0.839 0.659 0.792 0.837 0.564 
Ethane 0.090 0.086 0.100 0.090 0.087 0.104 0.102 0.097 0.116 0.102 0.098 0.121 
Propane 0.026 0.018 0.048 0.026 0.019 0.068 0.030 0.018 0.064 0.030 0.018 0.088 
n-Butane 0.022 0.003 0.072 0.022 0.002 0.131 0.034 0.002 0.123 0.034 0.002 0.194 
CO2 0.029 0.029 0.028 0.029 0.029 0.027 0.029 0.030 0.027 0.029 0.030 0.025 
Nitrogen 0.012 0.013 0.011 0.012 0.013 0.009 0.013 0.014 0.011 0.013 0.014 0.009 

Average flow at Steady state (SLPM)                  

Experimental Results                  
Methane 5.148 3.782 1.257 5.104 4.340 0.661 5.082 3.797 1.104 5.230 4.603 0.615 
Ethane 0.561 0.372 0.202 0.588 0.420 0.117 0.653 0.399 0.193 0.604 0.473 0.155 
Propane 0.165 0.079 0.138 0.277 0.096 0.102 0.192 0.072 0.125 0.176 0.065 0.096 
n-Butane 0.139 0.004 0.107 0.093 0.004 0.053 0.220 0.017 0.208 0.200 -0.019 0.171 
CO2 0.181 0.129 0.047 0.166 0.154 0.029 0.188 0.125 0.052 0.171 0.156 0.030 
Nitrogen 0.075 0.057 0.018 0.062 0.075 0.010 0.086 0.068 0.020 0.052 0.078 0.012 

Total 6.270 4.422 1.769 6.291 5.090 0.971 6.421 4.478 1.702 6.432 5.357 1.078 

Model Results                  
Methane 5.148 3.836 1.311 5.148 4.505 0.643 5.082 3.960 1.121 5.082 4.474 0.608 
Ethane 0.561 0.385 0.176 0.561 0.460 0.101 0.653 0.456 0.197 0.653 0.523 0.130 
Propane 0.165 0.080 0.085 0.165 0.099 0.066 0.192 0.083 0.109 0.192 0.097 0.095 
n-Butane 0.139 0.011 0.127 0.139 0.012 0.127 0.220 0.011 0.209 0.220 0.011 0.209 
CO2 0.181 0.131 0.050 0.181 0.155 0.026 0.188 0.142 0.047 0.188 0.161 0.027 
Nitrogen 0.075 0.057 0.019 0.075 0.066 0.009 0.086 0.068 0.018 0.086 0.077 0.009 
Total 6.270 4.501 1.769 6.270 5.298 0.971 6.421 4.719 1.702 6.421 5.342 1.078 
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Experiment 9     10     11     12     

Appears in Figure 9   9; 10   9   10    

Conditions                  
Feed Flow (SLPM) 9.129   9.293   9.456   4.852    
Pressure (MPa) 40   40   40   40    
Temperature (bottom) (°C) -42.02   -41.43   -42.51   -42.5    
Bottom : Feed ratio 0.31   0.19   0.45   0.19    
Mass Balance (%) 100.49   98.66   95.87   92.80    

Stream Feed Overheads Bottoms Feed Overheads Bottoms Feed Overheads Bottoms Feed Overheads Bottoms 

Mole Fraction (xi)                  

Experimental Results                  
Methane 0.806 0.857 0.722 0.806 0.854 0.632 0.807 0.853 0.755 0.807 0.852 0.703 
Ethane 0.093 0.082 0.112 0.093 0.083 0.126 0.092 0.083 0.104 0.098 0.088 0.132 
Propane 0.045 0.020 0.088 0.045 0.021 0.128 0.044 0.020 0.071 0.027 0.015 0.062 
n-Butane 0.016 0.000 0.038 0.016 0.000 0.078 0.016 0.000 0.031 0.026 0.001 0.063 
CO2 0.026 0.026 0.027 0.026 0.027 0.025 0.028 0.029 0.027 0.026 0.027 0.026 
Nitrogen 0.013 0.014 0.012 0.013 0.014 0.010 0.013 0.015 0.012 0.016 0.017 0.014 

Model Results                 
Methane 0.808 0.841 0.733 0.808 0.839 0.673 0.804 0.844 0.755 0.818 0.843 0.706 
Ethane 0.095 0.089 0.108 0.095 0.091 0.114 0.093 0.085 0.101 0.096 0.093 0.110 
Propane 0.040 0.024 0.075 0.040 0.025 0.104 0.043 0.024 0.066 0.025 0.018 0.056 
n-Butane 0.014 0.001 0.043 0.014 0.001 0.070 0.017 0.001 0.035 0.018 0.002 0.090 
CO2 0.030 0.031 0.030 0.030 0.031 0.029 0.029 0.029 0.029 0.026 0.026 0.025 
Nitrogen 0.013 0.014 0.012 0.013 0.014 0.010 0.014 0.015 0.013 0.016 0.017 0.013 

Average flow at Steady state (SLPM)                  

Experimental Results                  
Methane 7.376 5.513 2.028 7.526 6.386 1.092 7.602 4.069 3.236 3.968 3.073 0.631 
Ethane 0.867 0.523 0.310 0.851 0.623 0.218 0.876 0.397 0.438 0.468 0.317 0.118 
Propane 0.362 0.124 0.246 0.384 0.159 0.217 0.409 0.105 0.295 0.122 0.051 0.056 
n-Butane 0.127 -0.004 0.106 0.144 0.012 0.132 0.157 0.004 0.131 0.089 0.003 0.057 
CO2 0.277 0.185 0.082 0.259 0.205 0.045 0.277 0.142 0.121 0.126 0.097 0.023 
Nitrogen 0.120 0.094 0.035 0.129 0.100 0.018 0.136 0.071 0.057 0.079 0.063 0.013 
Total 9.129 6.436 2.808 9.293 7.485 1.723 9.456 4.789 4.278 4.852 3.605 0.898 

Model Results                  
Methane 7.376 5.318 2.058 7.376 6.216 1.160 7.602 4.373 3.229 3.968 3.334 0.634 
Ethane 0.867 0.564 0.303 0.867 0.671 0.196 0.876 0.442 0.434 0.468 0.369 0.099 
Propane 0.362 0.152 0.210 0.362 0.184 0.179 0.409 0.125 0.284 0.122 0.072 0.051 
n-Butane 0.127 0.007 0.120 0.127 0.006 0.121 0.157 0.006 0.150 0.089 0.009 0.081 
CO2 0.277 0.193 0.084 0.277 0.227 0.050 0.277 0.152 0.125 0.126 0.103 0.022 
Nitrogen 0.120 0.088 0.032 0.120 0.102 0.018 0.136 0.080 0.056 0.079 0.067 0.012 
Total 9.129 6.321 2.808 9.129 7.406 1.723 9.456 5.179 4.278 4.852 3.954 0.898 
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Experiment 13     14     15     

Appears in Figure 10   10   10    

Conditions              
Feed Flow (SLPM) 6.103   3.191   6.258    
Pressure (MPa) 40   40   40    
Temperature (bottom) (°C) -42.89   -43.68   -42.7    
Bottom : Feed ratio 0.21   0.35   0.37    
Mass Balance (%) 111.80   109.83   113.84    

Stream Feed Overheads Bottoms Feed Overheads Bottoms Feed Overheads Bottoms 

Mole Fraction (xi)              

Experimental Results              
Methane 0.807 0.852 0.704 0.803 0.850 0.742 0.807 0.852 0.716 
Ethane 0.090 0.080 0.113 0.100 0.089 0.120 0.090 0.081 0.110 
Propane 0.042 0.019 0.092 0.028 0.012 0.048 0.042 0.019 0.087 
n-Butane 0.015 0.000 0.046 0.028 0.000 0.053 0.015 0.000 0.041 
CO2 0.036 0.038 0.036 0.026 0.029 0.023 0.037 0.037 0.036 
Nitrogen 0.009 0.011 0.009 0.015 0.020 0.014 0.009 0.011 0.009 

Model Results              
Methane 0.791 0.837 0.610 0.808 0.846 0.738 0.791 0.840 0.706 
Ethane 0.094 0.088 0.116 0.100 0.094 0.111 0.094 0.086 0.108 
Propane 0.048 0.024 0.141 0.027 0.016 0.046 0.048 0.024 0.090 
n-Butane 0.019 0.001 0.092 0.025 0.002 0.067 0.019 0.001 0.051 
CO2 0.038 0.039 0.035 0.026 0.026 0.025 0.038 0.039 0.038 
Nitrogen 0.010 0.011 0.007 0.015 0.016 0.013 0.010 0.011 0.009 

Average flow at Steady state (SLPM)              

Experimental Results              
Methane 4.893 4.723 0.913 2.579 2.019 0.830 4.949 4.118 1.668 
Ethane 0.554 0.458 0.135 0.318 0.214 0.133 0.588 0.388 0.249 
Propane 0.254 0.105 0.108 0.085 0.033 0.053 0.300 0.092 0.187 
n-Butane 0.098 0.002 0.053 0.079 0.006 0.059 0.119 0.001 0.085 
CO2 0.239 0.219 0.050 0.082 0.067 0.026 0.239 0.189 0.086 
Nitrogen 0.065 0.059 0.013 0.048 0.049 0.016 0.062 0.053 0.021 
Total 6.103 5.565 1.271 3.191 2.388 1.117 6.258 4.841 2.295 

Model Results              
Methane 4.949 4.174 0.775 2.579 1.755 0.824 4.949 3.328 1.621 
Ethane 0.588 0.441 0.148 0.318 0.194 0.124 0.588 0.341 0.247 
Propane 0.300 0.122 0.179 0.085 0.034 0.052 0.300 0.095 0.206 
n-Butane 0.119 0.003 0.116 0.079 0.004 0.075 0.119 0.003 0.116 
CO2 0.239 0.194 0.045 0.082 0.054 0.028 0.239 0.153 0.086 
Nitrogen 0.062 0.053 0.009 0.048 0.033 0.015 0.062 0.043 0.020 
Total 6.258 4.987 1.271 3.191 2.074 1.117 6.258 3.963 2.295 
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Chapter 5: Demonstration of a pilot-scale, high 

pressure, cryogenic column with Oldershaw 

trays for LNG applications 

 

5.1. Introduction 

Column overall efficiency data are used in the design of commercial distillation 

columns to convert the number of theoretical trays obtained from a simulation to the 

actual number of trays. The design height and the costs of the column will depend 

directly on this number. Various methods exist to predict column efficiency but for 

several decades, since its publication in 1946, the well-established O’Connell 

correlation has been a standard of the industry for predicting column overall efficiency 

[1]. It is an empirical correlation of column efficiency as a function of feed viscosity and 

the relative volatility of key components and was developed with data from commercial 

bubble-cap trays. This relatively simple correlation was stated to predict 90 percent of 

the efficiency data within ±15 percent for distillation and absorption [1][2].  

Another approach is the direct scale up of efficiencies data obtained from a laboratory 

Oldershaw column to the overall efficiency of the commercial column for a given 

system. Fair et al. demonstrated in 1983 that the Oldershaw column could directly 

measure the point efficiency of a tray in the commercial column provided that the 

column is operated at total reflux and at 60 percent of flood [3]. Appropriate mixing 

models could then be used to convert this point efficiency to the tray efficiency and 

then finally to the overall efficiency of the commercial column [1].  

If both the vapour and the liquid on a tray are perfectly mixed, the tray efficiency would 

equal the point efficiency (Figure 5.1). However, since both phases are not perfectly 

mixed, a model of the liquid and vapour mixing behaviour is required for translating 

the point efficiency into tray efficiency. Vapour mixing behaviours include perfect 

mixing and plug flow while liquid mixing patterns include plug flow, back-mixing and 

stagnant zones. Entrainment of liquid droplets upward and weeping of liquid through 

trays holes must also be taken into account. These complex models are covered and 

summarized by Kister in his work [4]. The overall column efficiency can then be 
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determined from the tray efficiency by using the relationship developed by Lewis [4]. 

The sequence of steps is illustrated in Figure 5.2.  

Fair et al. have also suggested a conservative approach which is to apply directly the 

Oldershaw column efficiency as the overall efficiency of the commercial column 

without taking credit of the imperfect mixing and flowing behaviours present in the 

Oldershaw column. This approach is preferred by Kister considering the poor reliability 

of mixing models [4].  

 

Figure 5.1: Point, tray and overall column efficiencies. 

 

Figure 5.2: Sequence of steps to transform the point efficiency from the Oldershaw 

column into the column overall efficiency. 
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In this chapter, the capability of a custom build stainless steel Oldershaw column is 

demonstrated for point efficiencies data collection of natural gas mixtures at 

temperature ranging from (223.15 to 298.15) K and pressures up to 5 MPa. First the 

column was tested with a parametric study and the fractionation results were 

compared to the predictions of a simple simulation model built with the commercial 

simulation software package SYMMETRY (which is the latest version of VMGSim V10) 

[5]. Then the model was used to determine the Oldershaw overall column efficiency, 

which can be considered equal to the point efficiency in a large commercial column. 

Applying the aforementioned conservative approach of Fair et al., the overall efficiency 

of the commercial column was determined. Finally, this value was compared to the 

column overall efficiency calculated using the O’Connell correlation.  

The primary objective of this work is to demonstrate and validate the use of this 

apparatus for collecting efficiencies data that could be used in the future development 

of efficiency models and better design of commercial LNG scrub columns. To our 

knowledge, no such data for the cryogenic distillation of high-pressure natural gas 

have been reported in the open literature. Consequently, data that could be generated 

with this novel apparatus would be particularly useful to efforts targeting the improved 

fractionation of natural gas mixtures at high pressure and low temperature. 

 

5.2. Experimental and simulation details 

5.2.1. Apparatus 

The high pressure cryogenic scrub column used in Chapter 4 to conduct fractionation 

experiments of natural gas like mixtures was adapted and then used for this work. The 

major difference in this work was the use of custom made Oldershaw trays instead of 

randomly packed beads. The trays were made of stainless steel and were designed 

in-house to fit inside the 54.8 mm column internal diameter with a clearance of 0.05 

mm (Figure 5.3). The trays were of similar design to those used by Fair et al. [3].  

Previously, randomly packed beads were used to commission and test the newly built 

scrub column for fractionating natural gas like feed mixtures [6]. In this work, the 

purpose of using Oldershaw trays was to obtain column efficiencies data by following 

the method of Fair et al. [3] described in section 2.4. The simplified flow diagram of the 
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setup is given in Figure 5.5 and a summary of the column characteristics is given Table 

5.1. 

Table 5.1: Column characteristics and operating parameters. 

Column internal diameter, Di mm 54.8 

Column length, L m 2 

Wall thickness, t mm 9.1 

Number of trays, N   27 

Tray spacing, S mm 62.5 

Space between downcomer of one tray  

and the next tray, e mm 2 

Tray diameter, dt mm 54.75 

Hole diameter, dh mm 1 

Number of holes, n   92 

Downcomer area (top) mm2 126.68 

Operating temperatures range of the column K (213.15-298.15) 

Operating temperature of the vapourizer K 340 

Operating pressure range of the column MPa (3.5-4.5) 

Flowrate SLPM Up to 20 

  

 

Figure 5.3: Oldershaw trays used in this work. 
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Figure 5.4: Oldershaw trays being inserted inside the scrub column. 

 

Figure 5.5: Simplified schematic of experimental equipment (MFC: mass flow 

controller; BPC: back pressure controller; F: flow controller; TT: temperature 

transducer; MS: mass spectrometer; GC: refinery gas analyser). 
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The trays were carefully machined and assembled with a central support rod as shown 

in Figure 5.3. The final assembly contained 27 Oldershaw trays, each separated one 

from another by 62.5 mm. The assembly was inserted inside the column, which was 

housed inside a cold box insulated from the ambient temperature. A jet of vaporizing 

liquid nitrogen was injected at the top of cold box to cool down the entire column and 

several heaters were used to adjust the temperature profile as desired.  

Typically, commercial scrub column conditions are around 4.8 MPa with its feed gas 

pre-cooled and partially condensed at approximately 0 °C. A reboiler maintains the 

temperature at the bottom of the column at about 50 °C while the top of the column is 

maintained at about -30 °C, with an overhead condenser and a reflux system. In this 

work, the top and bottom temperature were fixed between (-60 to -40 °C) and 10°C 

respectively. The temperature profile of the experimental scrub column was defined in 

such a way to have a linear gradient within the fixed top and bottom temperature. 

Before each experiment the column was cooled down and brought to its steady state 

thermal condition which was deemed to have been attained when the temperature 

profile of the column was constant. A natural gas mixture was then fed into the column 

at a flowrate ranging from (3 to 14) SLPM while the bottom product flowrate was fixed 

to a desired value ranging from (1.16 to 4.5) SLPM. A few hours of stabilisation were 

then allowed before various operating parameters were modified and the dynamic 

response recorded. The temperature profile, the pressure, the volumetric flowrates 

and the compositions were monitored throughout the experiment. Figure 5.6 illustrates 

the phase envelope of a typical feed mixture in this work (see Table 5.2) and the 

operating ranges of temperature and pressure investigated.   
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Figure 5.6: Phase envelope of a typical natural gas feed mixture and operating range 

of pressure and temperature conditions. 

 

5.2.2. Simulation 

5.2.2.1. Description of the model 

The model used in this work to describe the experimental results was the same as 

described in Chapter 4. It was constructed as a series of flash separators, each of 

them connecting to other separators above and/or below with recycle streams as 

depicted in Figure 5.7. This concept reflects the definition of a fractionation column as 

being a series of equilibrium flashes with one feed and two product streams [7].  
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Figure 5.7: Simplified schematic of the model used in this work (TS: theoretical stage; 

N: stage number N; SP: splitter; M: mixer; dashed lines: illustrate how additional stage 

is added to the model, white valve: open valve; black valve: closed valve). 

 

5.2.2.2. Validation of the model 

The model was built as a series of separators because the temperature profile within 

the simulation software’s predefined column section could not be modified easily to 

match the temperature profiles actually measured in the experiments. With the 

predefined column section in steady state mode, the intermediate column 

temperatures were automatically generated and in order to modify those, energy 

streams would have to be added through a series of external heat exchangers. 

Adjusting these energy streams to match the observed temperature profile was not 

straightforward and was excessively time consuming.  It was easier to use the series 

of separators model and simply specify the temperature of each stage to match that 

of the experiment. 

To identify any difference between the predefined column section model and the series 

of separators model developed in this work, a comparative study was carried out. First, 

for a given number of stages and feed conditions, the top and bottom temperatures 
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were specified in the pre-built column section model and the intermediate temperature 

for each stage was then automatically generated. This temperature profile was then 

used as the input to the series of separators model; the temperature of each separator 

was manually specified so as to have the same profile as the pre-built column section. 

Both models were run and the results were compared; this process was repeated for 

seven, ten and fifteen stages. There was no difference between the simulation outputs 

of the two models, indicating that the series of separators model is fundamentally 

equivalent to the predefined column section model available in the simulation software.  

Figure 5.8 show the typical experimental temperature profile of the column which was 

measured physically with 10 temperature transducers placed along the column. Using 

a 20-stage model as an example, Figure 5.8 indicates how the experimental 

temperature profile was mapped onto the Oldershaw trays considered in the 

simulation. Thus, using 20 stages in the model required that the experimental 

temperatures profile be fit with a polynomial function, which was in turn used to 

interpolate the temperature appropriate to each of the model’s separators. 

 

Figure 5.8: Typical experimental temperature profile and model interpolation. 

To determine the number of stages that should be used in the model to represent the 

Oldershaw column, the number of separators used in the simulation was adjusted over 

a range of (2 to 27) with the top and bottom temperatures fixed. The effect of the 

number of theoretical stages on the compositions of methane and n-butane in the 

product streams was investigated and the results are shown in Figure 5.9. Both 

compounds were considered to be the key components for this system. Key 
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components are usually the two compounds in the feed mixture whose separation is 

specified, with the more volatile component being the light key, and the less volatile 

being the heavy key, while the other components are termed non-keys [1]. 

 

Figure 5.9: Change in calculated methane and butane molar flows in the overhead (a) 

and the bottom (b) products with the number of stages in the model. 

The results of this study reveal that the predicted product molar flowrates and thus the 

composition become independent of the number of separators used above a threshold 

of 10. Since this was also consistent with the number of temperature transducers used 

to measure the column temperature profile in the experimental setup, a model 

containing 10 separators was selected for all further simulations.  

 

5.3 Results 

Table 5.2 lists the range of experiments that were conducted in this work to explore 

the effect of various parameters on the separation of the feed mixtures. The separation 

performance for a specific set of experimental conditions (experiment 2 in Table 5.2) 

is shown in Figure 5.10. Figure 5.10a compares the experimental data with the steady 

state composition of the product streams predicted by the model. Figure 5.10b shows 

the recovery of each component in the product streams. The experimental data from 

Chapter 4 obtained with the same apparatus at near-equivalent conditions using 

randomly packed glass beads are also included in this figure for comparison. 
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Table 5.2: Experimental conditions investigated in this work. The detailed data are given in Appendix C. 

 Experiment 
 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

Experimental overhead 
temperature  

(at 250 mm from column top)/ 
˚C 

-48.05 -46.12 -47.41 -44.43 -44.29 -45.25 -53.18 -51.86 -60.02 -42.45 -41.35 -42.16 -40.45 

Extrapolated overhead 
temperature  

(used in model for the first 
stage)/ ˚C 

-50.40 -47.79 -47.79 -46.72 -46.72 -46.45 -55.00 -62.62 -54.29 -44.42 -44.64 -44.34 -43.73 

Operating pressure/ MPa 4 4 4 4 4 4 4.5 4.5 4.5 4.5 4 3.5 4 

Feed flow/ SLPM 6.03 6.16 6.10 9.10 9.05 2.70 6.18 5.97 5.97 6.00 12.06 5.96 14.27 

Bottom flow/ SLPM 1.67 2.70 1.75 4.32 2.94 1.17 1.79 1.55 1.58 1.64 4.11 1.64 4.44 

Bottom to feed flows ratio, B:F 0.28 0.44 0.29 0.47 0.32 0.43 0.29 0.26 0.27 0.27 0.34 0.27 0.31 

Feed composition 
/mol % 

  

Methane 80.04 80.10 80.49 80.15 80.84 80.48 80.30 81.55 81.45 81.42 81.35 81.29 81.55 

Ethane 9.82 9.70 9.79 9.82 9.83 8.70 9.39 8.32 8.69 8.92 9.32 9.25 9.52 

Propane 4.57 4.69 4.68 4.81 4.25 5.11 4.85 4.54 4.34 4.81 4.60 4.75 4.28 

n-Butane 1.54 1.54 1.58 1.63 1.41 1.75 1.66 1.57 1.50 1.64 1.57 1.63 1.43 

CO2 1.85 1.83 1.53 1.82 1.82 1.91 1.89 2.19 2.23 1.17 1.21 1.16 1.33 

Nitrogen 2.18 2.15 1.93 1.77 1.85 2.04 1.91 1.83 1.78 2.04 1.95 1.93 1.89 
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Figure 5.10: Steady state product streams composition (a) and recovery (b) 

comparison between experiment and 10-stages model (experimental conditions: 6 

SLPM, bottom to feed flows ratio B:F=0.44, 4 MPa pressure and -45 ˚C top 

temperature). Experimental data from Chapter 4 at similar conditions are also shown. 

CO2 and N2 not shown. 

These results show that there was a generally reasonable agreement between the 

predictions of the model and the experiments. The predictions are within the 

uncertainty of the experiments associated with the material balance closure and 

represented by the error bars. Most of the propane and butane, collectively known as 

LPGs, were separated from the feed and recovered in the bottom stream. The highest 

deviation was observed for butane in the bottom where up to 98.7% was recovered in 
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the model but only 79.3% was recovered in the experiment; however this mostly 

reflects the large experimental uncertainty associated with the measurement of low 

levels of butane concentration combined with the total mass balance error of 5%.  

There is no clear difference in separation performance observed between the results 

of this work using Oldershaw trays and the work presented in Chapter 4 using 

randomly packed beads at similar operating conditions.  

The results of the parametric study are presented in the next paragraphs. They include 

a performance test of the model against experimental data obtained in parametric 

studies of operating pressure, overhead temperature, feed flowrate (F) and bottom to 

feed flows ratios (B:F) on the resulting product compositions. 

  

5.3.1 Effect of operating pressure and overhead temperature 

Figure 5.11 indicates that the operating pressure had minimal effect on the 

fractionation within the tested range of pressures (3.5-4.5) MPa, which is far from the 

feed mixture’s thermodynamic critical point, estimated with SYMMETRY to be 

between (8  to 8.5) MPa at about -45 ˚C (Figure 5.6). Further work should investigate 

and explore the operation of the scrub column at higher pressure, closer to the critical 

point which could be expected to improve recovery of propane and butane. However, 

at high pressure, the equations of state typically used in commercial simulation 

properties packages are known to exhibit significant discrepancies from experiments 

[8],[9]. Experience and available data for cryogenic high pressure distillation columns 

has been limited in the gas processing industry and thus, acquiring operational column 

performance data is particularly useful for the testing the models currently available 

and the optimization of this process. 
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Figure 5.11: Effect of column pressure on overhead and bottom product compositions. 

 

Figure 5.12 shows the effect of the column overhead temperature which was varied 

from -42.5 ˚C down to -60 ˚C.  For all four components, the experimental data followed 

the same trend as the predictions for both overhead and bottom streams. Thus, lower 

column overhead temperatures enhanced the separation of methane from the other 

components. More LPG and more ethane is recovered at the bottom product stream. 
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Figure 5.12: Effect of column head temperature on overhead and bottom product 

compositions. 

 

5.3.2 Effect of flow rates 

It is possible to manipulate the products composition to promote either stripping of the 

overhead (increasing its methane content) or enrichment of the bottom streams 

(increasing LPG content) by varying the bottom to feed flows ratio, B:F. A general 

discussion of how this parameter can be used to bias separation and manipulate 

products composition is given by May et al. [10]. In the context of this work, varying 

the B:F ratio amounts to changing the vapour and liquid traffics inside the column, 

noted V and L respectively, which is a key parameter of distillation separation. For a 

fixed feed flow F, when the bottom flow B is reduced (decreasing B:F), less gas is 

allowed to exit through the bottom and is forced to rise to the top of the column where 

the temperature is colder (between -40 and 50 ˚C). The vapour is therefore flashed 

sequentially at decreasing temperatures allowing the heavier hydrocarbons to be 
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stripped out and condensed. The condensed liquid flows down the column and is 

flashed sequentially at increasing temperatures, liberating any light hydrocarbons 

(methane and ethane) that may be dissolved in it. Overall, there is more vapour and 

liquid traffics resulting in a leaner overhead product stream and richer bottom. At large 

B:F more of the gas exit through the bottom resulting in less condensation at the top 

of the column and less overall traffics.  

Figure 5.13 shows a comparison of the measured and predicted compositions as a 

function of the B:F ratio. The feed composition, temperatures profile and operating 

pressure of the column were maintained constant; with an overhead temperature of -

45 ˚C and a pressure of 4 MPa respectively. The feed flowrate was varied for two 

constant bottom to feed flows ratios (B: F): from (6 to 14) SLPM at B:F=0.3 and from 

(2.7 to 9) SLPM at a B:F=0.43. 

The observed results were generally consistent with the trends predicted by the model; 

small rate-based effects appear to have some impact on the achieved LPG recovery. 

These effects have been previously observed and explained in the work described in 

Chapter 4. 

 

Table 5.3: Flow parameters that were varied in this work. B:F ratio=0.3, light blue 

shaded columns; B:F ratio=0.43, light green shaded columns. For ease of reference, 

the experiments run numbers are consistent with those used in Table 5.2. 

  Experiment 

  3 5 11 13 2 4 6 

Top temperature / ˚C -47.79 -46.72 -44.64 -43.73 -47.79 -46.72 -46.45 

Operating pressure/ MPa 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 

Feed flow/ SLPM 6.10 9.05 12.06 14.27 6.16 9.10 2.70 

Bottom flow/ SLPM 1.75 2.94 4.11 4.44 2.70 4.32 1.17 

Bottom to feed  
flows ratio, B:F 

0.29 0.32 0.34 0.31 0.44 0.47 0.43 

Feed composition/ mol %  

Methane 80.49 80.84 81.35 81.55 80.10 80.15 80.48 

Ethane 9.79 9.83 9.32 9.52 9.70 9.82 8.70 

Propane 4.68 4.25 4.60 4.28 4.69 4.81 5.11 

n-Butane 1.58 1.41 1.57 1.43 1.54 1.63 1.75 

CO2 1.53 1.82 1.21 1.33 1.83 1.82 1.91 

Nitrogen 1.93 1.85 1.95 1.89 2.15 1.77 2.04 
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Figure 5.13: Change of stream compositions with bottom to feed ratio (experimental 

error bounds calculated based on experiment mass balance). The modelled result is 

independent of flow rate as it is a steady state model. 

 

Figure 5.14 shows the overhead and bottom composition as a function of feed flowrate 

for varying B:F. It can be seen that the predictions of the steady-model have no 

dependence on feed flowrate, which is to be expected for an equilibrium-stage based 

model. Regarding the experiments, whether the bottom to feed ratio was maintained 

constant with varying flowrates, or the ratio was modified for the same flowrate, the 

overhead composition remained mostly constant. Although small, the result obtained 

for propane in the overhead indicates that rate-based effects are present. For the 

bottoms, the results obtained suggest that rate-based effects are also present for 

ethane and butane. 
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Figure 5.14: Change of overhead and bottom compositions with feed flow rate for 

different B:F ratios. The model results (― solid lines, B:F=0.3;  --- dashed-lines, 

B:F=0.43) assume that the feed composition, the temperatures profile, and the B:F 

ratio are constant across all tests.  

 

For the model results shown in Figure 5.14 it was assumed that the feed composition 

and the temperature profile of the column were identical across all the experimental 

tests, and that only the flowrates changed. However, in practice there were minor 

fluctuations in the feed composition, temperatures profile and the B:F ratio from one 

experiment to the other, as shown in Table 5.3. For example, for B:F=0.3, the top 

temperature varied from (-47.79 to -43.73) ˚C while the B:F was not actually constant 

but changed from 0.29 to 0.34. To factor in these minor fluctuations, each experiment 

was modelled with the actual experimental values and the results are illustrated in 

Figure 5.15. The results obtained for the bottom stream indicate and confirm that, 

although small, rate-based effects are present for propane and butane.  
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Figure 5.15: Change of overheads and bottom composition with feed flow rate for 

different bottom to feed ratio. Here the slight variations in conditions across each 

experiment are incorporated into the model (feed composition, temperatures profile 

and B:F ratios). ― Solid lines, B:F=0.3;  --- dashed-lines, B:F=0.43. 

 

The relative deviations (102.[x-xcalc]/xcalc) of the experimental results from the model 

are plotted in Figure 5.16. This representation of the data enables better discrimination 

of any trend in composition with increasing feed flowrate, while taking into account the 

minor fluctuations in temperature and B:F ratios.  

For methane and ethane, the deviations were comparable to the experimental 

uncertainty due to the material balance error achieved (about 5%). For propane, the 

deviations were significantly larger than the experimental uncertainty for both the 

overhead and bottom products, and the distribution of these deviations show an 

increasing trend with the feed flowrate. The same observation can be drawn for butane 

in the bottom stream. These observations clearly indicate that rate-based effects are 

present. The highest deviation was observed for butane in the overhead stream; 
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however, this mostly reflect the large experimental uncertainty associated with the 

measurement of trace levels of butane concentration.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.16: Effect of feed flowrate and B: F ratio on overhead and bottom products. 

The plots show the relative deviation (x-xcalc)/ xcalc) in percent for the overhead and 

bottom products. x and xcalc are the experimental value and prediction, respectively. 
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Further work should focus on eliminating the fluctuations in the feed composition, the 

temperatures profile and the B:F ratios so that that rate-based effects could be 

quantified and investigated. This would provide a better understanding of the rate-

based limitations on separation and enable the deficiencies of the equilibrium steady-

state model of the scrub column to be evaluated. 

 

5.4. Overall column efficiency 

In this section, the Oldershaw column overall efficiency from this work, which is 

equivalent to the commercial scrub column overall efficiency, is compared to the 

predicted value of the correlation of O’Connell [11]. 

For all experiments, the closest match between the experimental data and the model’s 

predictions were obtained for 10 theoretical stages. Figure 5.18 shows the change in 

the absolute deviation of composition in methane and butane between the model’s 

predictions and the experimental data with the number of theoretical stages in the 

model for one experiment. The predicted products composition did not vary 

significantly for a number of separators used above a threshold of 10. 

 

Figure 5.18: Change in the difference between the experiment and the model with the 

number of stages in the mode for experiment 6. (a): Overhead product; (b): Bottom 

product. y1 and x1: molar fraction of methane in the overhead and bottom product 

streams, respectively; y2 and x2: molar fraction of butane in the overhead and bottom 

product streams, respectively. 
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Therefore, the apparent overall efficiency of the Oldershaw column was 37 % for all 

experiments in this work. If the conservative approach of Fair et al. was applied to 

upscale this result, the overall column efficiency of the commercial scrub column, 

operating at the same pressure and temperatures, should also be 37 %.  However, 

the approach of Fair et al. is based on the premise that the Oldershaw column is 

operated at full reflux, which was not the case here.  

The experimental efficiency was then compared to the efficiency predicted by the 

O’Connell correlation [11]. The original correlation was published in the form of a graph 

and various authors have expressed the O’Connell correlation in equation form as 

shown in Table 5.4. 

Table 5.4: O’Connell equation as expressed by several authors [12]. Eoc is the overall 

column efficiency, α is the relative volatility between the key components, and μL is the 

viscosity of the liquid feed at the column average temperature. 

Author Correlation  

Economopoulos, 1978 [13] 𝐸𝑂𝐶 = 0.485 − 0.129 ln(𝛼𝜇𝐿) + 0.129 ln(𝛼𝜇𝐿)
+ 0.018 ln(𝛼𝜇𝐿)2 + 0.001 ln(𝛼𝜇𝐿)3 

Lockett, 1986 [12] 𝐸𝑂𝐶 = 0.492(𝛼𝜇𝐿)−0.245 

Kessler and Wankat, 1988 
[12] 

𝐸𝑂𝐶 = 0.54159 − 0.28531 log(𝛼𝜇𝐿) 

OSU, 2011 [12] 𝐸𝑂𝐶 = 0.514(𝛼𝜇𝐿)−0.23 

Duss and Taylor, 2017 [14] 𝐸𝑂𝐶 = 0.503(𝛼𝜇𝐿)−0.226 
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Figure 5.19: O’Connell correlation as published in the original paper in 1946 [11]. 

Kister [4] recommends using the expression of Lockett for the calculation of the overall 

column efficiency:  

𝐸𝑂𝐶 = 0.492(𝛼𝜇𝐿)−0.245 

Equation 5.1 

In this equation, the overall column efficiency Eoc is inversely proportional to the 

product of the relative volatility between the key components, , and the viscosity, L, 

(in centipoise) at the average arithmetic column temperature. 

𝛼 =
𝐾1

𝐾2
            Equation 5.2 

With                             𝐾1 =
𝑦1 (𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑟 𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑜𝑓 𝑚𝑒𝑡ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑒,   𝑔𝑎𝑠)

𝑥1(𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑟 𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑜𝑓 𝑚𝑒𝑡ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑒,   𝑙𝑖𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑑)
                      Equation 5.3 

and                          𝐾2 =
𝑦2 (𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑟 𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑜𝑓 𝑏𝑢𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑒,   𝑔𝑎𝑠)

𝑥1(𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑟 𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑜𝑓 𝑏𝑢𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑒,   𝑙𝑖𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑑)
                        Equation 5.4 

 

The comparison of the efficiencies from this work with the predicted values from each 

of these expressions O’Connell correlation are given in Table 5.6. 

All expressions of the O’Connell correlations gave similar results of about 30 percent 

for the overall column efficiency. Thus, the predicted number of stages required is 

10/0.3 = 33. In practice, the experiments only required 27 stages to achieve the 

separation performance that was calculated to require 33. Therefore, the O’Connell 

correlation appears to lead to an overly conservative estimate of the column overall 

efficiency. This experimental results suggests that scrub column designers could 

reduce their design margin by around 6/ ((27+33)/2) = 20 percent. 
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Table 5.5: Parameters used for the determination of overall column efficiency. 

 

 

      Experiment 

    Unit 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

Overhead temperature ˚C -50.40 -47.79 -47.79 -46.72 -46.72 -46.45 -55.00 -62.62 -54.29 -44.42 -44.64 -44.42 -43.73 

Bottom temperature ˚C 11.67 11.18 11.18 9.90 9.90 11.92 11.24 10.79 11.27 11.85 10.09 11.85 10.13 

Average temperature ˚C -19.37 -18.31 -18.31 -18.41 -18.41 -17.27 -21.88 -25.92 -21.51 -16.28 -17.27 -16.28 -16.80 

Operating pressure MPa 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.50 4.50 4.50 4.50 4.00 3.50 4.00 

Bulk feed viscosity at average 
temperature 

cP 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 

Liquid feed viscosity at 

average temperature, μL 
cP 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.10 0.10 0.11 0.10 0.11 0.12 0.11 

Methane molar fraction in gas 
phase, y1* 

- 0.8077 0.8097 0.8097 0.8103 0.8103 0.8156 0.8246 0.8396 0.8249 0.8180 0.8197 0.8161 0.82 

Methane molar fraction in 
liquid phase, x1* 

- 0.2714 0.2690 0.2690 0.2697 0.2697 0.2667 0.3188 0.3371 0.2809 0.2981 0.2681 0.2306 0.2670 

Butane molar fraction in gas 
phase, y2* 

- 0.0108 0.0115 0.0115 0.0116 0.0116 0.0123 0.0092 0.0075 0.0104 0.0124 0.0128 0.0146 0.0123 

Butane molar fraction in liquid 
phase, x2* 

- 0.2452 0.2528 0.2528 0.2559 0.2559 0.2654 0.2080 0.1911 0.2543 0.2437 0.2755 0.3203 0.2595 

K1=y1/x1 - 2.98 3.01 3.01 3.00 3.00 3.06 2.59 2.49 2.94 2.74 3.06 3.54 3.05 

K2=y2/x2 - 0.04 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 

* Feed at average temperature and operating pressure. Y1 and x1 are obtained with a flash calculation. 
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Table 5.6: Overall column efficiencies comparison. 

      Experiment 

    Unit 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

O
v
e

ra
ll 

c
o

lu
m

n
 

e
ff

ic
ie

n
c
y
 

This work 

% 

37 37 37 37 37 37 37 37 37 37 37 37 37 

Lockett 30.17 30.32 30.32 30.32 30.32 30.31 31.81 31.14 29.56 32.45 30.30 28.59 30.58 

Economopoulos 30.72 30.81 30.81 30.81 30.81 30.81 31.80 31.34 30.36 32.27 30.79 29.84 30.97 

Kessler and Wankat 29.43 29.67 29.67 29.68 29.68 29.67 32.10 31.03 28.40 33.11 33.11 26.71 30.10 

OSU 32.48 32.62 32.62 32.63 32.63 32.62 34.13 33.46 31.86 34.78 34.78 30.88 32.89 

Duss and Taylor 32.04 32.18 32.18 32.18 32.18 32.18 33.64 32.99 31.44 34.26 34.26 30.49 32.44 

Absolute difference between 

Lockett’s correlation and this 

work 

% 6.83 6.68 6.68 6.68 6.68 6.69 5.19 5.86 7.44 4.55 6.70 8.41 6.42 

Relative error between 

Lockett’s correlation and this 

work 

% 18.46 18.07 18.07 18.05 18.05 18.07 14.03 15.83 20.1 12.3 18.12 22.73 17.36 
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A general observation is that the predicted column efficiencies were in reasonably 

good agreement with the experimental values considering that the O’Connell 

correlation was stated to predict 90 percent of the efficiency data within ±15 percent 

for both distillation and absorption [2][4]. The lower efficiency predicted by the 

O’Connell correlation relative to that measured is consistent with the observations 

reported by various authors including Chen and Chuang, 1993 (cyclohexane/n-

heptane) [15]; Dribika and Biddulph, 1986 (methanol/propanol and ethanol/propanol) 

[16], and Seader and Henley, 1998 [2]. Duss and Taylor, 2018 [17] noted that in most 

cases the O’Connell correlation achieves conservative values (i.e. underpredicts the 

observed efficiency) so that columns designed on this approach often achieve the 

required separation duty.  

Exploring the extent of the O’Connell correlations’ conservatism in the context of scrub 

columns would provide valuable insights for LNG plants designers. This could be 

achieved by manipulating the experimental αμ term, for instance by changing the 

operating pressure or the feed composition, to determine the number of stages 

provided by the O’Connell correlation and then compare it with the actual number of 

stages. This exercise could be repeated for different numbers of actuals trays. A 

modelling exercise could reveal the ranges of pressure and temperature conditions 

that would provide the most extensive tests with meaningful variations in EOC. The 

results would then indicate whether the correlation is more conservative at certain 

ranges of (p,T).  

 

5.5. Conclusion 

In this work, custom-made stainless steel Oldershaw trays were used for the study of 

natural gas fractionation in a scrub column and a model was developed with the 

commercial simulation software package SYMMETRY. A parametric study was 

performed to validate the model against the experimental data; the predictions were 

in good agreement with the data. Although small, rate-based effects were observed 

for the LPGs components in the bottom product stream. Further work should evaluate 

these effects in detail by keeping strictly constant the feed composition, the 

temperatures profiles of the column and the B:F ratios.   
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The constructed model was then used to predict the overall column efficiency of a 

hypothetical commercial column operating under the same conditions with the same 

system. The predicted column efficiencies were then compared to calculated values 

using the O’Connell correlation. The calculated values were in good agreement with 

the model’s predictions with an average absolute difference of 7%, indicating that this 

experimental setup is suitable for efficiencies investigation and for developing new 

efficiency correlations.  

This setup together with the developed steady state simulation model can be used to 

determine the theoretical number of stages required to produce an observed industrial 

separation performance. Hence the column efficiency can be measured at these 

conditions. These measured efficiencies can be compared with various literature 

correlations, including that of O’Connell. The steady state model also allows the 

experimenter to identify the range of (p,T,z) conditions of the feed that will produce a 

wide variation in the efficiencies predicted by the correlation, and see if they are 

reflected in the actual performance. 

Future work should consider installing a reboiler and a condenser, and operating the 

column at total reflux. Additionally, in order to more closely mimic commercial scrub 

columns, the temperatures profile need to be induced by the combination of both the 

condenser and the reboiler.  This will provide an additional estimation of the 

commercial column overall efficiency through the scale-up method of Fair et al. and 

enable an improved comparison with O’Connell predictions.  

These results provide a reference point for future consideration of high pressure 

cryogenic natural fractionation efficiencies study. The potential impact of the current 

research would be of a very valuable contribution to the natural gas processing 

industry by developing improved efficiency correlations. Process design engineers 

could then better predict column efficiency to better design distillation columns by 

reducing the margin used to account for the current uncertainties. 
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Chapter 6: Conclusion and recommendations 

for future work 

 

6.1. Conclusion 

For society to achieve the 1.5° C limit under the Paris Agreement, the world is likely to 

need to stop adding to the stock of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere by around 

2050. Effective mitigation to reduce the harmful effects of climate change can be 

achieved in various ways. Some of the pathways include: (1) phasing out refrigerants 

used in most heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) systems with low GWP 

alternatives such as the new class of refrigerants called hydrofluoroolefins (HFOs); (2) 

improving the energy efficiency of existing and future chemical and physical processes 

used by industry; and (3) switching to natural gas which provides the fastest and most 

economic path to a less carbon intensive and cleaner air world while providing more 

energy in a reliable and affordable way to a rising population. 

In this context, the two main objectives achieved in this work were: (1) producing new 

thermodynamic data for alternative refrigerant mixtures by generating reliable 

experimental vapour-liquid equilibrium (VLE) data accompanied with a detailed 

uncertainty analysis, and (2) development of a facility to study the high-pressure 

cryogenic fractionation of natural gas and to improve the understanding of column 

efficiencies in liquefied natural gas (LNG) scrub columns.  

 

6.1.2. Reference quality VLE data for alternative refrigerant mixtures 

The modified VLE apparatus were used to collect new reference quality VLE data for: 

1. Five equimolar binary mixtures: R1234ze(E) + [R125, R134a, R143a, R1234yf] 

and (R32 + R1234yf) measured at temperatures of (273, 293 and 343) K and 

pressures from (0.3–2.6) MPa. 
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2. Twenty binary mixtures of CO2 + [R1234yf, R32, R125, R134a] with molar 

compositions of (10, 20, 30, 50 and 70) % CO2 measured at 293 K and 

pressures from (0.82 to 4.80) MPa. 

3. Four ternary mixtures of CO2 + R1234yf + R32 with respective component 

compositions of (10, 45, 45) mass%, (20, 40, 40) mass %, (30, 35, 35) mass 

%, and (50, 25, 25) mass % at T = (283 and 313) K and an equimolar five-

component mixture of CO2 + R1234yf + R32 + R125 + R134a at T = (273, 313 

and 333) K. 

Some of these VLE data constitute the first available data for these mixtures, namely 

R1234ze(E) + [R125, R143a and R1234yf] and (R32 + R1234yf).  The collected VLE 

data together with measurements of density and heat capacity (measured by other 

students and not included in this thesis), and previously published data were used to 

tune binary interaction parameters in existing Helmholtz energy models implemented 

in REFPROP to better predict the thermodynamic properties of those fluids. 

1. Study of R1234ze(E) + [R125, R134a, R143a, R1234yf] and (R32 + R1234yf):  

Significant improvements in the predicted densities were achieved for the 

mixtures (R134a + R1234ze(E)), (R143a + R1234yf)), (R1234yf + R1234ze(E)) 

and (R125 + R1234yf) as well as (R125 + R1234ze(E)). For example, the root 

mean squared relative deviation decreased from 0.33% to 0.021% for (R143a 

+ R1234yf). The most significant improvement in the description of VLE 

occurred for (R1234yf + R1234ze(E)) where the root mean squared deviation 

in the predicted vapour phase compositions decreased from 0.010 to 0.00084 

(a factor of 12). 

2. Study of CO2 + [R1234yf, R32, R125, R134a]: There  were  significant 

improvements  in  the prediction of thermodynamic properties, particularly the 

density where, for example, the root-mean-square (RMS)  of  the  relative  

deviation  between  the  model  and  the  experimental  data for the (CO2 + 

R1234yf ) mixture was decreased from (1.38 to 0.18) %. The tuned models 

were then evaluated in terms of their ability to predict the thermodynamic 

properties of several ternaries and a five-component mixture of HFCs, an HFO, 

and CO2. The multi-component mixture measurements showed that the tuned 
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models gave significantly better predictions of the refrigerant mixtures’ 

thermodynamic properties. 

These new VLE data, together with other new properties data collected by other 

students involved in this project, will increase the confidence of the design and 

simulation of refrigeration processes that use HFC + HFO +  CO2 refrigerant mixtures. 

 

6.1.3. High pressure cryogenic fractionation of natural gas mixtures 

A pilot scale LNG scrub column was developed in conjunction with the Commonwealth 

Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation of Australia (CSIRO) for the study of 

high-pressure cryogenic distillation of natural gas.  

First, the column was used with random packing glass beads to test the new setup 

and data were collected during both steady state and dynamic operations. A steady 

state and a dynamic simulation models were built using the ‘Advanced Peng Robinson 

for Natural Gas’ property package in the commercial simulation software package 

VMGSim. Parametric studies were performed to test the performance and validity of 

the models.  The observed results in steady state were in reasonable agreement with 

the trends predicted by the model; small rate-based effects appeared to be present 

and to have some impact on the achieved propane recovery. The transient responses 

of the column to changes in the bottom to feed flows ratio (B:F) were compared to the 

predictions of the dynamic model. The timescales of the dynamic responses for the 

flowrates and compositions were similar. However, the responses were different 

qualitatively: the model exhibited a classic response of a stirred tank where 

compositional equilibrium is nearly instantaneous and the response is determined by 

the outflow, while the data indicated that the experimental dynamics are more complex 

than what the model suggested. This work both verified some of the insights obtained 

from equilibrium theory and identified a flow rate dependency that cannot readily be 

studied with idealised models.   

Second, the column was fitted with custom-made stainless steel Oldershaw trays for 

the study of distillation efficiency for LNG applications. The same simulation models 

were used to test the column’s performance with a series of parametric studies. The 

column efficiencies were determined using the model and compared to the predictions 
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from the O’Connell correlation which is currently the most widely used correlation in 

the industry for predicting column efficiency. As observed by various authors, the 

correlation provided conservative values. In this work, the predicted values were overly 

conservative for the cryogenic distillation of high pressure natural gas. The measured 

efficiency was 20% better (37% versus 30%) than predicted by the O’Connell 

correlation. Rate-based effects were observed to be present which are not accounted 

for in the relatively simple O’Connell correlation.  

This work indicates that this experimental setup is suitable for efficiencies investigation 

and for developing new efficiency correlations. This unique pilot-scale cryogenic 

distillation column has demonstrated its effectiveness for the acquisition of critical and 

reliable empirical data at high pressure, under varying conditions. The results provide 

a reference point for future consideration of high pressure cryogenic demethanizer 

column efficiencies. 

 

6.2. Recommendations for future work 

6.2.1. Measuring VLE of alternative refrigerant mixtures 

McLinden et al. [1] screened a very large database and identified 27 low-GWP fluids 

as the best single component low-GWP replacements for AC systems, with the largest 

group corresponding to HFOs. However, most of the candidates identified are 

flammable or mildly flammable which prevent them from being used as single 

component from a safety perspective. Thus, overcoming this could be achieved by 

blending HFOs with HFCs, and the refrigeration industry is actively investigating such 

possible blends with the intent of reducing flammability with the trade-off of increased 

GWP. Nevertheless, the range of mixtures combinations and compositions is 

immense.  

Bell et al. [2] investigated potential blends as replacement for R134a and found 23 

best blends in term of performance, flammability and GWP trade-off. They also stated 

the insufficiency of experimental thermodynamic properties data to build high-

accuracy EOS and mixture models required for further investigation and identification 

of optimal refrigerant blends. Among these blends (binary or ternary mixtures), the 

author of this work found some binaries of which the mixing coefficients (BIPs) were 
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not available in REFPROP database. Measurements of the thermophysical properties, 

including the VLE, of these binaries will be valuable for improving the simulation of 

refrigeration processes. Some examples of these binaries are included in Table 6. 1. 

This table also includes some binary combinations extracted from the work of 

McLinden et al. [1] for which there are little data available in the literature.  

Table 6. 1: Binaries for which there is little to no VLE data available in the literature. 

 Component 1 Component 2 

Binary 1 R1243zf R1234yf 

Binary 2 R1243zf R134a 

Binary 3 R1243zf R1234ze(E) 

Binary 4 R1243zf R152a 

Binary 5 R1243zf R125 

Binary 6 R1243zf R32 

 

Due to its very low GWP (GWP100<1) and favourable thermophysical properties, 

R1243zf has received much attention as working fluid for medium and high-

temperature heat pump [3].  

 

6.2.2. Scrub column and predictions of efficiency 

Several improvements could be made for improved modelling of the scrub column and 

efficiency prediction: 

1. The results of this work have shown that rate-based effects are present during 

the fractionation of natural gas mixtures with the scrub column. This flowrate 

dependency could be modelled with an improved and more developed model. 

It would be interesting to compare the outcomes of both models, i.e. equilibrium 

model and dynamic rate-based model, to the experimental data and quantify 

these effects. 

2. To confidently capture these rate-based effects, the other operating parameters 

of the scrub column should be maintained constant (B:F ratio and temperature 

profile should be the same for all experiments). Therefore the thermal stability 
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of the column is an aspect to consider and the flowrate controllers should be 

improved by fine-tuning the PID parameters. 

3. The procedures developed by Fair et al. to scale up efficiency data from the 

Oldershaw trays imply that a reflux condenser is used in total reflux mode, and 

that the column operates at the same approach to the flooding point as the 

commercial scrub column. Therefore, the condenser that was designed by the 

author (Appendix E) and CSIRO should be installed and used in future work.  

4. To develop an enhanced O’Connell correlation for high-pressure cryogenic 

applications, efficiency data is required for a wide range of hydrocarbon 

systems with a wide range of compositions and operating conditions. 

5. It would be very valuable to replicate the experiments of Fair et al. with the 

scrub column to validate the simulation model and the approach used in this 

work. 

6. It would be also very valuable to repeat the same experiments with the reflux 

condenser and use the improved rate-based model to estimate the theoretical 

number trays then compare the column efficiency obtained from the O’Connell 

correlation with the efficiency obtained with Fair et al. method. 

7. Explore the extent of the O’Connell correlations’ conservatism by changing the 

pressure conditions, average temperature or fluid composition to manipulate 

the experimental αμ term. This could be repeated for various number of actual 

stages. 

8. For changing pressure, study the deviation in the number of trays (Δ=number 

of trays predicted by O’Connell correlation - actual number of trays) as a 

function of the relative volatility, α or the feed viscosity at average column 

temperature, μ. 
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Appendices 

Appendix A: Calibration plots for (HFC+HFO) mixtures. 

 

 

Figure A1: Calibration curve and deviation plots for the refrigerants R1234ze(E), R125 

and R134a.   
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Figure A2: Calibration curve and deviation plots for the refrigerants R143a and 

R1234yf. 
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Appendix B: Composition of the calibration reference mixtures prepared 

gravimetrically and volumetrically for the (HFC+HFO) mixtures. 

 

 
Gravimetric preparation Volumetric preparation 

 
R1234yf CO2 R1234yf CO2 

1 0.1961 0.8039 0.1993 0.8007 

2 0.8013 0.1987 0.7992 0.2008 

3 0.5989 0.4011 0.5920 0.4080 

4 0.4068 0.5932 0.4009 0.5991 

 
R32 CO2 R32 CO2 

5 0.6033 0.3967 0.5964 0.4036 

6 0.7862 0.2138 0.8001 0.1999 

7 0.4081 0.5919 0.3996 0.6004 

8 0.2044 0.7956 0.1997 0.8003 

 
R134a CO2 R134a CO2 

9 0.8092 0.1908 0.8006 0.1994 

10 0.6052 0.3948 0.5977 0.4023 

11 0.2376 0.7624 0.2003 0.7997 

12 0.4957 0.5043 0.4500 0.5500 
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Appendix C: Experimental data for the experiments with the scrub column using the Oldershaw trays.  

Experiment 1     2     3     4     

Appears in Figure 4, 15, 16   7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 13, 14, 15, 16 13, 14, 15 13, 14, 15, 16 

Conditions  
  

 
  

 
  

 
   

Feed Flow (SLPM) 6.03   6.16   6.16   9.10    
Pressure (MPa) 4   4   4   4    
Temperature (top) (°C) -48.05   -46.12   -47.41   -44.43    
Bottom : Feed ratio 0.28   0.44   0.29   0.47    
Mass Balance (%) 97.36   98.90   93.28   99.22    

Stream Feed Overheads Bottoms Feed Overheads Bottoms Feed Overheads Bottoms Feed Overheads Bottoms 

Mole Fraction (xi)                         

Experimental Results                     
Methane 0.8004 0.8598 0.7181 0.8010 0.8553 0.7409 0.8049 0.8572 0.7222 0.8015 0.8535 0.7489 
Ethane 0.0982 0.0858 0.1220 0.0970 0.0845 0.1097 0.0979 0.0856 0.1187 0.0982 0.0875 0.1076 
Propane 0.0457 0.0148 0.0958 0.0469 0.0178 0.0805 0.0468 0.0163 0.0941 0.0481 0.0197 0.0766 
n-Butane 0.0154 0.0000 0.0298 0.0154 0.0000 0.0307 0.0158 0.0001 0.0309 0.0163 0.0001 0.0313 
CO2 0.0185 0.0164 0.0163 0.0183 0.0184 0.0180 0.0153 0.0181 0.0163 0.0182 0.0187 0.0184 
Nitrogen 0.0218 0.0232 0.0180 0.0215 0.0239 0.0202 0.0193 0.0227 0.0178 0.0177 0.0205 0.0172 

Model Results                         
Methane 0.8004 0.8528 0.6623 0.8019 0.8559 0.7327 0.8023 0.8477 0.6891 0.8000 0.8528 0.7417 
Ethane 0.0982 0.0876 0.1278 0.0971 0.0846 0.1132 0.0944 0.0856 0.1164 0.0988 0.0871 0.1118 
Propane 0.0457 0.0157 0.1230 0.0470 0.0180 0.0841 0.0436 0.0190 0.1048 0.0468 0.0197 0.0767 
n-Butane 0.0154 0.0001 0.0508 0.0150 0.0003 0.0338 0.0143 0.0003 0.0493 0.0162 0.0005 0.0337 
CO2 0.0185 0.0192 0.0188 0.0180 0.0180 0.0180 0.0206 0.0208 0.0204 0.0192 0.0192 0.0192 
Nitrogen 0.0218 0.0245 0.0173 0.0210 0.0231 0.0183 0.0247 0.0266 0.0200 0.0189 0.0207 0.0170 

Average flow at Steady state (SLPM)                         

Experimental Results                     
Methane 4.82 3.56 1.21 4.92 3.00 2.00 4.88 3.35 1.27 7.28 4.11 3.21 
Ethane 0.60 0.39 0.20 0.61 0.30 0.30 0.58 0.34 0.20 0.90 0.44 0.46 
Propane 0.28 0.07 0.15 0.29 0.06 0.21 0.27 0.07 0.16 0.43 0.10 0.34 
n-Butane 0.09 0.00 0.05 0.10 0.00 0.08 0.09 0.00 0.06 0.15 0.00 0.14 
CO2 0.11 0.08 0.03 0.11 0.06 0.05 0.13 0.08 0.03 0.17 0.10 0.09 
Nitrogen 0.14 0.09 0.03 0.13 0.09 0.05 0.15 0.10 0.03 0.17 0.11 0.08 
Total 6.03 4.20 1.67 6.16 3.52 2.70 6.10 3.94 1.75 9.10 4.85 4.32 

Model Results                  
Methane 4.82 3.71 1.11 4.94 2.96 1.98 4.89 3.69 1.20 7.28 4.08 3.21 
Ethane 0.60 0.38 0.21 0.60 0.29 0.31 0.58 0.37 0.20 0.90 0.42 0.48 
Propane 0.27 0.07 0.21 0.29 0.06 0.23 0.27 0.08 0.18 0.43 0.09 0.33 
n-Butane 0.09 0.00 0.09 0.09 0.00 0.09 0.09 0.00 0.09 0.15 0.00 0.15 
CO2 0.12 0.08 0.03 0.11 0.06 0.05 0.13 0.09 0.04 0.17 0.09 0.08 
Nitrogen 0.14 0.11 0.03 0.13 0.08 0.05 0.15 0.12 0.04 0.17 0.10 0.07 
Total 6.03 4.36 1.67 6.16 3.46 2.70 6.10 4.35 1.75 9.10 4.78 4.32 
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Experiment 5     6     7     8     

Appears in Figure 13, 14, 15, 16 13, 14, 15, 16, 18 12, 13   12, 13    

Conditions                  
Feed Flow (SLPM) 9.10   2.70   6.18   5.97    
Pressure (MPa) 4   4   4.5   4.5    
Temperature (top) (°C) -44.29   -45.25   -53.18   -60.02    
Bottom : Feed ratio 0.32   0.43   0.29   0.26    
Mass Balance (%) 98.52   97.70   92.71   96.46    

Stream Feed Overheads Bottoms Feed Overheads Bottoms Feed Overheads Bottoms Feed Overheads Bottoms 

Mole Fraction (xi)                         

Experimental Results                     
Methane 0.8084 0.8514 0.7196 0.8048 0.8615 0.7526 0.8030 0.8737 0.6534 0.8155 0.8846 0.6011 
Ethane 0.0983 0.0885 0.1148 0.0870 0.0752 0.0969 0.0939 0.0761 0.1303 0.0832 0.0667 0.1435 
Propane 0.0425 0.0197 0.0927 0.0511 0.0212 0.0796 0.0485 0.0094 0.1308 0.0454 0.0031 0.1596 
n-Butane 0.0141 0.0001 0.0371 0.0175 0.0003 0.0322 0.0166 0.0000 0.0521 0.0157 0.0000 0.0609 
CO2 0.0182 0.0191 0.0189 0.0191 0.0184 0.0192 0.0189 0.0185 0.0187 0.0219 0.0235 0.0229 
Nitrogen 0.0185 0.0213 0.0169 0.0204 0.0234 0.0196 0.0191 0.0223 0.0147 0.0183 0.0221 0.0119 

Model Results                         
Methane 0.8000 0.8508 0.6934 0.8068 0.8583 0.7398 0.8075 0.8726 0.6473 0.8210 0.8923 0.6172 
Ethane 0.0988 0.0891 0.1193 0.0873 0.0778 0.0996 0.0919 0.0763 0.1303 0.0806 0.0613 0.1357 
Propane 0.0468 0.0199 0.1032 0.0500 0.0219 0.0864 0.0466 0.0109 0.1345 0.0446 0.0054 0.1564 
n-Butane 0.0162 0.0004 0.0496 0.0164 0.0005 0.0369 0.0159 0.0001 0.0549 0.0143 0.0000 0.0550 
CO2 0.0192 0.0193 0.0189 0.0191 0.0191 0.0190 0.0191 0.0190 0.0194 0.0239 0.0233 0.0257 
Nitrogen 0.0189 0.0206 0.0155 0.0205 0.0223 0.0182 0.0190 0.0212 0.0136 0.0156 0.0176 0.0100 

Average flow at Steady state (SLPM)                         

Experimental Results                     
Methane 7.27 5.26 2.15 2.18 1.37 0.88 4.99 3.43 1.17 4.90 3.67 0.94 
Ethane 0.89 0.61 0.33 0.24 0.12 0.11 0.57 0.30 0.23 0.48 0.29 0.22 
Propane 0.40 0.14 0.25 0.13 0.03 0.09 0.29 0.04 0.23 0.27 0.02 0.24 
n-Butane 0.14 0.00 0.10 0.04 0.00 0.04 0.10 0.00 0.09 0.09 0.00 0.09 
CO2 0.17 0.12 0.06 0.05 0.03 0.02 0.12 0.08 0.04 0.14 0.12 0.04 
Nitrogen 0.17 0.13 0.05 0.06 0.04 0.02 0.12 0.09 0.03 0.09 0.11 0.02 
Total 9.05 6.25 2.94 2.70 1.59 1.17 6.18 3.94 1.79 5.97 4.21 1.55 

Model Results                  
Methane 7.28 5.25 2.04 2.18 1.31 0.87 4.99 3.83 1.16 4.90 3.94 0.96 
Ethane 0.90 0.55 0.35 0.24 0.12 0.12 0.57 0.34 0.23 0.48 0.27 0.21 
Propane 0.43 0.12 0.30 0.13 0.03 0.10 0.29 0.05 0.24 0.27 0.02 0.24 
n-Butane 0.15 0.00 0.15 0.04 0.00 0.04 0.10 0.00 0.10 0.09 0.00 0.09 
CO2 0.17 0.12 0.06 0.05 0.03 0.02 0.12 0.08 0.03 0.14 0.10 0.04 
Nitrogen 0.17 0.13 0.05 0.06 0.03 0.02 0.12 0.09 0.02 0.09 0.08 0.02 
Total 9.10 6.17 2.94 2.70 1.53 1.17 6.18 4.39 1.79 5.97 4.42 1.55 
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Experiment 9     10     11     12     

Appears in Figure 13   11, 12, 13   13, 14, 15, 16 11, 13    

Conditions                  
Feed Flow (SLPM) 5.97   6.00   12.06   5.96    
Pressure (MPa) 4.5   4.5   4   3.5    
Temperature (top) (°C) -51.86   -42.45   -41.35   -42.16    
Bottom : Feed ratio 0.27   0.27   0.34   0.27    
Mass Balance (%) 96.32   97.50   94.77   99.72    

Stream Feed Overheads Bottoms Feed Overheads Bottoms Feed Overheads Bottoms Feed Overheads Bottoms 

Mole Fraction (xi)                         

Experimental Results                     
Methane 0.8145 0.8681 0.6424 0.8142 0.8583 0.7397 0.8135 0.8515 0.7281 0.8129 0.8518 0.7381 
Ethane 0.0869 0.0741 0.1234 0.0892 0.0801 0.1064 0.0932 0.0873 0.1050 0.0925 0.0864 0.1048 
Propane 0.0434 0.0117 0.1360 0.0481 0.0233 0.0862 0.0460 0.0240 0.0898 0.0475 0.0272 0.0865 
n-Butane 0.0150 0.0001 0.0616 0.0164 0.0003 0.0344 0.0157 0.0001 0.0462 0.0163 0.0003 0.0391 
CO2 0.0223 0.0226 0.0220 0.0117 0.0138 0.0135 0.0121 0.0136 0.0127 0.0116 0.0125 0.0124 
Nitrogen 0.0178 0.0235 0.0147 0.0204 0.0242 0.0198 0.0195 0.0235 0.0183 0.0193 0.0218 0.0192 

Model Results                         
Methane 0.8146 0.8692 0.6631 0.8141 0.8574 0.6989 0.8135 0.8576 0.7283 0.8128 0.8540 0.7039 
Ethane 0.0869 0.0761 0.1170 0.0903 0.0826 0.1108 0.0932 0.0855 0.1082 0.0925 0.0871 0.1068 
Propane 0.0434 0.0128 0.1281 0.0468 0.0232 0.1098 0.0460 0.0232 0.0901 0.0475 0.0260 0.1043 
n-Butane 0.0150 0.0001 0.0564 0.0142 0.0005 0.0504 0.0157 0.0007 0.0448 0.0163 0.0006 0.0579 
CO2 0.0223 0.0224 0.0221 0.0118 0.0119 0.0117 0.0121 0.0122 0.0119 0.0116 0.0118 0.0111 
Nitrogen 0.0178 0.0194 0.0133 0.0228 0.0245 0.0184 0.0195 0.0209 0.0167 0.0193 0.0205 0.0160 

Average flow at Steady state (SLPM)                         

Experimental Results                     
Methane 4.86 3.82 1.05 4.89 3.74 1.15 9.81 6.82 3.00 4.85 3.70 1.15 
Ethane 0.52 0.33 0.19 0.54 0.36 0.18 1.12 0.68 0.44 0.55 0.38 0.17 
Propane 0.26 0.06 0.20 0.28 0.10 0.18 0.55 0.18 0.37 0.28 0.11 0.17 
n-Butane 0.09 0.00 0.09 0.09 0.00 0.08 0.19 0.01 0.18 0.10 0.00 0.09 
CO2 0.13 0.10 0.04 0.07 0.05 0.02 0.15 0.10 0.05 0.07 0.05 0.02 
Nitrogen 0.11 0.09 0.02 0.14 0.11 0.03 0.24 0.17 0.07 0.12 0.09 0.03 
Total 5.97 4.39 1.58 6.00 4.36 1.64 12.06 7.95 4.11 5.96 4.33 1.64 

Model Results                  
Methane 4.85 4.02 1.00 4.89 3.59 1.22 9.96 7.26 2.98 4.91 3.69 1.20 
Ethane 0.54 0.35 0.20 0.54 0.34 0.17 1.04 0.74 0.44 0.51 0.37 0.17 
Propane 0.26 0.06 0.22 0.28 0.10 0.14 0.56 0.23 0.37 0.29 0.13 0.14 
n-Butane 0.09 0.00 0.10 0.09 0.01 0.05 0.14 0.00 0.19 0.08 0.00 0.06 
CO2 0.14 0.10 0.04 0.07 0.07 0.02 0.14 0.13 0.06 0.07 0.06 0.02 
Nitrogen 0.10 0.08 0.03 0.14 0.11 0.03 0.22 0.22 0.08 0.11 0.10 0.03 
Total 5.97 4.61 1.58 6.00 4.21 1.64 12.06 8.58 4.11 5.96 4.34 1.64 
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Experiment 13     

Appears in Figure 13, 14, 15, 16 

Conditions      
Feed Flow (SLPM) 14.27    
Pressure (MPa) 4    
Temperature (bottom) (°C) -40.45    
Bottom : Feed ratio 0.31    
Mass Balance (%) 95.82    

Stream Feed Overheads Bottoms 

Mole Fraction (xi)       

Experimental Results      
Methane 0.8155 0.8527 0.7281 
Ethane 0.0952 0.0892 0.1065 
Propane 0.0428 0.0245 0.0899 
n-Butane 0.0143 0.0000 0.0456 
CO2 0.0133 0.0139 0.0134 
Nitrogen 0.0189 0.0197 0.0166 

Model Results       
Methane 0.8152 0.8546 0.7277 
Ethane 0.0932 0.0860 0.1090 
Propane 0.0465 0.0247 0.0950 
n-Butane 0.0123 0.0006 0.0383 
CO2 0.0142 0.0143 0.0141 
Nitrogen 0.0186 0.0198 0.0159 

Average flow at Steady state (SLPM)       

Experimental Results      
Methane 11.63 8.40 3.23 
Ethane 1.33 0.85 0.48 
Propane 0.66 0.24 0.42 
n-Butane 0.18 0.01 0.17 
CO2 0.20 0.14 0.06 
Nitrogen 0.27 0.19 0.07 
Total 14.27 9.83 4.44 

Model Results      
Methane 11.63 8.80 3.20 
Ethane 1.33 0.97 0.47 
Propane 0.66 0.31 0.42 
n-Butane 0.18 0.00 0.20 
CO2 0.20 0.15 0.06 
Nitrogen 0.27 0.20 0.08 
Total 14.27 10.43 4.44 
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Appendix D: O’Connell data (1946). 

 

 

 

 

 Type of column Temperature (K) Temperature (C) Pressure (bar) High volatility Low volatily 
α,  

Relative 
volatiliy 

μ,  
Viscosity  

(Centipoises) 
α.μ 

Column 
Efficiency (%) 

1 Gasoline Fractionator 364.82 91.67 14.82 Iso-Butane Butane 1.36 0.1 0.14 74 

2 Gasoline Fractionator 375.93 102.78 18.27 Iso-Butane Butane 1.31 0.09 0.12 88 

3 Gasoline Fractionator 366.48 93.33 15.03 Iso-Butane Butane 1.28 0.1 0.13 86 

4 Gasoline Fractionator 369.26 96.11 15.38 Iso-Butane Butane 1.28 0.1 0.13 83 

5 Naphta Fractionator 388.71 115.56 9.31 Iso-Pentane Pentane 1.21 0.15 0.18 63 

6 Naphta Fractionator 386.48 113.33 8.62 Iso-Pentane Pentane 1.21 16 19.36 69 

7 Naphta Fractionator 374.26 101.11 8.62 Butane Pentane 2.2 0.15 0.33 67 

8 Naphta Fractionator 342.59 69.44 6.89 Butane Pentane 2.61 0.22 0.57 51 

9 Cracking Unit Stabilizer 430.37 157.22 23.92 Propane  Butane 1.76 0.07 0.12 84 

10 Cracking Unit Stabilizer 427.04 153.89 25.03 Butane Pentane 1.88 0.1 0.19 77 

11 Cracking Unit Stabilizer 428.71 155.56 24.61 Propane  Butane 1.77 0.07 0.12 83 

12 Cracking Unit Stabilizer 432.59 159.44 25.03 Propane  Butane 1.81 0.11 0.20 81 

13 Cracking Unit Stabilizer 429.26 156.11 25.23 Propane  Butane 1.77 0.09 0.16 84 

14 Cracking Unit Stabilizer 429.82 156.67 24.13 Propane  Butane 1.83 0.1 0.18 80 

15 Poly Plant Stabilizer 365.37 92.22 24.96 Propane  Butane 2.11 0.22 0.46 55 

16 Poly Plant Stabilizer 382.04 108.89 25.17 Propane  Butane 2 0.22 0.44 58 

17 Butane Depropanizer 345.37 72.22 16.20 Propane  Butane 2.45 0.15 0.37 68 

18 Butane Depropanizer 344.82 71.67 16.20 Propane  Butane 2.45 0.17 0.42 64 

19 Debutanizer 408.15 135.00 8.07 Butane Pentane 2 0.17 0.34 59 

20 Deisopentanizer 410.93 137.78 8.00 Pentane Hexane 1.9 0.16 0.30 64 

21 Deisopentanizer 405.37 132.22 8.00 Pentane Hexane 1.96 0.17 0.33 62 

22 Deisopentanizer 400.93 127.78 8.00 Pentane Hexane 1.98 0.16 0.32 67 
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 Type of column 
Temperature 

(K) 
Temperature 

(C) 
Pressure 

(bar) 
High volatility Low volatily 

α,  
Relative 
volatiliy 

μ,  
Viscosity  

(Centipoises) 
α.μ 

Column 
Efficiency 

(%) 

23 Deisopentanizer 402.04 128.89 7.93 Pentane Hexane 1.87 0.16 0.30 69 

24 Deisopentanizer 399.82 126.67 8.07 Pentane Hexane 1.87 0.15 0.28 73 

25 Deisobutanizer 424.26 151.11 25.30 Iso-Butane Butane 1.16 0.11 0.13 77 

26 Deisopentanizer 395.93 122.78 6.76 Iso-Pentane Pentane 1.22 0.19 0.23 60 

27 Stabilization of 
Ethylene 
Dichloride 

369.82 96.67 1.45 Water Ethylene 
Dichloride 

20.51 0.37 7.59 29 

28 Stabilization of 
Ethylene 
Dichloride 

377.59 104.44 1.93 Water Ethylene 
Dichloride 

16 0.35 5.60 29 

29 Stabilization of 
Ethylene 
Dichloride 

377.59 104.44 1.93 Ethyl Chloride Ethylene 
Dichloride 

3.1 0.35 1.09 57 

30 Stabilization of 
Ethyl Chloride 

351.48 78.33 10.41 Iso-Butane Ethyl Chloride 1.69 0.11 0.19 85 

31 Alcoho-Water, 
lab. column 

364.26 91.11 1.01 Ethyl Alcohol Water 9.03 0.32 2.89 32 

32 Alcoho-Water, 
lab. column 

359.82 86.67 1.01 Ethyl Alcohol Water 7.05 0.36 2.54 47 

33 Alcoho-Water, 
lab. column 

354.82 81.67 1.01 Ethyl Alcohol Water 2.34 0.42 0.98 77 

34 Alcoho-Water, 
lab. column 

352.04 78.89 1.01 Ethyl Alcohol Water 1.27 0.45 0.57 62 

35 Beer Stills 
(perforated 
trays) 

370.93 97.78 1.10 Ethyl Alcohol Water 10.8 0.32 3.46 41 

36 Beer Stills 
(perforated 
trays) 

372.04 98.89 1.17 Ethyl Alcohol Water 10.8 0.32 3.46 43 

37 Alcohol-Water 366.48 93.33 1.03 Alcohol Water 9 0.29 2.61 49 

38 Trichloroethylen
e Toluene and 
Water, lab. 
Column 

372.04 98.89 1.03 Trichloroethylen
e 

Toluene 2.12 0.3 0.64 53 
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Appendix E: Reflux condenser specifications. 
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Manufacturer NAR ENGINEERING 

A.B.N. 868 3914 7246 

Material of construction 316 stainless steel 

Design pressure 1500 psi (100 bar) 

Design temperature -100 to +100 degree C 

Internal diameter 50.8 mm 

Length 540 mm 

Coil length 5485 mm 

Number of coils 40 

Heat exchange material ¼” 

316 stainless steel 

0.711 mm WT 

 




